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- I am organizing the module NeuroprothesesI and NeuroprothesesII which are
M1 and M2 course to teach the biosignal processing and its application for advanced
Neuroprosthetics. (2012, 2013, 2014)
- I am organizing the module Modele et Regulation which is M2 1st semester
course to teach the modeling, identification and control in biomechanics and neuroprosthetics. (2012, 2013, 2014)
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C HAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1 Summary of Past Research Activity
I obtained my scientific background at Department of Mechano-Aerospace Engineering,
Tokyo Institute of Technology in 1999. In Master degree, I majored in automatic control, and
robotics in Department of Mechano-Informatics, University of Tokyo and was supervised by
Prof. Yoshihiko Nakamura. I started the research which applies the technology of robotics and
computer science to the medical field. The work of " Laser Pointing Endoscope for Intraoperative Geometric Acquisition and Operational Support of Surgical Robot was my first experience
for the medical application. I started the collaboration with surgeons and performed in-vivo
experiment on pigs. After master course, I was involved in the environment that would provide a close contact with clinical medicine and hospital. I moved to Jikei University School of
Medicine working as assistant professor for 5.5 years since 2001. My research covered the interdisciplinary area of medical imaging and computer science for biomedical information. I have
done many collaborative works with radiologists and surgeons. I designed the operating room
and related parts to the surgical apparatus built at the Jikei University Hospital. The HighTech Navigation Operating Room received the Good Design Award 2005 prize. For the new
operating room, I developed Data-Fusion Display System with Volume Rendering of Intraoperatively Scanned CT Images. The 3D volumetric data that reflects a patient’s inner structure is
directly displayed on the monitor through video images of the surgical field. It was challenging for the system that the surgical navigation data was intraoperatively obtained and was
not based on preoperative images. The data-fusion display system received the Gold Prize of
the CAS Young Investigator Award granted by Hitachi Medical Systems Co. PhD degree was
obtained at Univ. of Tokyo in 2005. For Laser pointing endoscope, its function was extended
to instantaneously acquire and visualize shape and texture of the area of interest under minimal invasive surgery for the application of surgical navigation during thesis period in Japan.
This work is now cited by relevant researchers and introduced in recent technical review for
Methods for 3D Reconstruction from images in Minimal Invasive Surgery in IEEE magazine.
From 2007, I sought the experience of researching abroad and joined DEMAR project as
post-doc. From 2008, I work as CR2 tenured researcher. My work is related to computational
modeling and identification of skeletal muscle under Functional Electrical Stimulation. The
main research theme has been changed from surgical robotics to rehabilitation robotics. However, it is still in the same area in global point of view to enhance the functionality of biomedical
system. For surgical robotics, it is little far from human system itself because it supports mainly
the surgeons’ interface. In rehabilitation robotics, the technology should accompany with human system more internally. That was my point where I was attracted by the topic of DEMAR
project. An identification method for biomechanical parameters of nonlinear muscle model has
been proposed and developed. This method is based on the in-vivo experimental data acquisition. It could contribute for the prediction of the nonlinear force of stimulated muscle under
FES. The comparison of experimental muscle force and the simulated force shows the feasi-
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bility of the identification. After we confirmed the performance on animal experiment, it was
applied for spinal cord injured patient. Especially, Phd student from Faculty of sports science
used the program to identify the patient-specific parameters in muscle model and to track the
fatigue phenomena by stimulation. The program could be used independently from my presence and could be used for her fatigue analysis work. Normally, force measurement chair was
used to obtain the measured torque for fatigue analysis. However, it is not usable for the daily
life of spinal cord injured patient, then I have started the muscle force prediction only from
evoked EMG signals. For the patient mobility, it is very meaningful to use such portable type
sensors to enhance FES control. As the identification code itself can automatically update the
new parameters from incoming biosignals, it is possible to implement the identification computation together with a wireless FES module to update the control input in the stimulator.
This kind of intelligent computation and realtime performance should be the key to enhance
FES and also for advanced Neuroprosthetics. I am eager to continue the research to support
and understand complex human system with the technology of computational modeling and
control. This HDR manuscript contents are synthetic summary of the research activity after I
joined INRIA, France in 2008.

1.2 Social Demand for Personalized Rehabilitation
Patients in need of rehabilitation, assistance and neuroprosthetics are increasing in our
aging society all over the world. The United Nations expects that by 2015, 16% of the world’s
population will have become 65 years old. As the world’s population continues to age, there
is an increased need for systems that can monitor and improve motor rehabilitation standards
for the elderly as well as for other motor impaired subjects like post-stroke patients.
Regarding another category of the motor impaired, spinal cord injured (SCI) patients, 90
million people currently suffer world wide. In Europe, there are approximately 300,000 paraplegics, the average of whom is 31 years old, while in the United States 250,000 people suffer
from spinal cord injuries (10,000 people each year). In two-thirds of cases, road accidents are the
cause of injury, with sporting accidents making up another 10 percent of the total. Advances in
treatment have resulted in increasing number of people with spinal cord injuries surviving and
living decently with their disability. 85 thousand people each year survive a traumatic spinal
cord injury and prepare to spend an average of 40 years or more in a wheelchair. Patients in
need of rehabilitation, prosthetics and assistance are usually supported by social welfare and
have difficulties in reintegrating a normal life after their accident. Reducing the expected cost
for the health care of SCI survivors and the aging society is really a critical social problem. The
social benefit that could be derived from advanced computational methods in motor rehabilitation would be quite important to improve the quality of life for motor-impaired patients during
their daily activities. The concept of human-centric systems can potentially contribute to this
objective, especially by providing personalized modeling and control of the patient-specific
motor property toward tailored neuroprosthetics and rehabilitation.

1.3 Thesis Organization
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1.3 Thesis Organization
Human motor function consists of different levels of components from peripheral to central mechanism. This HDR thesis focuses on the computational modeling aspects, however it is
oriented to contribute to modeling and control of these different levels from peripheral to central: From local neuroprosthetic muscle control to central motor learning control. Our INRIA
Demar team is specialized first for neuroprosthetics and functional electrical stimulation (FES).
I have been in charge of modeling aspects for personalized identification of stimulus-evoked
neuromuscular dynamics as in Chap.2. It is extended into personalized neuroprosthetics as
in Chap.3 to predict subject-specific torque estimation by means of evoked electromyography
(eEMG) even under muscle fatigue, which is fundamental problem over FES. The EMG Feedback Predictive Muscle Control in FES is archieved including real-time performance together
with wireless portable stimulator as in Chap.4. Physiological muscle modeling under FES as
in Chap.2 is extended also for volitional motor actions. The work of inversed muscle activation solution using muscle synergy extraction is also proposed in Chap.5 envisaging for finding
redundant muscle activation patterns in multi-channel neuroprosthetics. Chap.6 is regarding
personalized home rehabilitation, especially focusing on the development of personalized balance measure considering subjectspecific differences by adaptive identification. The rehabilitation in general is indeed a re-learning process under the given dynamics constraints. Chap.7
deals with developing a novel computational motor control/learning paradigm to understand
how redundancy is managed in human central nervous system.
The configuration of the HDR thesis is as follows:
- Chap.2 Personalized Identification of Evoked Neuromuscular Dynamics
- Chap.3 Personalized Neuroprosthetics -Torque Estimation under Muscle Fatigue
- Chap.4 EMG Feedback Predictive Muscle Control in FES
- Chap.5 Personalized Modeling for Volitional Motor Actions
- Chap.6 Personalized Home Rehabilitation
- Chap.7 Synergetic Motor Learning Control

Chap. 2
Chap. 3
Chap. 4
Chap. 5
Chap. 6
Chap. 7

Electrical Stimulation

Neuromuscular Modeling

Personalized Neuroprosthetics
eEMG-based FES Control
Volitional muscle modeling

Evoked EMG (eEMG)

Physiological Model

Predictive Control

Muscle Synergy Extraction

Adaptive CoM Interface

Synergetic Motor Control

Peripheral

Muscle Fatigue Tracking

Muscle Activation control

Personalized Home Rehabilitation
Motor Learning

Adaptive Identification

Balance Tracking

Redundancy Management

F IGURE 1.1: Thesis Organization.

Central

C HAPTER 2
Personalized Identification of Evoked Neuromuscular Dynamics
2.1 Introduction
One of the challenging issues in computational neuroprosthetics control is that there is a
large variety of patient situations depending on the type of neurological disorder. To improve
the performance of motor neuroprosthetics beyond the current limited use of such system,
subject-specific modeling would be essential. In addition, human characteristics are basically
time variant, for instance, neuromuscular dynamics may vary according to muscle fatigue.
In order to correspond to such time-varying characteristic, a robust bio-signal processing and
a model-based control which can manage the nonlinearity and time variance of the system,
would bring break-through and new modality in rehabilitation. The social benefit coming from
advanced computational methods in motor function rehabilitation would be quite huge all over
the world. There is a significant meaning for the technology of computer science and robotics
to be applied more actively to general rehabilitation framework.
For example, heart pacemaker is one of the most successful neuroprosthetic systems which
uses electrical impulses to regulate the beating of the heart. The local dynamics regarding the
control of heart pacemaker is always similar between the patients. That is why it could get excellent results for many numbers of patients. There is no strong variety between patients and
normally they have static settings in time domain. In contrast, in the case of motor neuroprosthetics, the local dynamics of neuromuscular system is quite different from patient to patient.
This is a reason why motor neuroprosthetics have not reached the level of standard and vastly
worldwide uses like pacemaker and cochlear implant. In my opinion, the difficulty for motor
prosthetics is coming from these conditions:
1. The system is complex and there are many parameters to be considered.
2. The characteristic of the system is largely different depending on each person.
3. The parameters of the system are not static and time-variant.
4. The dynamics of the system is nonlinear and cannot be controlled with linear approximation.
In order to correspond to time-varying characteristics, a robust bio-signal processing and
a model-based control which can manage the nonlinearity and time variance of the system,
would bring break-through and new modality in rehabilitation. This thesis introduces some
recent results regarding subject-specific modeling and adaptive identification which can correspond to muscle property variation in clinical situation.
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2.2 Muscle Modeling and FES
Functional electrical stimulation (FES) is an effective technique to evoke artificial contractions of paralyzed skeletal muscles. It has been employed as a general method in modern rehabilitation to partially restore motor function for patients with upper neural lesions [Kobetic et al., 1997]. Recently, the rapid progress in microprocessor technology provided
the means for computer-controlled FES systems [Donaldson et al., 1997, Kobetic et al., 1999,
Guiraud et al., 2006]. A fundamental problem concerning FES is how to handle the high complexity and nonlinearity of the neuro-musculo-skeletal system [Durfee, 1993, Riener, 1999]. In
addition, there is a large variety of patient situations depending on the type of neurological
disorder. To improve the performance of motor neuroprosthetics beyond the current limited
use of such system, subject-specific modeling is essential. The use of a mathematical model can
improve the development of neuroprosthetics by optimizing their functionality for individual
patients.
A mathematical model makes it possible to describe the relevant characteristics of the patient’s skeletal muscle and to accurately predict the force as a function of the stimulation parameters. Indeed, synthesis of stimulation sequences or control strategies to achieve movement can
be efficiently computed and optimized using numerical models. Therefore, it can contribute to
enhancing the design and function of controls applied to FES. Over the years, a great variety of
muscle models has been proposed, differing in their intended application, mathematical complexity, level of structure considered and their fidelity to the biological facts. Some of them have
attempted to exhibit the microscopic or macroscopic functional behavior, for instance Huxley
[Huxley, 1957] and Hill [Hill, 1938]. The distribution-moment model [Zahalak, 1981] constitutes a bridge between the microscopic and macroscopic levels. It is a model for sarcomeres or
whole muscle which has been extracted via a formal mathematical approximation from Huxley cross-bridge models. Models integrating geometry of the tendon and other macroscopic
consideration can be found in [Zajac, 1989]. A study by Bestel-Sorine [Bestel and Sorine, 2000],
based on both microscopic Huxley and macroscopic Hill type model, proposed an explanation
of how the beating of cardiac muscle is achieved through a chemical control input. It integrated the calcium dynamics in muscle cells that stimulate the contractile element of the model.
Starting with this concept, we adapted it for striated muscle [El Makssoud et al., 2011]. We proposed a musculotendinous model which considered the muscular masses and viscous frictions
in muscle-tendon complex. This model is represented by differential equations where the outputs are the muscle’s active stiffness and force. The model input represents the actual electrical
signal as provided by the stimulator in FES.

2.3 In-vivo Identification for Subject-specific Parameters
In actual FES system, the appropriate tuning is achieved empirically by intensively stimulating the patient’s muscle for each task. If this adjustment could be calculated in the simulation, and if we could find the best signal pattern using virtual skeletal muscle, such method
would be very helpful for movement synthesis for spinal cord injured (SCI) patients. However,
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in order to perform the simulation, an accurate skeletal muscle model is required to reproduce
a well-predicted force for each muscle corresponding to the patient-specific characteristics.
For any biological systems, identification is a difficult problem due to the fact that: i) measurements must be as non-invasive, particularly on humans, ii) some entities can not be directly measured, iii) an experimental setup and protocol have to be designed and certified, iv)
inter-subject variations can be large, v) the large non-linearity and complexity of the models
cause some optimization algorithms to fail. Thus, few papers address biomechanical parameters identification in FES context, and they used macroscopic model for global force production
[Riener et al., 2000]. Consequently, we described an approach for coupling the model with invivo measurements, i.e. using a multi-scale muscle model in an estimation procedure in order to
perform the identification of the parameters, hence giving access to physiologically meaningful
parameters of the muscle. Preliminary result was reported in [Hayashibe et al., 2008].
The skeletal muscle dynamics are in particular highly nonlinear, and we need to identify
many unknown physiological parameters if a multiscale model is applied. The main objective of this paper is to develop an experimental computational method to identify unknown
internal parameters from the limited information. In this work, a Sigma-Point Kalman Filter
(SPKF) was applied to the in-vivo experimental data to identify internal states in the nonlinear
dynamics of multiscale skeletal muscle model. SPKF has higher accuracy and consistency for
nonlinear estimation than EKF theoretically. The feasibility of the both identification is verified
by comparison. The computational performance is discussed.
The outline of the paper is as follows. The next section presents the formulation of the
skeletal muscle model controlled by FES. The following section is devoted to the experimental identification of the model for isometric contraction, including the identification protocol.
The experimental measurement was performed in-vivo on rabbits. Then, we present detailed
results of the parameter estimation, the comparison with EKF and cross-validation which illustrates the pertinence of the identification. Finally, we present some discussion, conclusions
and perspective in the last sections.

2.4 Functional Skeletal Muscle Model
Muscle modeling is complex, in particular when the model is based on biomechanics
and physiological realities. Most of the muscle models have been based on phenomenological models derived from Hill’s classic work [Hill, 1938] and well summarized by Zajac
[Zajac, 1989]. Hill macroscopic model is standard muscle model for practical use. Recent work
[Perreault et al., 2003] performed the validation of Hill model during functionally relevant conditions. They concluded that model errors are large for different firing frequencies and largest
at the low motor unit firing rates relevant to normal movement. They pointed out that the reason may come from the Hill model assumption to consider muscle activation, force-length and
force-velocity properties independently. It was suggested that more physiological coupling between activation and force-velocity properties can be demonstrated in microscopic crossbridge
models incorporating a dependence between physiologically based activation and cross-bridge
attachment [Perreault et al., 2003]. Thus, our approach is to provide a multiscale physiologybased model on the both micro and macro scale fact to obtain meaningful internal parameters.

2.5 Activation Model
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F IGURE 2.1: Outline of skeletal muscle model and its identification.
Our muscle model is composed of two elements of different nature: i) an activation model
which describes how an electrical stimulus generates an action potential (AP) and initiates the
contraction, and ii) a mechanical model which describes the dynamics in force (Fig. 2.1). For
details of the muscle model, refer to the previously published article [El Makssoud et al., 2011].
Here, a brief summary of the model and the information necessary for the identification are
given.

2.5 Activation Model
The activation model describes the electrical activity of muscle which represents
the excitation-contraction phenomena. In muscle physiology, it is known that two input elements dominate muscle contraction: fiber recruitment rates and temporal activation
[Riener and Quintern, 1997]. The recruitment rates determine the percentage of recruited motor units. In Hill model, it has only one input which corresponds to this recruitment rate. Hill
model is mainly applied for voluntary contraction where temporal activation is not dominant.
However, in FES, since all muscle fibers are synchronously activated. This temporal activation
which occurs by every stimulation pulse, is important. The recruitment rates can be determined on the pulse width (P W ) and pulse amplitude of signal I, generated by the stimulator
[Durfee and MacLean, 1989]. The recruitment rate α(P W, I) can be assumed to be a constant
value when P W and I remain constant.
The temporal activation can be considered as the underlying physiological processes
which describes the chemical input signal, u, that brings muscle cells into contraction as shown
in Fig. 2. Muscle contraction is initiated by an AP along the muscle fiber membrane, which goes
deep into the cell through the T-tubules. It causes calcium releases that induce the contraction
process when its concentration rises above a threshold and is sustained till the concentration
drops back below this threshold once again. Hatze [Hatze, 1977] gives an example of calcium dynamics [Ca2+ ] modeling. Since we focus on the mechanical response in this paper, we
choose a simple model that renders the main characteristics of the dynamics. The contractionrelaxation cycle is triggered by the [Ca2+ ] associated with two phases: i) contraction and, ii)
relaxation as in Fig. 2.2. We use a delayed (τ ) model to take into account the propagation time
of the AP and an average time delay due to the calcium dynamics. The frequency of the chemical input, u, can be defined from the stimulation frequency. The time delay and the contraction
time can be obtained from a twitch test by single stimulation pulse. A contraction takes place
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F IGURE 2.2: Chemical control input u for temporal activation.
with a kinetics Uc then, if no other AP has been received in the mean time, an active relaxation
follows indefinitely with a kinetics Ur . Uc is linked to the rate of actine-myosine cycle whereas
Ur is related to the rate of crossbridge breakage. Finally u can be written as follows, where Πc (t)
is a trapezoidal switching function which connects relaxation and contraction state from 0 to 1.
u = Πc (t)Uc + (1 − Πc (t))Ur

(2.1)

2.5.1 Mechanical Model
The model is based on the macroscopic Hill-Maxwell type model and the microscopic description of Huxley [Huxley, 1957]. For cross-bridge modeling, Huxley proposed an explanation of the interaction cross-bridge in a sarcomere. A sarcomere model can be used to represent
a whole muscle which is assumed to be a homogeneous assembly of identical sarcomeres. The
distribution-moment model of Zahalak [Zahalak, 1981] is a model for sarcomeres or whole
muscle which is extracted via a formal mathematical approximation from Huxley cross-bridge
models. This model constitutes a bridge between the microscopic and macroscopic levels. Based on Huxley and Hill-type models, Bestel-Sorine [Bestel and Sorine, 2000] proposed an explanation of how the beating of cardiac muscle may be performed, through a chemical control
input, connected to the calcium dynamics in muscle cell, that stimulates the contractile element
of the model.
The model is composed of macroscopic passive elements and a contractile element
Ec controlled by input commands: the chemical input, u, as suggested by Bestel-Sorine
[Bestel and Sorine, 2000] for the cardiac muscle on the sarcomere scale, and the recruitment
rate, α, on the fiber scale as shown in Fig. 2.3. In order to express isometric contractions, whereas the skeleton is not actuated, our muscle model is introduced with masses m (kg) and
linear viscous dampers λs1 , λs2 (N s/m) to ensure energy dissipation. On both sides of Ec , there
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are elastic springs, ks1 , ks2 (N/m), and viscous dampers to express the visco-elasticity of the
muscle-tendon complex. The parallel element, Kp , mainly represents surrounding tissues, but
it can be omitted in isometric contraction mode. We assume the symmetric form with the two
masses and passive elements identical. Here, εs = εs1 = εs2 , ks = ks1 = ks2 , and λ = λs1 = λs2 .
Lc0 and Ls0 (m) are the lengths of Ec and ks in the rest state. Initially, we can define the relative
length variation ε as positive when the length increases, as in (2.2). In particular, in the case of
isometric contraction, the following relationship exists (2.3):

εs =

Lc − Lc0
Ls − Ls0
εc =
Ls0
Lc0
2Ls0 εs + Lc0 εc = 0

(2.2)
(2.3)

The dynamical equation of one of the masses is given by (2.4). Fc and kc express the force and
the stiffness of Ec , respectively. The force Fe at the output of this muscle model is the sum of
the spring force Fs and the damping force Fd . When we measure the tension of skeletal muscle
under in-vivo conditions, the experimentally measured force is equivalent to Fe . When we take
the ratio of Fc and Fe , Ls0 is offset and can be written as in (2.6). (2.7) is the relational equation
in Laplace transform. From this relationship, the differential equation (2.8) can be obtained.

mLs0 ε̈s = Fc − ks Ls0 εs − λLs0 ε̇s

(2.4)

Fe = Fs + Fd = ks Ls0 εs + λLs0 ε̇s

(2.5)

Fc
mε̈s + λε̇s + ks εs
=
Fe
λε̇s + ks εs
2
L[Fc ]
ms + λs + ks
=
L[Fe ]
λs + ks
mF¨e + λF˙e + ks Fe = λḞc + ks Fc

(2.6)
(2.7)
(2.8)

Finally, in isometric contraction, the differential equations of this model can be described as
follows:
k̇c = −kc u + αkm Πc Uc − kc |ε̇c |
Ḟc = −Fc u + αFm Πc Uc − Fc |ε̇c | + Lc0 kc ε̇c
λ
ks
λ
ks
F¨e = − F˙e − Fe + Ḟc + Fc
m
m
m
m
2Fc
ks
λ
ε̈c = −
− εc − ε̇c
mLc0
m
m

(2.9)
(2.10)
(2.11)
(2.12)

The dynamics of the contractile element correspond to (2.9) and (2.10). The terms km and
Fm are the maximum values for kc and Fc , respectively. From (2.3) and (2.4), the differential
equation
for εc is obtained as in](2.12). The internal state vector of this system should be set as
[
x = kc Fc Fe F˙e εc ε̇c .
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F IGURE 2.3: Macroscopic mechanical configuration of the muscle model.

2.6 Experimental Identification
In this study, we have developed a method to identify the parameters in the mechanical
part of a skeletal muscle model. The input controls of the model are set as the static recruitment
rate α and the chemical control input u from the activation model. These two controls are computed from the FES input signal. Note that the identification was performed with constant FES
parameters for pulse width and intensity of electrical stimulation so that the recruitment rate is
constant. The amplitude and pulse width were selected to recruit 90% of the maximum muscular force, then α can be set as 0.9 for the fiber recruitment. In addition, the calcium dynamics in
our model induce a time delay and an on/off control which represents contraction/relaxation
so that correct data processing can avoid the detailed calcium dynamics. The trigger for signal
u can be calculated from the timing of the electrical stimulation. Uc and Ur are set as 20 and 15
respectively, as in [El Makssoud, 2005].
In isometric contraction, the differential equations of skeletal muscle dynamics are straightly given in (2.9)-(2.12). In this case, Kc , Fc , Fe and ϵc are unknown time-varying values
and m, λs and Lc0 are unknown static parameters to be estimated. For the identification of this
model, it is a nonlinear state-space model, and many state-variables are not measurable. Moreover, in-vivo experimental data include some noise. Hence we need an efficient recursive filter
that estimates the state of a dynamic system from a series of noisy measurements.

2.6.1 Sigma-Point Kalman Filter
For this kind of nonlinear identification, extended Kalman filter (EKF) is the well-known
standard method. In EKF, the nonlinear equation should be linearized to first order with partial derivatives (Jacobian matrix) around a mean of the state. The optimal Kalman filtering is
then applied to the linearized system. When the model is highly nonlinear, EKF may give particularly poor performance and diverge easily. In skeletal muscle dynamics, its state-space is
dramatically changed between the contraction and relaxation phases. At this time, partial derivatives would be incorrect due to the discontinuity. Therefore, we introduced the sigma-point
Kalman filter (SPKF). The initial idea was proposed by Julier [Julier and Uhlmann, 1997], and
has been well described by Merwe [van der Merwe and Wan, 2003]. SPKF uses a deterministic
sampling technique known as the unscented transform to pick a minimal set of sample points
(called sigma points) around the mean. These sigma points are propagated through the true
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nonlinearity. This approach results in approximations that are accurate to at least second order
in a Taylor series expansion. In contrast, EKF results in only first order accuracy.
An outline of the SPKF algorithm is described. For details, the reader should refer to
[van der Merwe and Wan, 2003][Julier and Uhlmann, 2004]. The general Kalman framework
involves estimation of the state of a discrete-time, nonlinear dynamic system,
xk+1 = f (xk , vk )

(2.13)

yk = h(xk , nk )

(2.14)

where xk represents the internal state of the system to be estimated and yk is the only observed
signal. The process noise vk drives the dynamic system, and the observation noise is given
by nk . The filter starts by augmenting the state vector to L dimensions, where L is the sum
of dimensions in the original state, model noise and measurement noise. The corresponding
covariance matrix is similarly augmented to an L by L matrix. In this form, the augmented
state vector x̂ak and covariance matrix Pak can be defined as in (2.15)(2.16).
[
x̂ak = E[xak ] = x̂Tk

v̄kT

n̄Tk

]T

Pak = E[(xak − x̂ak )(xak − x̂ak )T ]


0
0
Pxk


= 0
Qvk
0 
0
0
Rnk

(2.15)

(2.16)

where Px is the state covariance, Qv is the process noise covariance and Rn is the observation
noise covariance.
In the process update, the 2L+1 sigma points are computed based on a square root de√
composition of the prior covariance as in (2.17), where γ = L + λ, and λ is found using λ =
α2 (L+κ)−L. α is chosen in 0 < α < 1 which determines the spread of the sigma-points around
the prior mean and κ is usually chosen equal to 0. The augmented sigma-point matrix is formed
by the concatenation of the state sigma-point matrix, the process noise sigma-point matrix, and
[
]T
the measurement noise sigma-point matrix, such that X a = (X x )T (X v )T (X n )T . The
sigma-point weights to be used for mean and covariance estimates are defined as in (2.18).
The optimal value of 2 is usually assigned to β.
[
]
√
√
a
(2.17)
Xk−1
= x̂ak−1 x̂ak−1+ γ Pak−1 x̂ak−1− γ Pak−1
ω0m = λ/(L + λ)
ω0c = ω0m + (1 − α2 + β)
ωic

=

ωim

= 1/(2(L + λ))

(f or

(2.18)
i = 1, ..., 2L)

And these sigma-points are propagated through the nonlinear function. Predicted mean and
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covariance are computed as in (2.20)(2.21) and predicted observation is calculated as in (2.23).
x
x
v
Xk|k−1
= f (Xk−1
, Xk−1
)

x̂−
k =
P−
xk =

2L
∑
i=0
2L
∑

(2.19)

x
ωim Xi,k|k−1

(2.20)

− T
x
x
ωic (Xi,k|k−1
− x̂−
k )(Xi,k|k−1 − x̂k )

(2.21)

i=0
x
n
Yk|k−1 = h(Xk|k−1
, Xk−1
)

ŷk− =

2L
∑

ωim Yi,k|k−1

(2.22)
(2.23)

i=0

The predictions are then updated with new measurements by first calculating the measurement
covariance and state-measurement cross correlation matrices, which are then used to determine the Kalman gain. Finally, the updated estimate and covariance are determined from this
Kalman gain as below.
Pỹk =

2L
∑

ωic (Yi,k|k−1 − ŷk− )(Yi,k|k−1 − ŷk− )T

(2.24)

− T
x
ωic (Xi,k|k−1
− x̂−
k )(Yi,k|k−1 − ŷk )

(2.25)

i=0

Pxk yk =

2L
∑
i=0

Kk = Pxk yk P−1
ỹk
−
x̂k = x̂−
k + Kk (yk − ŷk )

Pxk =

P−
xk

−

Kk Pỹk KTk

(2.26)
(2.27)
(2.28)

These process updates and measurement updates should be recursively calculated in k =
1, ..., ∞ until the end point of the measurement.

2.6.2 Experimental measurement for identification
Stimulation experiments were performed on two New-Zealand white rabbits at Aarhus
University Hospital in Aalborg, Denmark, as depicted in Fig. 2.4. Anesthesia was induced and
maintained with periodic intramuscular doses of a cocktail of 0.15mg/kg Midazolam (DormicumR, Alpharma A/S), 0.03mg/kg Fetanyl and 1 mg/kg Fluranison (combined in HypnormR,
Janssen Pharmaceutica) [El Makssoud et al., 2011].
The left leg of the rabbit was anchored at the knee and ankle joints to a fixed mechanical
frame using bone pins placed through the distal epiphyses of the femur and tibia. A tendon of
the medial gastrocnemius (MG) muscle was attached to the arm of a motorized lever system
(Dual-mode system 310B Aurora Scientific Inc.). The position and force of the lever arm were
recorded. An initial muscle-tendon length was established by flexing the ankle to 90◦ . A bipolar
cuff electrode was implanted around the sciatic nerve, allowing the MG muscle to be stimulated. Data acquisition was performed at a 4.8 kHz sampling rate. The muscle force against the
electrical stimulation was measured under isometric conditions.
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Rabbit

Sciatic nerve

Stimulator
F IGURE 2.4: Overview of the rabbit experiment.

2.7 Result of Identification
In order to facilitate the convergence of the identification, the estimation process has been
split into two steps. In the first step, we only estimate geometrical parameter Lc0 . In the second
step, we estimate the dynamic parameters: m and λ. The biomechanical muscle model to be
identified is presented as (2.9)-(2.12). We define the state vectors for geometric and dynamic
estimations in SPKF as follows:
[
]
xg =
kc Fc Fe F˙e εc ε̇c Lc0
[
]
xd =
kc Fc Fe F˙e εc ε̇c m λ

2.7.1 Parameter estimation
Parameter estimation was performed using two rabbit experimental data. The stimulation
signal input used for the estimation is composed of two successive pulses (doublet) at 16 Hz
and 20 Hz with amplitude 105µA and pulse width 300µs. The stiffness ks has been estimated
separately, using the experiments performed on the isolated muscle. The isolated muscle was
pulled with the motorized lever. The stiffness is taken as equal to the slope of the straight line of
the passive length versus force relationship. The ks obtained was 4500 N/m. Fm and km can be
obtained knowing the force response of muscle to a stimulation pattern with maximum signal
parameter values (frequency, amplitude, pulse width). In this case, km =1000 N/m and Fm =15
N were obtained from the measurement.
The experimental muscle force against the doublet stimulation (20 Hz) was used for parameter estimation during measurement updates for Fe in SPKF. The evolutions of estimated
internal states for kc and εc are obtained as shown in Fig. 2.5. From these behaviors, we can
confirm that the contractile element of the model is successfully tracking the contraction represented by the dynamics of differential equations under the estimation process. Fig. 2.6 shows
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the estimated parameter Lc0 and the error covariance. The fact that the error covariace is being
decreased during identification process shows stable convergence of the estimation. Even with
the different initial values setting, parameter estimation results converged into a particular value in SPKF as shown in Fig. 2.6 (top). We tested the estimation from 7 different initial values
with an interval of 5mm from 55mm to 85mm. The color is changed from magenta to cyan in
the plot.
As can be seen from the resultant computational behavior on the graphs, the internal state vectors of the muscle model converged well to stationary values even with different initial
values. After the complete estimation process for geometric and dynamic parameters, the estimated values are summarized in Table 2.1. Normalized RMS errors between measured and
estimated force were also computed for each case. Moreover, the estimated length of the contractile element with each stimulation showed values close to the actual measured lengths of
the extracted muscle. The border between the contractile element and tendon is not so clear
visually, but it was approximately 7 cm for both rabbit GM muscles. The sizes of two rabbits
were similar, in particular, the estimated length of Lc0 had good correspondence with the measured length for both rabbits and with different frequency stimulations. Physical parameters
are impossible to make visual verification, but the estimated intrasubject property is maintained among the parameters obtained by different frequency stimulations from Table 2.1.
TABLE 2.1: Parameter Estimation

Parameters

Rabbit 1
16Hz 20Hz

Rabbit 2
16Hz 20Hz

Lc0 (cm)
m(g)
λ(N s/m)
N RM S(%)

7.1
16.5
19.7
0.60

7.4
36.5
19.7
1.02

Measured
Length of
contractile element
Body weight

7.4
19.8
19.4
0.46

6.8
39.8
19.2
0.82

7cm

7cm

4.5kg

4.2kg

2.7.2 Comparison with the Extended Kalman Filter
The Extended Kalman Filter is generally chosen for nonlinear system identification. However, in EKF, first order partial derivatives are used for the computation, which means that a
matrix of partial derivatives (Jacobian) is computed around the estimate for each step. The detail of EKF is summarized in Appendix A. When the process and measurement functions f
and h are highly non-linear, EKF can give particularly poor performance and diverge easily
[van der Merwe and Wan, 2003]. The estimate can have a bias due to the linear approximation
especially for discontinuous systems.
Using the same computational conditions, such as initial values for states, parameters
and covariance matrices, parameter estimation was also performed with EKF to compare the
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F IGURE 2.5: Estimated state of the stiffness Kc (top) and the strain εc (bottom) for the contractile
element with SPKF.
estimation quality for this nonlinear system. The estimation results with EKF are shown in
Figs. 2.7-2.8. The numerical comparison for SPKF and EKF in 7 different initial conditions is
summarized in Table 2.2 both for rabbit1 and rabbit2. With the observation noise covariance
R = 2.5 × 10−3 , the same as with SPKF, the result with EKF converged computationally as
shown at the error covariance of EKF1 in the table. However, the matched result in force level
doesn’t mean directly that the estimated internal state and parameter are correct. The internal state εc in EKF estimation was not well estimated as the contracted strain variation. The
difference can be observed by comparing the plots of Figs. 9 and 6 for the EKF and SPKF estimates, respectively. In Fig. 2.5, the estimated state of εc has two sharp peaks which correspond
to the strain of the contractile element induced by muscle contraction by doublet stimulation.
Thus, this internal state reflects the expected phenomenon in muscle dynamics. However, the
estimated state in Fig. 2.8 doesn’t show sharp deformation induced by stimulation pulse.
The linear approximation in the EKF transformation matrix could be the cause of the lower
quality of the state estimation. Finally, it resulted in a bias for parameter estimation. Thus, the
converged value for Lc0 under these conditions is not realistic. The EKF estimation was also
performed with the observation noise covariance R = 2.5 × 10−2 , giving more uncertainty to
the measurement update. In this case, the estimated value became more realistic as did the
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F IGURE 2.6: Estimated parameter for the original length of the contractile element Lc0 (top) and
its error covariance (bottom) with SPKF. The plot color is changed from magenta to cyan with 7
different initial values from 55mm to 85mm.
SPKF estimate. However, the convergence became poor as in Fig. 2.6(bottom) and it was highly
dependent on the initial values as in Fig. 2.6(top).

2.7.3 Model Cross-validation
A cross-validation of the identified model was carried out to confirm the validity of this
method. The resultant muscle force was calculated using the identified models with the control
input generated by the stimulation frequency. Fig. 2.9 show the measured force response of
the MG muscle of the rabbit and the simulated force with the identified model. The stimulation
was three successive pulses in in I=105µA, PW=300µs, Freq=31.25Hz. The red line indicates the
measured muscle force, the blue and green dotted lines are the plots by the identified model
with SPKF and EKF1, respectively. The model identified by SPKF could predict the nonlinear
force properties of stimulated muscle quite well in this cross-validation. Normally, the muscle
property varies greatly, being dependent on the type of muscle, and the force response is highly subject-specific. Therefore, the muscle force prediction by cross-validation is quite difficult
even for the approximate prediction especially when force production is predicted for each sti-
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TABLE 2.2: Quantitative comparison on identification (SPKF vs EKF) in 7 different initial conditions
Rabbit 1

SPKF

EKF1

EKF2

P f or Fe
P f or Lc0
mean Lc0 (cm)
Deviation Lc0 (cm)
Average errors(%)

1.61 × 10−4
1.81 × 10−4
7.4
6.12 × 10−2
5.7

1.61 × 10−4
2.47 × 10−4
4.7
7.67 × 10−3
33.6

4.51 × 10−4
2.9 × 10−3
7.5
0.34
6.9

Rabbit 2

SPKF

EKF1

EKF2

P f or Fe
P f or Lc0
mean Lc0 (cm)
Deviation Lc0 (cm)
Average errors(%)

10−4

1.72 ×
8.97 × 10−4
6.8
8.92 × 10−2
2.9

10−4

1.61 ×
3.93 × 10−4
3.9
3.38 × 10−2
44.9

4.53 × 10−4
2.5 × 10−3
10.4
6.49 × 10−2
47.9

EKF1 and EKF2 represent EKF estimation with the observation noise covariance R = 2.5 × 10−3
and R = 2.5 × 10−2 , respectively. P represents steady-state error covariance.
mulation pulse. The identification based on experimental response would contribute strongly
to realistic force prediction in electrical stimulation and FES controller development.

2.8 Discussion
The skeletal muscle model used in this identification protocol is based on both macroscopic and microscopic physiology which is unlike the black-box or other approaches using simple
Hill muscle model. The structured model requires more parameters in highly nonlinear dynamics, which have to be estimated by experiment. However, the great advantage of our model is
the insight which it can give to a muscle’s biomechanical and physiological connections, where
the parameters have a physical significance such as length and mass. This paper describes an
identification method which uses experimental response and a nonlinear, physiological muscle
model to obtain subject-specific parameters. The advantage of animal experiment is to have direct access to extracted muscle for confirmation of the obtained parameter after the experiment.
This work was performed for application of FES stimulated muscles, however, since many living systems have nonlinear dynamics and subject specificity, this kind of identification
approach itself could be applied to other organ models and clinical situations. In this work,
both SPKF and EKF algorithms were applied for muscle dynamics identification. EKF showed
a high dependency on initial settings of the computation and it was difficult to find the effective range of initial states and covariances. In SPKF, the obtained result was more consistent
and robust with respect to various initial conditions. Moreover, for SPKF, the computation of a
Jacobian is not necessary, so it can easily be applied even to complex dynamics. SPKF results
in approximations that are accurate to at least second order in Taylor series expansion. In contrast, EKF results in first order accuracy. Further, the identification accuracy is clealy improved,
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F IGURE 2.7: Estimated parameter for the original length of the contractile element Lc0 (top) and
its error covariance (bottom) with EKF. The plot color is changed from magenta to cyan with
7 different initial values from 55mm to 85mm. The results with two different settings for the
observation noise covariance are shown.
especially for nonlinear systems but the computation cost still remains the same as for EKF.
Advanced and robust system identification, including designing experimental protocols, has
a very important role to improve the control issues in neuroprosthetics. In addition, the main
difficulty in understanding human systems is caused by their time varying properties. The systems are not static and change over time. The function of a human being is not always the
same, for example, muscle fatigue can easily change the expected force response. In order to
deal with the time-varying characteristics of a human system, robust bio-signal processing and
model-based control which corresponded to nonlinearity and time variance would provide a
break-through in the development of neuroprosthetics [Hayashibe et al., 2011b].

2.9 Conclusion
We have developed an experimental identification method for subject-specific biomechanical parameters of a skeletal muscle model which can be employed to predict the nonlinear
force properties of stimulated muscle. The mathematical muscle model accounts for the mul-
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F IGURE 2.9: Measured and simulated isometric muscle force by the identified models with three
successive stimulation pulses (in I=105µA, PW=300µs, Freq=31.25Hz).
tiscale major effects occurring during electrical stimulation. Thus, the identification method
was required to deal with the high nonlinearlity and discontinous states between muscle contraction and relaxation phase. The identified model was evaluated by comparison with experimental measurements in cross-validation. There was good agreement between measured and
simulated muscle force outputs. The result showed the performance which can contribute to
the prediction of the nonlinear force of stimulated muscle under FES. The feasibility of the
identification could be demonstrated by comparison between the estimated parameter and the
measured value. In this study, the identification was performed by sigma-point Kalman filter
and extended Kalman filter. The performance was compared and summarized under the same
computational conditions. SPKF gives more stable performance than EKF. The internal state
in EKF estimation was not well estimated as the contracted muscle strain. In SPKF estimation,
keeping the realistic state transition and independence from initial conditions, it could realize
converged solution for each identification trial.
SPKF is a Bayesian estimation algorithm which recursively updates the posterior density
of the system state as new observations arrive on-line. This framework can allow us to calculate any optimal estimate of the state using newly arriving information. We believe that the
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proposed identification method has also the advantage for human muscle identification while
it provides not only better accuracy in nonlinear dynamics but also adaptability to time-varying
systems. The preliminary result is reported as in [Hayashibe et al., 2010].

C HAPTER 3
Personalized Neuroprosthetics -Torque Estimation under Muscle Fatigue
3.1 Toward Personalized Neuroprosthetics
Muscle fatigue phenomenon and inadequacy of implantable force sensor limit the application of neuroprosthetics. In case of FES, muscle fatigue can drastically change the contraction
dynamics and the maximum produced force even when the same set of stimulus parameters
is applied. To perform adaptive FES closed-loop control of muscle contraction, the actual force
or torque of muscle is preferred to be known accurately. It is thus essential to monitor muscle
state and assess the generated force to personalize the patient muscle response and compensate
for the fatigue. One of our final purposes is online monitoring muscle state and assessing the
muscle force to achieve accurate FES control.
Evoked EMG (eEMG) offers a way of studying the myoelectric features of the neuromuscular activation associated with stimulated muscle contraction. The eEMG signal was found to
be highly correlated with FES-induced muscular torque under various stimulation situations
[Chesler and Durfee, 1997], and the similar phenomenon was found in the implanted FES SCI
subject as well [Hayashibe et al., 2011c]. Moreover, Mwave extracted from the eEMG can be
an effective detector for tracking potential muscle fatigue [Heasman et al., 2000]. Accordingly,
the electrical stimulation configurations can be adaptively modulated by monitoring the recorded eEMG signals [Chesler and Durfee, 1997]. Exploiting EMG-based estimator for torque
estimation could be feasible as well, since the muscle torque highly correlates with both voluntary EMG and eEMG. In non-volitional situations, a lot of evidences have revealed that the
explicit relationship between eEMG and muscle torque is time-varying and highly nonlinear,
which implies that adopting stationary type estimating approaches would not be enough for
stimulated muscle state estimation.
Thus, the muscle response by FES is varying depending on subject’s muscle and also changing over time depending on the muscle strength againt fatigue. It is very complicated to predict without having biosignal feedback from the muscle. This chapter tackles this challenge to
predict muscle response under FES with personalized identification.

3.1.1 FES-Induced Muscle Fatigue
Muscle fatigue has been defined as a failure to maintain the required or expected force from
a repeatedly activated muscle [Edwards, 1981]. In voluntary contraction, a variety of biological
and motivational factors contribute to muscle fatigue [Gandevia et al., 1995], such as reduced
motor drive by the Central Nervous System (CNS), failure of peripheral electrical transmission, and failure of the muscular contractile mechanism. Although the action potential activated
by artificial stimulation is not distinguishable from the action potential activated by natural
stimulation, the rate of muscle fatigue during Functional Electrical Stimulation (FES) is much
greater than that seen during natural contractions [Binder-Macleod and Snyder-Mackler, 1993].
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The exact reason for this fast fatigue phenomenon is complex and is not yet fully understood. The possible reasons can be summarized as: (1) the inverse size principle, according
to which the artificial stimulation recruits the motor neurons from the largest to the smallest
[Hamada et al., 2004], and the larger the motor neuron, the more fatigable the muscle fiber; (2)
motor units are activated in synchronized manner with artificial stimulation, which is different from the asynchronous activation during natural contraction; and (3) the constant order
of recruitment, with fast fatigable motor units activated first, then slow fatigue-resistant motor
units. These opposite features of FES activation compared with natural contraction have motivated a number of researchers to find the optimal stimulation strategy, as similar to CNS as
possible to improve FES performance. Another factor relating to fast fatigue with FES is that
the fatigue resistance of the paralyzed muscle decreases after injury [Pelletier and Hicks, 2011].
For an able-bodied person, fatigue can be perceived and compensated by various strategies
so that motor function is prolonged. However, for a paraplegic individual with little or even
no sensory feedback, fatigue is not detected until the desired movement fails. Therefore, how
to detect fatigue before the failure of movement and how force changes with fatigue are both
meaningful issues. The ability to detect the muscle state and compensate the muscle changes
are both significant for the future FES systems.

3.1.2 EMG and Its Application for Muscle Fatigue Analysis
When muscles contract, they exhibit both electrical and mechanical behaviors. The mechanical behavior can be estimated by muscle force/length, or joint torque/angle. The electrical
behavior can be assessed by recording the electrical signals within the muscle, which is referred to as Electromyography (EMG). The EMG signal has been popularly applied in areas
like ergonomics and occupational biomechanics for kinesiological or diagnostic purposes. The
main applications include determining the activation onset and levels of a muscle, estimating
the force produced by muscle, monitoring the rate of muscle fatigue, and analysis of Motor
Unit Action Potential (MUAP)s.
The EMG system can be classified according to the interface, such as surface, intramuscular (needle or fine-wire), and implanted [Farnsworth et al., 2008], with the recording channel
varying from single to high-density. A typical EMG recording system contains recording electrodes, an amplifier, an A/D converter and wires. The recording electrodes pick up electrical
signals underneath them and send them to the amplifier. As the electrical signal is very small,
an amplifier gain is selected to amplify the signals. Usually, the amplifier also involves signal
processes such as filtering.
In all EMG interfaces, the commonly used surface EMG provides a noninvasive measurement of muscle electrical activities and can be easily implemented in practice. However, when
using surface EMG, we should pay more attention to the recording artifacts, which may come
from different sources. Accordingly, various measures should be taken to eliminate or reduce them. For instance, environmental artifacts from the surrounding electrical equipments can
be removed by a notch filter. Movement artifacts from dynamic movement can be avoided by
firmly adhering the electrodes on the muscle and fastening the wire cables. As some muscles
are narrow and close to other muscles, the EMG signal may be affected by crosstalk, which is
recorded from other muscles we are not interested in. Through careful placement and suffi-
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cient interelectrode distance, it can be minimized to some extent [Solomonow et al., 1995]. In
addition, some filters (software or hardware) can be used to remove the residual artifacts.
Compared with surface EMG, needle and implanted EMG provide more stable and reliable measurements, but their invasive nature limits their applications. Thus, if needle and
implanted EMG are not available, surface EMG is still useful. In particular, the occurrence of
multiple-channel and even high-density surface EMG has enhanced the application of surface EMG. High-density surface EMG produces a spatially filtered EMG channel that can have
sufficient resolution to identify individual MUAPs. It is especially applied to observe the conduction velocity of MUAPs to better understand and analyze the mechanism of muscle fatigue
[Farina and Roberto, 2000] [Merletti et al., 2008] [Holobar et al., 2009].

(a)

(b)

F IGURE 3.1: (a) Voluntary EMG signals represent asynchronous muscle activity; and (b) FESevoked EMG signals consist of artifacts and Mwave. The Mwave is the summation of recruited
MUAPs. It represents synchronous muscle activity compared with voluntary muscle contraction.
The EMG signal is a summation of the recruited MUAPs. Typical EMG signals from voluntary contraction and from FES-evoked muscle contraction are shown in Fig. 3.1. The active motor units during voluntary contraction have different firing frequencies and behave asynchronously, showing the so-called interference pattern. In contrast, the motor units with electrical
stimulation have synchronous activity, showing the so-called Mwave in the EMG signal. When
processing the FES-evoked EMG signals, one has to deal with stimulation artifacts, which appear at the onset of each stimulation impulse and are quite larger than Mwave. In order to
retrieve the signal of interest, Mwave, suitable techniques should be employed to remove the
stimulation artifacts. As seen from Fig. 3.1, the EMG signal is a complex spiky signal that is difficult to interpret. The various techniques generally represent either time-domain or frequency
domain properties of EMG signals, as described in [Cifrek et al., 2009].

3.2 State of the Art in Muscle Fatigue study in FES
Muscle fatigue is not easy to effectively reduce despite the attempts to address this problem. Another meaningful study is how to detect fatigue and predict force production when
muscle has been fatigued by stimulation. First, objective fatigue monitoring is especially important in paraplegic patients, who suffer from a lack of sensory feedback from their paralyzed
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muscles, because it can be used to readjust stimulation to prevent failure. Second, force prediction is essential if the muscle force has to be used as feedback in closed-loop stimulation.
Various fatigue models have been established, based on physiological and mathematical interpretation or fitting from experimental measurements. A biomechanical model was
developed to predict the shank motion induced by FES [Riener et al., 1996]. A five-element
musculotendon model was developed to predict the force generation capacity of the activated muscle, and a fatigue recovery function, based on the metabolic profile, was introduced
[Mizrahi et al., 1997b]. In [Cai et al., 2010], a Wiener-Hammerstein model was proposed to predict FES-induced muscle force in unfatigued and fatigued muscle, and this work was verified
by stimulating Soleus in SCI patients. A computer model of activation dynamics was developed to interpret FES-induced muscle fatigue in [Lim et al., 2000]. It represented the reduction
in muscle force and fatigue recovery from intermittent stimulation.
Some researchers have attempted to predict force/torque variations with fatigue based on
evoked Electromyography (eEMG). An exponential function was proposed to predict force of
the FES-activated quadriceps muscles from eEMG Peak-to-Peak (PTP) [Mizrahi et al., 1994b].
PTP was suggested as a fatigue index during constant cycling speed in [Chen and Yu, 1997].
A high correlation between EMG Mean Absolute Value (MAV) and knee torque was found
under continuous stimulation in paraplegic subjects [Erfanian et al., 1996]. In their following
work [Erfanian et al., 1998], they proposed a predictive model of muscle force production under an isometric percutaneous continuous FES system. After comparing the performance of
force prediction from stimulation and from EMG, they suggested using measured EMG signals instead of stimulation signals to predict muscle torque. A metabolic model was presented to predict the force decline and recovery from EMG signals under intermittent condition
[Levin and Mizrahi, 1999]. Second Phase Area (SPA) and Root Mean Squares (RMS) were suggested to monitor activation over a long fatigue period during isometric continuous stimulation
in [Heasman et al., 2000].
All of these works suggest that EMG could be used to monitor the muscle fatigue during
electrical stimulation. However, as [Mizrahi et al., 1994a] pointed out, the EMG-to-force relationship could be affected by different recruitment levels and muscle recovery in time-domain
analysis.
Decreases in time-domain parameters (integrated sEMG, MAV, PTP and RMS) and
frequency-domain parameters (Power Spectral Density (PSD), Mean Frequency (MNF) and
Median Frequency (MDF)) with decreased force due to muscle fatigue were observed in
[Tepavac and Schwirtlich, 1997]. They suggested combining time-domain parameters and
frequency-domain parameters to track muscle fatigue. A simple combination was implemented
to validate this proposal and showed some improvement in force prediction, but the accuracy was still far from the requirements for practical use. In [Mizrahi et al., 1997a], the authors
reported that both MDF and Total Spectral Power (TSP) decreased with fatigue and were fit
by an exponential function over time. However, when muscle fatigue increased, an extremely low correlation was found between force and MDF in one of the subjects. In another work
[Chesler and Durfee, 1997], the authors attempted to track fatigue from RMS and MNF. Unfortunately, the results demonstrated that it is difficult to reliably track fatigue for practical FES
applications.
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In [Ziai and Menon, 2011], retraining the model was suggested to regain high estimation
quality due to degraded estimation accuracy over time. Therefore, the online estimation method proposed in this work is preferable to characterize the muscle contraction dynamics for
real-time FES control. However, the fatigue properties vary at different fatigue levels and recovery processes, which complicates the identification of a fatigue model. The fatigue model
cannot work when the desired stimulation pattern is unknown in advance. The time-variant
EMG-to-force relationship also challenges the identification method and the reliability of force
prediction from EMG information.

3.2.1 Problem Formulation
Muscle fatigue is a complex phenomenon, and it is often a combination of excitation, contractile and ischemic fatigue [Erfanian et al., 1994]. Muscle fatigue is hence considered as a
protocol-specific, muscle-specific, task-specific, and even subject-specific phenomenon. In addition, most Spinal Cord Injury (SCI) patients cannot perceive muscle fatigue as FES proceeds.
Generally, the therapists manually adjust the stimulation pattern when they observe fatigue
from the decay of motion performances in practice. In this context, accurate muscle force/torque information is important for FES control that adapts to the muscle variations.

3.3 Modeling of the Electrically Stimulated Muscle
On the basis of pioneering work [Erfanian et al., 1998], this work takes advantage of the
eEMG signal from the stimulated muscle for torque prediction and the subsequent torque control. A Hammerstein with eEMG as the model input is adopted to correlate with the joint torque
under isometric condition. In this context, the first problem is how eEMG relates to the torque
generation that alters with muscle fatigue during different stimulation conditions.

3.3.1 Model Structure
A Hammerstein structure consists of a memoryless nonlinearity followed by a time-variant
linear subsystem. In biomechanical modeling, it has been used to model the stretch reflex EMG
signal [Dempsey and Westwick, 2004], and it has been shown to extend to dynamic conditions
[Farahat and Herr, 2005], which is essential for developing stable adaptive controllers for future
dynamic movement production.
It has been popularly applied to model the muscle contraction system in isometric condition because its nonlinearity represents the motor unit recruitment characteristics, and all the
muscle dynamics are assumed to be linear [Riener, 1999]. These components are shown in Fig.
3.2.
To model muscle electrical-mechanical behavior, the eEMG signal from stimulated muscle and the isometric torque are considered as system input u(t) and output y(t), respectively, as [Erfanian et al., 1998] proposed. The memoryless nonlinear function maps the system input u(t), to the intermediate variable h(t), which represents the activation level
of the stimulated muscle. It is traditionally modeled by an nth-order polynomial of u(t)
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F IGURE 3.2: Hammerstein model structure.
[Dempsey and Westwick, 2004] as follows:
h(t) = g(u(t)) =

n
∑

γi ui (t)

(3.1)

i=1

where n is the polynomial order.
The linear time-variant system is described by an Autoregressive with External Input
(ARX), which has been shown experimentally to yield good prediction of output torque/force
in isometric situation [Bernotas et al., 1986]. It can be described as:
A(q)y(t) = B(q)h(t) + e(t)

(3.2)

where A(q) and B(q) are polynomials in the backward shift operator, q −1 , given by,
A(q) = 1 + a1 q −1 + a2 q −2 + · · · + al q −l
B(q) = b1 q −1 + b2 q −2 + · · · + bm q −m

(3.3)

where q −1 makes q −1 y(t) = y(t − 1), with l and m being the maximum time delay for the
numerator and denominator dynamics, respectively. Term e(t) is zero mean and Gaussian white
noise, which corrupts system (model) output and is statistically independent of h(t). Note that
the h(t) is the output of the nonlinear element, and the input of the linear element as seen in
Fig. 3.2. Dividing both sides of (3.2) by A(q) produces
y(t) =

B(q)
1
h(t) +
e(t)
A(q)
A(q)

(3.4)

The linear model and noise model thus have the same poles, with transfer function B(q)/A(q)
and 1/A(q), respectively, as shown in Fig. 3.2. Next, substituting (3.1) and (3.3) into (3.2), the
Polynomial Hammerstein Model (PHM) is parameterized by
y(t) =f (u(t − i), y(t − i), θ)
=

l
∑
i=1

ai y(t − i) +

m ∑
n
∑

µij (u(t − i))j

(3.5)

i=1 j=1

coefficient µij = bi γj . The stimulated muscle model has l + m × n unknown parameters in all,
which are contained in parameter vector θ. If we care about how torque and eEMG change with
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fatigue, we can observe the changes of parameters in θ = [θt θe ], where θt = [a1 a2 · · · al ] are
the coefficients of the past system output and θe = [µ11 µ12 · · · µ21 · · · µmn ] are the coefficients of the past system input.
The structure in (3.5) implies that the current output ŷ(t) is predicted as a weighted sum
of past output values plus past input values. The value of past torque y(t-i) has two versions —
past measured torque ym (t − i) and past predicted torque ŷp (t − i). When model identification
is performed, the past measured torque is preferred, as the measurement represents the model
output. For model validation, both can be employed, whereas from a practical point of view, the
cross-validation based on predicted torque is more convincing to verify the model suitability
for different data. Accordingly, two possible calculations of the past torque in (3.5) lead to two
corresponding predicted output forms — ŷm (t) and ŷp (t), which are computed as a function of
past measured eEMG, past measured torque or past predicted torque in this way:
ŷm (t|t − 1) = f (u(t − i), ym (t − i), θ)

(3.6)

ŷp (t|t − 1) = f (u(t − i), ŷp (t − i), θ)

(3.7)

The second approach shown in (3.7) only uses measured eEMG signals to predict future torque,
which implies the use of eEMG as a synthetic torque sensor for torque estimation when torque
measurement is not available [Erfanian et al., 1998]. In this case, the predicted torque can be
initialized at zero, ŷp (0) = 0, when no stimulation is delivered to the muscle.

3.3.2 Model Complexity Identification
The size of parameter vector θ in (3.5), depending on model complexity, needs to be identified. Increasing model complexity will decrease systematic error but increase the system variability [Ljung, 1999]. Therefore, the selection of model order (l,m,n) is a key step in the identification of the unknown parameters in θ. The nonlinearity — that is, the recruitment curve of
the muscle — is modeled as a 3rd-order polynomial of instantaneous eEMG; that is, (n=3), as
suggested in [Chia et al., 1991]. Linear model order is determined by comparing the Rissanen’s
Minimum Description Length (MDL) [Rissanen, 1978] obtained for different model order options, since the MDL principle provides a criterion for tradeoff between the simplicity of the
model and the model’s applicability to the data. The MDL is defined by the following equation
under the hypothesis of Gaussian disturbances.
M DL = V ∗ (1 + d ∗

ln(N )
)
N

(3.8)

where d = dim(θ) is the number of identified parameters, N is the length of data samples for
this identification, and V is the loss function given by
V =

1 T
ϵ (θ̂(k), k) ϵ(θ̂(k), k)
2

where ϵ is a N-by-1 vector of the residuals between measurements and model estimates and
θ̂(k) is the identified model parameter at instant k. Using MDL to perform a relative comparison
of the different model complexities, the smaller value of MDL indicates a better model.
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3.4 Experimental Methods
3.4.1 Experimental Setup

Stimulator
(Physio 4)

Dynamometer
(Biodex 3)

EMG
(MP 100)

F IGURE 3.3: Experimental set-up for electrical stimulation and EMG, torque acquisition.
The experiments of surface FES were conducted on five SCI subjects in the Propara Rehabilitation Center, Montpellier, France. All subjects were classified as American Spinal Injury
Association (ASIA) A at different injury levels (see TABLE 3.1). The experimental set-up is depicted in Fig. 3.3. This study was approved by the ethical committee for person’s protection of
Nîmes, and all subjects signed informed consent forms.
TABLE 3.1: Patient configurations
subject

Age
(years)

Weight
(kg)

Height
(cm)

Level
of injury

Months
post injury

S1(M)

39

50

169

T6

3

S2

22

54

172

C7

30

S3

26

64

192

T6

36

S4

32

61.5

177

C5

8

S5

48

76

177

T6

18

The subjects were seated on the chair with the ankle at 90o , while the joint center was aligned with the axis of a calibrated dynamometer (Biodex 3, Shirley Corp., NY, USA). The shank
was adjusted to be horizontal to the ground with the knee joint at approximately 40o . The foot
was strapped to the pedal to transmit ankle torque to the dynamometer, and to allow the optimal recording of isometric ankle torque. Electrical current pulses were delivered to the right
Triceps Surae muscle group via surface electrodes (10 cm × 3 cm) to induce muscle contractions
and to plantarflex the ankle joint as a result. One electrode was placed 5 cm beneath the popliteal cavity and the other beneath the insertion point of the Medial and Lateral Gastrocnemius
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on the Achilles tendon. The muscle group was stimulated with amplitude modulation at a constant frequency (30 Hz) and constant Pulse Width (PW) (450 µs), under isometric condition, by
a portable stimulator (Cefar physio 4, Cefar Medical, Lund, Sweden).
Evoked EMG activity of the soleus in the Triceps Surae muscle group was collected, amplified (gain 1000) by a bipolar differential amplifier (Biopac MP 100 Biopac Systems Inc., Santa
Barbara, CA, USA), and sampled at 4 kHz. The bipolar Ag/AgCl EMG electrodes were positioned over the muscle belly in the direction of the muscle fiber with 20 mm interelectrode
spacing. The reference electrode was placed on the patella of the other leg. Isometric ankle
plantarflexion torque was measured using the dynamometer (Biodex 3), sampled at 2 kHz.

3.4.2 Experimental Protocol
The maximum stimulation amplitude (Imax ) was found for each subject at the beginning,
by gradually increasing stimulation amplitude until torque arrived at saturation. For each subject, the experiment consisted of three test sessions, as shown in Fig. 3.4.
(1) fatigue -inducing test session
fatigue1

pre

postA

…

fatigue3

……

…

(3) random test session

fatigue5

postE

recovery1

……

recovery3

time

(2) fatigue -recovery test session
1s

2s

1s

F IGURE 3.4: Schematic representation of the experimental sessions.
1. The fatigue-inducing session consists of several sequences (called fatigue1-fatigue5). Each
sequence contains five trapezoidal trains with each trapezoidal train consisting of 4 s of
stimulation (1-s ramp-up, 2-s plateau and 1-s ramp-down) and 2 s of rest. The stimulation
amplitude during the plateau is chosen at 50% of the Imax with 30 Hz, 450 µs. In order
to induce muscle fatigue, three such stimulation sequences are applied to subjects S1 and
S2, four sequences to S3, and five sequences to S4 and S5.
2. The fatigue-recovery session consists of one trapezoidal train at Imax , which is delivered
to the muscle just before and after each fatigue-inducing sequence. After the stimulation
train postE, the same stimulation train is applied every 5 minutes, up to 15 minutes.
3. The random session delivered one stimulation sequence including several trapezoidal
trains to the muscle. In this case, the stimulation amplitude in each train is increased
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from zero to a randomly determined value (≤ Imax ) and is then symmetrically decreased
over two minutes in total.

3.4.3 Evoked EMG Signal Processing
Unlike in voluntary muscle contraction, artificially recruited motor units depolarize synchronously. Consequently, the eEMG is a synchronous summation of the recruited MUAPs, the
so-called Mwave. Moreover, the surface eEMG signals are contaminated by stimulation artifacts which have quite larger magnitude than eEMG signals. Several works have proposed to
remove the stimulation artifacts by software method [Sennels et al., 1997], hardware method
[Erfanian et al., 1998] or both [Chesler and Durfee, 1997]. The blanking window or blanking
circuit is useful as long as the Mwave is not overlapped with stimulation artifacts. Once the
experimental setup is fixed for one subject, the duration of the stimulation artifacts is almost
constant. Thus, we can estimate the duration of artifacts Tarf by pre-experiment. The software
blanking window suppresses the stimulation artifacts by making the recording signal zero during Tarf . Various EMG variables can be used to represent EMG characteristics. MAV, a moving
averageöf full-wave rectified EMG, is chosen in this work.
1
M AV =
T

∫

T

|x(t)|dt

(3.9)

0

MAV is computed by (3.9), where x(t) is the eEMG signal at time t, and T is the length of
data being used for calculation. Briefly, the collected eEMG and torque data are processed as
following steps.
1. The stimulation artifact is removed from the raw eEMG signals by the blanking window
method [Frigo et al., 2000], and the Mwave is consequently extracted.
2. The measured torque is offset with respect to the torque baseline to obtain the torque
level. The torque baseline is the torque measurement when the muscle is at rest.
3. A lowpass filter is applied to the measured ankle torque (6th-order, cutoff frequency 100
Hz) and the measured eEMG (6th-order, cutoff frequency 300 Hz).
4. The filtered eEMG signals are divided into epochs with each epoch containing one
Mwave, and the MAV of eEMG is calculated within five epochs. The average torque is
calculated within the same time window.
5. The MAV and average torque are normalized with respect to their maximum values.
An example of the processed results is illustrated in Fig. 3.5, where Tarf =3 ms. Note
that the normalized MAV of eEMG and normalized torque are prepared as system input and
output.
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F IGURE 3.5: An example of processed eEMG and torque. The raw eEMG signal and Mwave are
zoomed in (0.5 s ∼ 1.15 s) to show the details during stimulation increase. The raw eEMG was
contaminated by stimulation artifacts. The blanking window is applied to remove artifacts so
that the Mwave is effectively extracted. Note that the magnitudes of raw EMG and Mwave are
quite different.
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3.5 Results in Surface FES
3.5.1 Muscle Fatigue and Recovery Characteristics
In intermittent FES, the rest period is important to reduce muscle fatigue, and it is more
practical when continuous stimulation is not necessary for a single muscle, such as walking.
The muscle fatigue is represented as torque decline with the same stimulation. For example,
the torque decrease over time in subject S3 is demonstrated in Fig. 3.6. Joint torque declines
19% of initial torque with 151 s of stimulation within 191 s of intermittent stimulation. We
confirmed that the different fatigue behaviors of the subjects match the assumption that fatigue dynamics are subject-specific. Even for the same subject, the eEMG-to-torque relationship
gradually varies over time, rather than remaining constant.
Torque

19%
Intermittent stimulation
24s stimuli in total

Pre
1s

Intermittent stimulation
94s stimuli in total

PostD

PostA
11s

45s

56s

180s

191s

Time

F IGURE 3.6: Demonstration of FES-induced muscle fatigue in subject S3. Joint torque declines
19% of initial torque with 151 s of stimulation within 191 s of intermittent stimulation.

3.5.2 Model Identification and Prediction
Before model identification, the model order is determined as described in Section 3.3.2.
The nonlinear model order is fixed at 3, and the model order of the linear ARX model is identified using processed eEMG and torque data by comparing MDL values at different modelorder options. Model order ranging from 2 ≤ l ≤ 6, and from 2 ≤ m ≤ 6 are considered. The
MDL values for all five subjects in the fatigue-inducing test are shown in Fig. 3.7. Ultimately,
model order (l = 3, m = 4) was chosen with relatively less MDL value and a simpler model,
and this choice is used for all subsequent analysis relating to this experiment.
Fig. 3.8 illustrates the prediction result in subject S5. The randomly modulated stimulation PW results in random muscle response, which is more realistic when performing some
complex movements. Furthermore, the random FES protocol has never been investigated for
fatigue analysis in previous works. Therefore, it is vital to predict torque levels from the eEMG
signal for fatigue tracking. In Fig. 3.8, the torque reproduction before 68 s has high quality with
available eEMG and torque measurements, and the prediction is still good (7.13% Normalized
Root Mean Squares (NRMS) error) in the last 30 s prediction without using torque measurement.
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F IGURE 3.7: Criterion of fit for determining appropriate model complexity. ’·’- - - S1, ’*’- - - S2,
’o’- - - S3, ’⋄’- - - S4, ’+’- - - S5. The vertical line indicates the selected model order (3, 4).

3.6 Online Torque Prediction during Muscle Fatigue
This finding in previous sections indicates that the relationship between eEMG and torque
is time-variant, and the parameters of the eEMG-to-torque model should be updated adaptively when eEMG is used to predict torque. In the proposed formulation, Kalman Filter (KF) is
used for the online parameter identification of the muscle contraction model. KF is efficient for
estimating the internal states and parameters of a discrete-time system from a series of noisy
measurements.

3.6.1 State-Space Representation and Filter Configuration
State-space representation is basically required to implement the recursive algorithm for
model estimation. It provides a convenient and compact way for estimation and control problems with its notational expression. The state-space form relates a set of input, output, and
state variables by first-order differential equations, and permits us to track the internal state
variables from input-output data sets, whether they are measurable or not.
Considering a time-variant PHM (l,m,n) as described in (3.5),
f (u(k − i), y(k − i), θ(k)) =

l
∑
i=1

ai (k)y(k − i) +

m ∑
n
∑

µij (k)(u(k − i))j ,

(3.10)

i=1 j=0

θ(k) is the vector containing the time-variant model parameters:
θ(k) = [a1 (k), · · · , al (k), µ11 (k), · · · , µ1n (k), · · · , µm1 (k), · · · , µmn (k)]T .

(3.11)

Consequently, a PHM (l,m,n) has (l+m*n) parameters. At a given time instant t, the computation of future joint torque estimates using (3.10) is straightforward, assuming a stationary
or slowing varying system within the prediction horizon. Next, we will describe the chosen
parameter model, the state space representation, and the measurement model.
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F IGURE 3.8: The measured and predicted torque obtained by the eEMG-to-torque model in the
random test of sub S5. (1) The torque is predicted based on the past measured MAV of eEMG
and past measured torque. (2) The torque is predicted based on the past measured MAV of
eEMG and past predicted torque, with initial predicted torque at zero.
Parameter model
In a time-varying muscle contraction model, if indicative information about the evolution
in muscle fatigue is available–for instance, the fatigue rate is indicated by eEMG amplitude
or frequency components–the model parameters can be easily modeled by incorporating into
(3.12). Otherwise, the changes in model parameters are considered absolutely random, and the
parameters are represented by a random walk process,
θ(k) = θ(k − 1) + ε(k)

(3.12)

where k indicates the current time step and θ(k) is the kth-step parameters. The parameter
transition is assumed to be Gaussian white noise ε, ε ∼ N (0, σ 2 ). This implies that the mean of
the parameter process is constant, but its variance is not constant. Thus, the parameter model
is non-stationary, and the variance is variant with time. In practice, this model structure makes
the prediction process very simple since all the future values of θ(k + s) for s > 0 are assumed
to be equal to θ(k) and the variance is set according to the system dynamics. For example, if
the variation in torque is considered higher in comparison with the variation in eEMG with
an increase in muscle fatigue level, the coefficients of past torque ai (k) should be set relatively
higher than the coefficients of past eEMG µij (k). In other words, we assume more uncertainty
concerning muscle mechanical behavior than muscle electrical behavior with increasing fatigue.
Process and measurement models
A state-space model consists of a measurement model relating the observations to the state
vector, and a Markovian transition equation describing the evolution in the state vector over
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time. For a PHM (l,m,n), the state vector, which consists of q=max(l,m) variables, is given by
]T
[
x(k) = x1 (k) x2 (k) · · · xq (k)
(3.13)
The previous state x(k − 1) is transferred to the current state x(k) by a transfer matrix A(k) ∈
Rq×q , such that
x(k) = A(k)x(k − 1) + B(k)u(k − 1) + w(k)
|
{z
}

(3.14)

f (x(k − 1), u(k − 1), w(k))



u(k − 1)


 u(k − 1)2 

u(k − 1) = 
..


.



(3.15)

u(k − 1)n
where u(k − 1) ∈ Rn×1 contains the exponents of previous model inputs, which are known
at each current step. Vector w(k) is Gaussian white noise of the system model. B(k) ∈ Rq×n
relates the previous model input u(k − 1) to the current state x(k).
As for the measurement model, it relies only on the first state element x1 (k), being written
in vector expression as
y(k) = Cx(k) + v(k),
(3.16)
where v(k) is Gaussian white noise of the measurement sensor. When the system has a single
output, the observer is scaler variable y; otherwise, it is a vector and the corresponding noise
element is also with vector expression. The current state x(k) is correlated with the current
system output y(k) by measurement matrix C ∈ R1×q
[
]
C = 1 0 ··· 0 0 .
In the prediction phase of KF, the evolution in the model states is given by (3.14), while the
evolution in the model parameters is given by (3.12). In the correction phase, the measurement
from output sensor, y(k), will be applied to update the estimates of model states and model
parameters.

3.6.2 Kalman Filter with Forgetting Factor
In order to identify the time-variant model states in x(k) and the parameters in θ(k),
even though a dual KF is a solution to identify them in two parallel KF, as described in
[Aboy et al., 2005], another treatment is more direct and convenient for this purpose and is
used in this work. The main idea is to identify the model states and the model parameters
concurrently by regarding the unknown model parameters as elements of the state vector. In
this way, the basic KF algorithm does not need to be modified, except that the state vector x(k)
will be augmented with the unknown parameters in θ(k). That is, the meta-state vector Θ(k) is
given by
[
]
x(k)
Θ(k) =
(3.17)
θ(k)
[(q+l+m×n)×1]
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Accordingly, from equation (3.12) (3.14) and (3.16), the augmented system is rewritten by
[
]
f (x(k − 1), u(k − 1), w(k))
Θ(k) =
(3.18)
θ(k − 1) + ε(k)
|
{z
}
F(Θ(k − 1), u(k − 1), ν(k))
[
y(k) = C
|

]
01×(l+m×n) Θ(k) + v(k)
{z
}

(3.19)

G(Θ(k), v(k))
where the process noise w(k), the parameter noise ε(k) and the measurement noise v(k) are
the same as shown in (3.12) (3.14) and (3.16). They are assumed to be independent, white and
normally distributed,
[
]
w(k)
ν(k) =
ε(k)
p(ν) ∼ (0, Q)

(3.20)

p(v) ∼ (0, R)

(3.21)

The recursive algorithm of KF is a mature technique that consists of two phases, prediction
and correction. In the prediction phase, the system is assumed to be stationary, which implies
the a priori estimate of the state at instant k, Θ̂− (k), is equal to the a posteriori state at the
previous instant k-1, Θ̂(k − 1),
Θ̂− (k) = F(Θ̂(k − 1), u(k − 1), 0)

(3.22)

The estimate error covariance P(k) is propagated according to (3.23):
P− (k) = D(k)P(k − 1)DT (k) + Q(k − 1)

(3.23)

where Q(k − 1) is a diagonal matrix containing the process noise covariance, and D(k) is the
Jacobian matrix of partial derivations of process transfer function F with respect to the variables
involved in Θ, with each element Dij being computed by:
Dij (k) =

∂Fi
(Θ̂(k − 1), u(k − 1), 0)
∂Θj

(3.24)

In the correction phase, K(k) in (3.25) is called a KF gain that minimizes the a posteriori
error covariance,
K(k) = P− (k)HT (k)(H(k)P− (k)HT (k) + R(k))−1
(3.25)
where R(k) is a scalar measurement noise covariance (for a single output system). H(k) is the
Jacobian matrix of partial derivations of sensor transfer function G with respect to Θ, with each
element Hij being computed by:
Hij (k) =

∂Gi −
(Θ̂ (k), 0)
∂Θj

(3.26)
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[
]
incorporating to (3.19), H(k) = C 01×(l+m×n) .
When actual measurement y(k) is available, an a posteriori state estimate is generated by
incorporating measurement as in (3.27). An a posteriori error covariance estimate is obtained
via equation (3.28).
Θ̂(k) =Θ̂− (k) + K(k)(y(k) − G(k)(Θ̂− (k), 0))
−

P(k) =(I − K(k)H(k))P (k)

(3.27)
(3.28)

Although the KF is an effective way of estimating the state and parameters of a discrete
time-controlled process, its performance in estimating the time-varying parameters is degraded
by the fact that it refers to the entire history of past measurements. This is particularly troublesome when it is used to estimate the muscle contraction system, since the activity of stimulated
muscles tends to vary, with prolonged or repetitive stimulation leading to variant muscle states.
In order to track the time-varying muscle condition, a forgetting factor λ is deliberately introduced to forget the old measurements when muscle fatigue increases. Consequently, (3.23) and
(3.25) can be rewritten as,
P− (k) = D(k)P(k − 1)DT (k)/λ
K(k) = P− (k)HT (k)(H(k)P− (k)HT (k) + λ)−1

(3.29)
(3.30)

Choosing the forgetting factor λ ∈ [0, 1] depends on how much of the old measurements
we expect the filter to forget. If the forgetting factor is smaller, the filter will forget more
past measurements that are farther away from the present instant. A smaller forgetting factor enables us to track changes in the system quickly, but it requires a longer time to arrive at
convergence, which may lead to more fluctuations. Whereas if a forgetting factor is close to 1,
it assures fast convergence but is not sensitive to the system variations. Consequently, a tradeoff between the smoothness of tracking and the lag in detecting system changes should be
considered when a forgetting factor is introduced to a KF. Generally, λ ∈ [0.9, 1] is suitable for
most applications. Moreover, if a system changes slowly over time, one can select a forgetting
factor close to 1.

3.7 Fatigue Tracking Based on Experimental Data
In this section, the estimation of time-varying parameters and the torque prediction for
fatigue tracking are performed based on experimental data using the KF with forgetting factor.
First, to illustrate the evolution in the model parameters, the torque estimates and identification error are plotted. One result is shown in Fig. 3.9 for subject S5, where the torque declines
21%, and the estimator updates the model parameters adaptively and accurately tracks the fatigue effect. The estimation takes approximately 1 s to converge and then the identification error
maintains almost less than 0.1 (corresponding to 10% of the measured torque). Notably, after
a 40-s evolution, the model arrives at a steadier state, representing less than 5% identification
errors. Apparently, the model parameters vary over time and generally with a low varying rate,
which makes it possible to obtain good torque prediction in a given prediction horizon.
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F IGURE 3.9: The estimated torque and identification error in subject S5. At each instant, the
eEMG-to-torque model parameters are updated adaptively by KF with forgetting factor 0.997.
The identification error of each evolution is plotted at the bottom. The identification takes approximately 1 s to converge.

3.7.1 Fatigue Dynamics
The estimation of the muscle contraction process is used to explore the dynamics of fatigue phenomena. The parameter estimates in θ̂(k) are used to compute the poles of the muscle
contraction system. At each evolution, a PHM (l,m,n) has l poles, and the solution is to solve a
polynomial function as
q l + a1 q l−1 + · · · + al−1 q + al = 0
The locations of these poles in subjects S1 and S3 are indicated in Fig. 3.10. The unit circles are
also plotted in this figure. All the poles are located within the unit circles, which is of significance in ensuring the model stability under such a stimulation protocol. The arrows denote the
direction of movement of the z-plane poles. The time-varying property of the poles may also
interpret the muscle dynamics. Moreover, the locations and movements of the z-plane poles in
all subjects present similar characteristics, suggesting that it is possible to assess muscle fatigue
dynamics from such information. In general, the damping ratio increases when the muscle is
highly fatigued. This matches our intuition concerning the effect of muscle fatigue.

3.7.2 Torque Prediction Performance
To investigate the torque prediction performance in time, t1, t2 and t3, corresponding to
6-s, 18-s and 30-s ahead predictions, are evaluated. The torque predictions are computed using
(3.10) and are only driven by the eEMG signals and identified model at t0, assuming a stationary system within the prediction horizon. At each instant, the NRMS error and Normalized
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F IGURE 3.10: The changes of the muscle contraction dynamics of muscle behavior due to fatigue
during surface FES in subjects S1 (left) and S3 (right). The arrows denote the direction of mmovementöf the z-plane pole. The plot color is changed every 16s to show the time transition.
Peak Error (NPE) during a given prediction horizon are computed. NPE is the peak error during the prediction horizon at each evolution. The prediction errors in all subjects in surface
FES are quantified in TABLE 3.2.

3.7.3 Robust Fatigue Tracking
The idea for verifying the robustness of the filter is that, assuming measurement is unavailable or unreliable from time instant t0 to t1, the identified model at t0 can be used to predict
the torque induced by stimulation until instant t1. When prediction is executed, the model is
only driven by the eEMG and identified model at t0, while model updating is suspended.
The measurement failure is simulated by suspending the prediction phase of KF at an
arbitrary instant t0. To reestablish the tracking of muscle fatigue, the identified model at t0
is used for the prediction of torque generation for 15 s. To reveal the accuracy of the predicted
torque, the measured torque is also shown for comparison. The results of two fatigue sequences
in the implanted subject are illustrated in Fig. 3.11. When identification is suspended, the model
parameters maintain stationary, while the torque can still be well tracked. The high tracking
quality may result from the fact that the Hammerstein model is suitable to catch the muscle
electrical mechanical behavior under isometric condition. Consequently, the KF is suitable to
track the gradually time-varying fatigue by adaptively identifying the model.
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TABLE 3.2: Prediction performance with experimental data
Prediction horizon
18s
30s

Subject

Average error

S1

NRMS
NPE

0.0638
0.1616

0.0974
0.2990

0.1282
0.3414

S2

NRMS
NPE

0.0763
0.2466

0.0925
0.3402

0.1110
0.4230

S3

NRMS
NPE

0.0278
0.0743

0.0314
0.0962

0.0366
0.1146

S4

NRMS
NPE

0.0524
0.1208

0.0534
0.1523

0.0556
0.1697

S5

NRMS
NPE

0.0387
0.1036

0.0418
0.1360

0.0437
0.1510
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F IGURE 3.11: Robust fatigue tracking based on the eEMG-to-torque model and Kalman filter in
implanted FES. The model identified at t0 is used to predict the torque from t0 to t1, where the
online identification is suspended for 15 s. The forgetting factor is chosen at 0.97 to react to the
fast fatigue under continuous stimulation condition.
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3.8 Toward Real-time Portable Torque Prediction
In this section, we present a real-time eEMG based joint torque estimation system. Raw
eEMG (M-wave) and joint torque data are acquired synchronously, and mean absolute value
(MAV) of the raw eEMG is calculated per stimulation loop with moving window manner. Recursive Kalman filter (KF) is used as the online estimator for identifying MAV-to-torque relationship. Prediction results show promising performance of real-time eEMG based joint torque
estimation system.
The system tests were conducted firstly on two able-bodied volunteer subject upon
their consent, as a pilot study before entering a wide protocol on spinal cord injured patients (approved by Nîmes Ethics Committee, France, 2013). The system setup for the torque
estimation experiment is shown in Fig. 3.12. The system consists of the wireless stimulator
[Toussaint et al., 2010] as shown in Fig. 3.13, eEMG (Biopac MP100, Biopac Systems Inc., Santa
Barbara, CA, USA) and torque acquisition devices (Biodex 3, Shirley Corp., NY, USA), and a
laptop computer with the MATLAB interface for data processing and torque estimation. Electrical current pulses generated through the wireless stimulator were delivered to the right Tibialis
(TA) muscle group with surface electrodes placed. Raw eEMG of TA muscle group and ankle
joint torque were recorded, amplified (gain 1000) and sampled at a frequency fsamp = 4096Hz
by an acquisition system with a 16-bit A/D card.

F IGURE 3.12: Experimental setup for real-time FES-induced torque estimation
The stimulation frequency was set at fstim = 40Hz leading to the loop execution time 25ms.
The maximum pulse width (PW) of the stimulator was limited to 350µs. The suitable stimulation intensities were found to be 25mA. The test session included two phases: identification and
prediction phases. Each sequence contained trapezoidal trains consisting of 2s stimulation (0.5s
ramp-up, 1s plateau and 0.5s ramp-down) and 2s rest. During identification phase, the plateau
stimulation PW of each trapezoidal train was increased gradually with step size of from 10% to
90% of the maximum PW. After identification, the plateau stimulation PW was randomly determined within 40% to 100% of maximum PW in the prediction phase. The real-time PW series
were predefined and dispatched through MATLAB Timer object and then sent to the wireless
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stimulation unit. During every loop the mean absolute value (MAV) of eEMG and mean value
of torque were computed based on the fsamp /fstim ≈ 103 raw eEMG and raw torque sampling
respectively.

F IGURE 3.13: Wireless stimulator (Left) with its control unit (Right) (Vivaltis Inc., Montpellier,
France)

3.8.1 Results
We present online identification and prediction results obtained by the established realtime system. During the whole estimation process, the predefined stimulation pattern is of trapezoidal type. Fig. 3.14 shows the eEMG-based torque estimation results. In the first 20 seconds
the model is undergoing identification, after time instant 20s, measured torque information is
not used any more and we predict the torque purely based on eEMG with the identified model.
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F IGURE 3.14: Real-time online eEMG based torque estimation results. Upper: MAV of the measured eEMG; Lower: corresponding estimated and measured torque containing identification and
prediction phases, from t = 20s identification is switched off.
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TABLE 3.3: Real-time torque prediction performance evaluation on one healthy subject.
Trial #
1
2
3
4
5

RMSE (Nm)
1.09
0.63
0.52
0.75
0.66

Normalized RMSE (%)
13.62
9.00
0.52
7.42
9.42

VAF (%)
89.10
87.61
87.82
74.13
67.26

Tab. 3.3 shows the aforementioned performance indexes for the prediction of the ablebodied subject with five trials. The overall average RMSE and VAF are respectively 0.73±0.21
Nm and 81.14%±9.86%. The system’s loop execution time of the every instant estimation was
between 18ms and 20ms for all loops, which was not exceeding 25ms. The measure maximum
torque of the subject was around 15Nm, so the RMSEs of the five trials are below 1Nm indicating accurate predictions achieved by the system.

3.9 Conclusion
The final direction of this work is to develop a model-based FES controller for muscle fatigue compensation. First step for it is to manage the joint torque prediction under FES. As FES
induces fast fatigue and unexpected disturbances, whereas the patients cannot perceive the
muscle fatigue, accurate torque estimation is essential to feedback muscle output for adaptive
adjustment of the stimulation. We confirm that muscle contraction dynamics are time-varying
with FES. A time-varying eEMG-to-torque model was employed to represent the electrical and
mechanical behaviors of stimulated muscle, with the model parameters identified by a KF with
forgetting factor. The predictive performance of the adaptive identification method has been
validated in simulation and with experimental data. The results demonstrate sufficient adaptivity to internal muscle changes or external disturbances in a systematic way.
In terms of improvements in fatigue tracking, when the measurement of the torque sensor suffers from recording interruption or distortion, the proposed method could bridge these
problems and provide sufficiently accurate fatigue tracking only on eEMG measurement. The
success of torque prediction only based on eEMG is significant in FES. In addition, we may have
good torque estimation ability both in surface and implanted FES (enclosed in Annex). On the
basis of predicted torque, the torque can be used in a model-based predictive controller aiming
at torque control. As a muscle is very slow actuator, the feedforward control is necessary and
therefore, the muscle response under FES should be well predicted. Real-time implementation
with wireless portable stimulator is also archieved in this chapter. The next chapter focuses on
the novel FES control strategy with EMG-feedback function.

C HAPTER 4
EMG Feedback Predictive Muscle Control in FES
In this chapter, an EMG feedback predictive control is proposed as a new modality in
FES control, which allows joint torque control rather than conventional position feedback control in closed-loop FES system. An FES system delivers electrical charges that are determined
by a control unit to excitable motor neurons, in order to contract target muscle. The challenge in the present FES system starts with the problem of how to process the high nonlinearity
and complexity of musculoskeletal systems, which complicate the model identification process.
Another challenge arises from time-varying muscle dynamics due to physiological and biochemical factors (such as fatigue, reflex), as these need to be compensated in order to augment
the applications of FES. Therefore, eEMG feedback, which represents muscle activity, contributes by taking the muscle state into account in the FES control system. The predictive nature
facilitates the prediction of the muscle response and therefore the system can respond to the
time-variant muscle state changes toward a muscle-response-aware FES control.

4.1 Control System for Movement Induced by FES
The conventional control systems for FES are illustrated in Fig. 4.1. Most current FES systems work in an open-loop paradigm (Fig. 4.1 (a)), where predefined stimulation patterns are
delivered to the muscle without feedback on the real response. When the actual trajectory is
not suitable for performing the desired task, the stimulation pattern cannot be accordingly adjusted. The application of an open-loop FES system is thus limited due to the degradation in
performance caused by muscle state changes or other disturbances. The currently used manual FES modulation (such as a hand switch) tends to cause distraction and is thus suboptimal.
Compared with open-loop control, a closed-loop controller is superior as it feeds back useful
information on the current state of the system for regulating system input in accordance with
the desired output. A sensor-based closed-loop control scheme is shown in Fig. 4.1 (b). It is
driven by the errors between the actual trajectory and the desired trajectory. The integration of
more available sensors would be beneficial to provide more useful information, but mounting,
calibrating and computing the time of signal processing are complicated in implementation. In
this context, the standard Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) controller and extended PID
controller have been investigated. However, tuning the PID parameters to produce satisfactory tracking performance and robustness is difficult. The model-based closed-loop controller
shown in Fig. 4.1 (c) is a promising means to deal with the nonlinear and time-varying characteristics of the musculoskeletal system. Model-based control techniques, such as feed-forward
and predictive control strategies, require sensors and dynamic models of the system, as well.
The FES control performance would thus be enhanced by a model-based controller if sufficient
knowledge of the system were available.
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F IGURE 4.1: Organization of traditional functional electrical stimulation control systems: openloop (a), closed-loop (b) and model-based control scheme (c) [Popović and Sinkjæ r, 2000].

4.2 Previous Works
In the current FES systems, closed-loop control has been investigated in the lab but has not
been widely applied in practice. Regarding the scenario of lower limb FES closed-loop control,
one goal has been to adaptively modulate the stimulation onset according to effects, such as
walking speed, gait rhythm, or the intentions of users. In [Chen et al., 2001], a closed-loop FES
system controlled by position sensors and triggered by a foot-switch was proposed. A microcontroller dynamically adjusting the FES intensity through a built-in algorithm was presented
in [Breen et al., 2006], which was able to generate a stimulation envelope with any shape, reflecting walking speed changes. By taking advantage of EMG signals, an EMG-triggered FES
control system was presented through a pattern recognition approach. In [Dutta et al., 2008],
the FES system was triggered by the recognition of the patient’s intention from voluntary EMG
signals from incompletely paralyzed muscles.
To achieve a reliable stimulation pattern and compensate muscle property changes
during FES, in [Ferrarin et al., 2001] the authors suggested using model-based approaches
to achieve an efficient and robust FES system. In [Jezernik et al., 2004], a sliding model closed-loop control method was proposed to control shank movement. Another work
[Ajoudani and Erfanian, 2009] combined the classic sliding model control and a neural network
to control FES to track the desired knee joint trajectory. In these works, the feedback signal was
based on joint motion recording. However, as muscle contraction is induced by artificial stimulation in FES, the drawback of closed-loop control of joint motion is that the resultant motion
may not only derive from stimulation but also from external forces (such as environmental con-
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tact). A stimulation pattern based only on motion sensors is likely to be unsafe and unreliable
in this case.
In this work, evoked EMG is used as the feedback of actual muscle activation information, which is useful to predict torque and then to achieve torque control rather than position
control. This chapter aims at developing an FES control strategy based on FES-evoked EMG
feedback from stimulated muscle to induce the desired torque trajectory. A model-based predictive control strategy taking the eEMG signal as feedback is proposed in this work.

4.3 Muscle Excitation and Contraction Model
In FES, external electrical currents are used to excite the peripheral motor nerves via
surface or implanted electrodes; action potentials are subsequently generated and propagate
toward the muscle. When the action potentials reach the target muscle, the muscle contracts
and produces joint torque and then joint movement. Joint torque control is carried out by adjusting stimulation parameters, either stimulation frequency, stimulation amplitude or PW. By
introducing an additional EMG sensor to accompany the torque sensor, the muscle excitation
and contraction dynamics are respectively modeled. Just as the muscle contraction dynamics
are modeled by a PHM model, a PHM is also applied to describe the muscle excitation responding to the stimulation impulses. This model structure is able to represent a time-varying
nonlinear process, as described previously.
Although two PHM models are involved to resolve the control problem of both the excitation and contraction processes, a generic PHM structure and its state-space form are introduced
here for simplification as they have the same structure. By modeling the linear and nonlinear
parts of the Hammerstein cascade with an ARX and a polynomial basis function, respectively,
the PHM at a given time k is parameterized as:
f (u(k − i), y(k − i), θ) =

l
∑
i=1

ai y(k − i) +

n
m ∑
∑

bi γj [u(k − i)]j

(4.1)

i=1 j=0

Note that the MAV of the eEMG is the input u of the contraction dynamics, but for simplification, the abbreviation of eEMG is used instead of the MAV of eEMG in the following description.
The weights of inputs are separated for linear and nonlinear terms, rather than being coupled
as in (3.10).
The delivered stimulus, the collected eEMG, and the torque signals are provided to identify
both the muscle excitation and contraction models, as shown in Fig. 4.2. Apparently, the eEMG
acts as the output of the excitation model with stimulation as the input, as well as the input
of the contraction model with joint torque as the output. To indicate the two distinct statuses
of eEMG in these two models, different notations are used for eEMG, with u as input and
y as output. Furthermore, the model input u, the unmeasurable internal variable h, and the
model output y in the above-mentioned generic formulation are substituted by us , hs , ym in
the excitation model and um , hm , yt in the contraction model, as shown in Fig. 4.2.
With the same model structure representing the muscle excitation and contraction dynamics, the identifications of both models are processed in the same way. The only difference is
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F IGURE 4.2: Model structure of stimulated muscle for model identification. The contraction dynamics model relates eEMG to torque. The excitation dynamics model relates stimulation to
eEMG.
that data sets (us (i), ym (i)) are prepared to identify the stimulation-to-eEMG model, while data sets (um (i), yt (i)) are prepared to identify the eEMG-to-torque model. When constructing
the state-space form of the generic PHM (l,m,n) model, the following process equation is used
instead of the equation (3.14):
x(k) = Ax(k − 1) + BΨu(k − 1) + w(k)
|
{z
}

(4.2)

f (x(k − 1), u(k − 1), w(k))
where u(k − 1) is the previous model input as (3.15) and subscript k denotes the current time
[
]T
step. The current state vector x(k) = x1 (k) x2 (k) · · · xq (k) , q = max(l, m). Matrix A ∈
Rq×q correlates the previous states with the current states. Vector B and Ψ contain linear and
nonlinear weights of eEMG,
[
]T
B = b1 b2 · · · bm
(4.3)
[
]
Ψ = γ0 γ1 · · · γn
(4.4)
Thus, the linear and nonlinear parameter vectors can be written as
[
]T
θl = a1 a2 · · · al b1 b2 · · · bm
[
]
θn = γ0 γ1 · · · γn

(4.5)
(4.6)

This improvement is meaningful for the direct application of the predictive control scheme with
the linear part of the PHM model. Next, all the time-varying states and parameters involved
are identified concurrently by KF with forgetting factor, as proposed in Section 3.6.2.
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4.4 Controller Design
This work aims at developing an EMG feedback closed-loop control strategy which can adaptively modulate the stimulation pattern to obtain the desired torque trajectory. This control
scheme is developed based on the two internal PHM models described above. Accordingly,
the controller consists of two Nonlinear Generalized Predictive Control (NGPC) in series, as
shown in Fig. 4.3. The control target is to generate an optimal stimulation signal us to produce
the desired isometric joint torque yd . The main idea is to use the eEMG signal for a dual purpose
resulting in EMG-Feedback Predictive Control (EFPC), which involves an activation controller
and a stimulation controller. The activation controller takes eEMG as the control signal md to
drive the predicted torque yp , close to the desired torque trajectory yd , based on the contraction
dynamics model. The stimulation controller takes md obtained from the activation controller as
the desired eEMG trajectory, so that the control signal, stimulation PW us , is computed to drive
the predicted eEMG mp close to md , based on the excitation dynamics model. In both the ac-

F IGURE 4.3: Diagram illustrating the EMG-feedback predictive control strategy. The control signal obtained from the activation controller is used as the desired reference of the stimulation
controller. In each controller, a nonlinear generalized predictive control algorithm is applied based on a PHM model. The torque measurement ym and eEMG measurement mm are only used
for model identification, as shown by the dashed lines.
tivation controller and the stimulation controller, the same model structure — a generic PHM
model — is used for process prediction and optimization. Therefore, the overall control problem can be reduced to resolve two single NGPC problems. The link between these two NGPC
controllers lies in that, at each sample time, the output of the activation controller is used as
the input of the stimulation controller. Therefore, in the next section, the control solution based
on a single generic PHM model is discussed. The notations are kept consistent, as described in
section 4.3.

4.4.1 Nonlinear Generalized Predictive Control
As a whole, the solution of a single NGPC consists of two parts: a linear part and a nonlinear part, as shown in Fig. 4.4. The control problem of the linear part is first resolved by the
Generalized Predictive Control (GPC) algorithm, which has been described in a number of pu-
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blications such as [Camacho and Bordons, 1999] and [Zhu et al., 1991]. Although different methods can be used to obtain the control law of GPC, the general idea is to minimize a multistage
cost function given by
J=

Np
∑
j=1

ξj [ŷk+j|k − vk+j ]2 +

Nu
∑

δj [∆hk+j−1 ]2

(4.7)

j=1

where ŷk+j|k is an optimum j-step ahead prediction of the controlled variable using data up to
time instant k, vk+j is the future reference trajectory, and ∆hk+j−1 = hk+j|k −hk is the increment
of control action. Weighting coefficients ξj , δj respectively penalize the tracking performance
regarding ŷk+j|k and the smoothness of the control signal regarding ∆hk+j−1 . Np is known
as the prediction horizon and the control horizon is Nu ; 1 ≤ Nu ≤ Np implies that all the
increments of the control effort are assumed to be zero for j > Nu .

F IGURE 4.4: A single nonlinear generalized predictive controller based on a PHM model. The linear solution is provided by the linear generalized predictive control law. The nonlinear solution
is obtained by resolving a polynomial function.
The optimization problem is computed online and in real-time in terms of the control action sequence [hk|k , hk+1|k , · · · , hk+Nu −1|k ], so that the predicted controlled variables
[ŷk+1|k , ŷk+2|k , · · · , ŷk+Np |k ] follow a desired reference trajectory [vk+1 , vk+2 , · · · , vk+Np ].
The control signal hi|k , i = k ∼ k + Nu − 1 computed by GPC is a solution of the linear
predictive control problem at step k, which is required to be applied to the linear part of the
system. It is also provided to generate the plant input uk on the basis of function (3.1). The
nonlinear problem can be stated such that, at each time step, the signal hi|k is obtained as
described above, the nonlinear model coefficients γ0 , · · · , γn are known by model identification,
and the nonlinear problem is to find the control input signal ui|k , i = k ∼ k + Nu − 1. It can be
resolved as finding zeros of the following function
p(ui|k ) = γ0 + γ1 ui|k + γ2 ui|k 2 + · · · + γn ui|k n − hi|k .

(4.8)

In this work, ui|k is calculated by finding eigenvalues using the Frobenius companion matrix [Malek and Vaillancourt, 1995]. Until now, the control problem of a nonlinear generalized
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predictive controller was solved in two steps, first a linear solution and then a nonlinear solution. Usually, only the first element of the control sequence uk|k , uk+1|k , · · · , uk+Nu −1|k is actually
implemented during time interval [k,k+1]; that is, uk = uk|k . The procedure is repeated at the
next sampling time.
As described above, the proposed dual predictive controller consists of two NGPC controllers that work successively. In this dual NGPC, the control signal sequence obtained in the
activation controller is treated as the reference trajectory for the stimulation controller. In the
stimulation controller, only the first control signal is sent to the stimulator at each sample time.
The closed-loop implementation of the EFPC consists of the following steps periodically:

Algorithm Closed-Loop Implementation of the Dual Predictive Controller
1.

k←0

2.

Initialize the KF, and the control parameters for the activation and stimulation controllers: prediction horizon Np1 , Np2 , control horizon Nu1 , Nu2 , and weighting factors ξ1 , δ1 , ξ2 , δ2 .

3

while system is running do

4.

k ←k+1

5.

Collect the eEMG and torque signals (at current instant k)

6.

Update the model parameter estimates by KF for both the muscle excitation model
and the contraction model. Note that, both the linear parameters in θl (4.5) and the
nonlinear parameters in θn (4.6) are simultaneously identified
//activation controller

7.

Calculate linear solution sequence hm by GPC (see Fig. 4.4)

8.

Calculate control signal sequence md using (4.8), and then these are used as the
desired reference for the stimulation controller

9.

//stimulation controller
Calculate the intermediate signal hs by GPC (see Fig. 4.4)

10.

The control signal us is calculated using (4.8)

11.

Apply us to the stimulator

12.

end

4.5 Evaluation of Predictive Performance
Drop foot is a condition in which an individual is not able to adequately dorsiflex or lift
the foot. It is associated with a variety of conditions such as stroke, head injury, spinal cord
injury, multiple sclerosis, and cerebral palsy [Lyons et al., 2002]. Regardless of the mechanism
of injury, the drop foot condition can be improved by different techniques, which are typically
referred to as drop foot correction.
To assess the performance of the proposed EFPC, preliminary experiments for drop foot
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correction are conducted on three healthy subjects. Surface stimuli are applied with stimulation
PW modulation and constant amplitude and frequency. The common peroneal nerve and the
Tibialis Anterior (TA) are both activated as usual to induce dorsiflexion. Isometric ankle torque
and eEMG signals are collected for off-line analysis. After signal processing as described in section 3.4.3, the relationship between stimulation, MAV of eEMG, and torque in 45-s recruitment
and random stimulation sessions are respectively plotted in Fig. 4.5. In random test sessions,
the stimulation PW at a plateau of each train is randomly determined from 20% ∼ 100% of
maximum PW. This protocol is important to verify more realistic and complex gait events and
is rarely investigated.
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F IGURE 4.5: Relationship among stimulation pulse width, MAV of eEMG, and torque in recruitment (top) and random (bottom) tests. All variables are normalized by their maximum value.

4.5.1 Experimental Validation of Predictive Torque Control
First, the control performance is evaluated by comparing the obtained control signal with
the actual experimental stimulation PW. The measured torque is considered as the desired torque reference, where the control signal is computed by the EFPC. As we use experimental data
for this study, the actual stimulation input corresponding to the generated torque is known.
Here, we try to verify whether the input solution from the EFPC controller is appropriate in
comparison with the true stimulation input. If they match well, this implies that the model
identification and controller work correctly. The forgetting factor of the Kalman filter is fixed
at 0.999 as the muscle fatigue rate is lower in healthy subjects than in patients with SCI. The
sampling time is 0.025 s, consistent with a 40-Hz stimulation frequency. The control signal us ,
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the normalized MAV of eEMG, is constrained within [0,1], representing respectively, non-fiber
recruitment and maximal fiber recruitment. For convenience, in each NGPC, the weighting coefficient of the controlled variables is set at ξ = 1, while the weighting coefficient of the control
signal is adjustable. Therefore, the tuning problem is reduced to tuning one weighting parameter δ1 in the activation controller and one δ2 in the stimulation controller.
One example result is shown in Fig. 4.6. The reproduced torque through the EFPC shows
good fidelity with the desired trajectory. The control signals show acceptable accuracy with an
RMS error of 7.2% ∼ 9.1% of P Wmax . Moreover, the muscle fatigue that results from repetitive
stimulation and the effect of withdrawal reflex in this stimulation protocol are unavoidable, so
the control performance also indicates the ability of this control strategy to compensate muscle
fatigue and reflex to some extent.
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F IGURE 4.6: Evaluation of EFPC to obtain randomly changed torque in subject OR. Upper: Reproduced torque from the muscle model (dashed blue) tracks the desired torque (solid black)
well. Middle: The actual eEMG and the reproduced eEMG through the excitation model are
shown. Bottom: The control signal matches the actual stimulation input well, indicating the
controllability and fatigue compensation ability of the proposed EFPC.
Torque control only based on the eEMG signal
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In order to assess the robustness of the proposed controller in the scenario where a torque
sensor is not available or controllability is based only on eEMG information, the identification
of the muscle contraction model is switched off at an arbitrary time instant t. This scenario is
quite useful for FES control in the presence of sensor failure or control based only on eEMG
feedback while torque control quality is maintained. The results in two subjects are illustrated
in Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8. This indicates that control without a torque update is feasible in the
identification process, especially when muscle fatigue develops slowly, which may occur in
some subjects. The RMS errors of controlled torque, intermediate state — the MAV of eEMG
and the control signal — stimulation PW, are averaged in several tests in each subject and
summarized in TABLE 4.1.
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F IGURE 4.7: Evaluation of the robustness of the proposed EFPC to obtain randomly changed
torque in subject OR. Top: The reproduced torque tracks the desired torque well. Bottom: The
control signal still matches the actual stimulation PW well, even when eEMG-to-torque model
identification is switched off from instant t, simulating unreliable torque measurement.
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F IGURE 4.8: Evaluation of the robustness of the proposed EFPC to obtain randomly changed
torque in subject HG. Top: The reproduced torque tracks the desired torque well. Bottom: The
control signal does not deteriorate extremely, even when eEMG-to-torque model identification
is switched off from instant t.
TABLE 4.1: Summary of the control errors while eEMG-to-torque model identification is switched
on/off
Subject (Number of tests)
OR (N=6)
HG (N=9)
ZQ (N=2)

Variable
Torque (Nm)
PW (us)
Torque (Nm)
PW (us)
Torque (Nm)
PW (us)

Averaged RMS Error
ON
OFF
2.28
2.16
39.8
40.47
1.77
1.78
45.5
46.9
0.895
0.915
49
50.4
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4.5.2 Featured Predictive Control Performance

Normalized pulse-width

Torque (Nm)

In this preliminary work, the fatigue compensation approach is not incorporated into realtime FES control. Therefore, simulation studies are carried out to evaluate the performance of
the EFPC in generating an appropriate stimulation pattern for an arbitrary torque envelope
and compensating fatigue. Virtual subjects are constructed with the model identified by the
experimental data. From the successful experimental results in section 4.5.1, we expect that
the identified model reflects the actual muscle properties quite well. The versatility of the proposed EFPC is evaluated in terms of muscle fatigue compensation and the generation of the
stimulation pattern.
Effects of weighting factors
The torque reference consists of a sequence with a square train and a trapezoidal train. The
tracking performance of the desired torque is shown in the left plot of Fig. 4.9. Three sets of
weighting coefficients are tested, respectively referred to as EFPC1 (δ1 = 0.1, δ2 = 20), EFPC2
(δ1 = 0.5, δ2 = 5) and EFPC3 (δ1 = 20, δ2 = 2). It is found that, on the one hand, different
weighting coefficients lead to different converging times to the desired torque and, on the other
hand, even though different weighting coefficients are selected, the controlled torque is able to
track the torque reference in a limited time and the transient processes are smooth in both
torque tracking and control input, which is important for muscle to gradually respond to the
stimulation. It also matches the intuitive requirements of muscle response during electrical
stimulation.
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F IGURE 4.9: Left: To track the torque reference (black), three sets of weighting factors are tested,
EFPC1 (green), EFPC2 (red), and EFPC3 (blue). Right: Torque reference (black) and reproduced
torque (red) are shown in the top plot. The normalized control signal is constrained in [0,1] to
guarantee stimulation safety of subjects (bottom).
Moreover, even if an unrealistic torque trajectory is designed by mistake, the controller can
generate a more realistic stimulation signal by adjusting the weighting coefficients. This feature
is important since the muscle reactive rate is limited, whereas the controller has the ability to
ensure practical input transition.
Effects of control constraints
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The desired torque reference consists of a sequence of two triangular trains, where different maximum peaks are set. The simulation result is shown in the right plot of Fig. 4.9. The
proposed EFPC is used to generate the stimulation PW to drive the predicted torque as close as possible to the desired torque. The stimulation pulse width represents saturation when
the stimulation arrives at the maximum value within the predefined stimulation range. This
property is important so that the FES controller ensures the safety of patients, rather than damaging them with overstimulation.
Muscle fatigue compensation
The goal of this study is to assess the ability of the EFPC to compensate fatigue effects. A
torque trajectory with the same torque level is assumed as the torque reference, and the virtual
subject is used as above. The EFPC works to generate suitable stimulation PW in order to maintain the torque level. Fig. 4.10 depicts the result for a desired trapezoidal torque trajectory. The
average of the RMS errors is approximately 2.18 Nm. The torque trajectories converge to obtain constant maximum torque, and the stimulation has to be increased gradually. Even though
these results were obtained in simulation, the virtual model was identified with experimental
data. Thus, this result is significant for advanced FES control that allows torque control with
automatic muscle fatigue compensation.
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F IGURE 4.10: The torque is desired to be maintained with constant maximum level. The PW
required to obtain this torque trajectory is calculated by the proposed EFPC and represents the
compensation effect against fatigue.
Complex stimulation pattern generation
The proposed EFPC is also able to track the torque trajectory with any shape in order to
perform a complex task. In Fig. 4.11, the envelope of torque reference is simulated according
to muscle activity during natural gait [O’Keeffe et al., 2003]. The control framework yields the
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stimulation PW that is required to produce the desired trajectory. This is important and convenient to generate the required stimulation pattern for the intended trajectory, which is superior
to the empirically defined stimulation pattern.
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F IGURE 4.11: The top plot traces the torque trajectory (black) and the reproduced torque from
the muscle model. The bottom plot traces the stimulation pattern that was created by EFPC for
the designed gait torque trajectory.

4.6 Discussion
Open-loop control of FES delivers a predefined stimulation pattern to target muscle. It does
not provide feedback on the real muscle response. Closed-loop control is preferred in order to
adaptively adjust the stimulation in reaction to unexpected variations in the muscle properties,
thereby improving FES performance in terms of robustness. In the context of gait restoration
by FES, some research has attempted to develop the optimal stimulation pattern to produce
natural gait for open-loop control of FES, which is still useful when the muscle state does not
change much, as we see from the performance of existing commercial FES systems. But if we
need to specify the exact torque trajectory for a certain desired motion, the appropriate stimulation pattern is still unknown for complex gait events. Thus, it is also important to find a way to
generate an optimal stimulation pattern, even for open-loop control, while minimizing muscle
fatigue. For this purpose, an optimal stimulation pattern was proposed in [O’Keeffe et al., 2003]
by time-consuming optimization. In another work [Johnson and Fuglevand, 2011], a transfer
function converting eEMG signals into an appropriate pattern of electrical stimulation was
proposed to generate the desired torque trajectory.
In this work, an EFPC framework for FES is developed. This framework provides control
adaptability and torque control rather than classical position control. The eEMG signal recorded from stimulated muscle is used to feedback the actual muscle activity to achieve torque
control, which has never been tried in the FES context, since an appropriate torque sensor has
not been available for human joints, which differ from robotic joints. As muscle mechanical be-
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havior always lags after muscle electrical behavior, it is feasible to use eEMG to predict torque
generation before delivering a stimulus to the target muscle. In addition, the predictive feedforward property of the predictive controller contributes smooth input transition, taking into
account the physiological muscle activation process in advance. This EFPC contributes to augmenting the FES system in several aspects. First, an appropriate and secure stimulation pattern
can easily be generated to produce the desired torque for open-loop use. This is useful when
muscle fatigue is not evident or tracking accuracy is not strictly required. Second, in this control
strategy, the control signal can be explicitly constrained to guarantee stimulation safety. Last,
this control strategy is capable of muscle fatigue or reflex compensation. Moreover, the solution of the EFPC mainly consists of a two-step solution with a simple NGPC structure, where
only the linear system is considered in the cost function, while the nonlinear term is excluded.
Consequently, the calculation of each control update takes less than 15 ms in the Matlab environment, which is sufficient for real-time implementation of FES with the commonly used
stimulation frequency of 20 Hz∼50 Hz. The typical drawback of predictive control is that model inaccuracy may affect control performance. This issue is covered in this work by KF with
forgetting factor for time-varying and subject-specific model identification.

4.7 Real-time Evoked EMG-based Closed-loop Control of Muscle Activation
This section presents the muscle activation closed-loop control by FES. Predictive model
control is used to control the muscle activation level which is represented by filtered MAV of
eEMG, and the wireless stimulator is modulating pulse width to control the muscle activation
level with constant stimulation frequency and intensity. The model between stimulation pulse
width and MAV is described by the Hammerstain model as well. Since the Kalman filter is
adopted as the state observer for the predictive model controller, normalization operations are
done for both pulse width and MAV by dividing their maximum values. Since eEMG can be
always available through acquisition system, the MAV could be thus always used for updating
stimulus-to-eEMG model. This can improve the modeling precision of the plant and guarantee
the accuracy of the predictive model controller. The control algorithm for muscle activation
control by stimulus is as shown by Algorithm 4.7.
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Algorithm Closed-Loop Implementation of the Model Predictive Controller for Muscle
4.7
Activation by FES
†

k←0
Initialize the Kalman filter, and the control parameters for the controller: prediction
horizon Np , control horizon Nu and weighting factors ϵj and δj .

†

while The identification is running with predefined stimulation pattern do
k ←k+1

†

Collect the eEMG and compute its MAV at each stimulation loop k

†

Update the PW-MAV model parameters estimated by Kalman filter. Both the linear
parameters and the nonlinear parameters are simultaneously estimated and stored

†

Calculate the intermediate linear solution h(i|k) as shown in Fig. 4.12

†

The control signal s(i|k) is calculated using (4.8)

†

Send the control signal s(i|k) to the stimulator

†

end
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F IGURE 4.12: Updating process of model predictive control of muscle activation by FES.
The following is the real-time implementation of the predictive model controller for online
control of muscle activations:
1) The reference muscle activation trajectory is generated before beginning estimation and
control;
2) Trapezoidal shape pulse width stimulation in different amplitude levels is predefined
with recorded eEMG to identify the relationship between normalized pulse width and normalized MAV of eEMG by Kalman filter;
3) After identification phase ends, the FES system goes into control mode. The stimulator
is under computation as a predictive controller to modulate pulse width to track the desired
muscle activation trajectory. At the same time, stimulation-to-eEMG model is always updated.
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F IGURE 4.13: Upper: real-time control performance of muscle activation with desired randomamplitude muscle activation pattern (red dash line is desired muscle activation trajectory and
blue solid line is the measured muscle activation under the muscle activation control by FES).
Lower: the corresponding computed stimulation pulse width.

4.7.1 Results and Discusssion
The wireless stimulator (Vivaltis Inc., Montpellier, France) is equipped around TA muscle to evoke its muscle activations, and the eEMG is acquired by the Biopac 100 system (Biopac
Inc., Santa Barbara, CA, USA). The TA muscle activation is represented by the normalized MAV
of eEMG. Model predictive control is adopted to control the muscle activations by modulating
PW of the wireless stimulator, and thus the control input is the stimulation PW and the output is the muscle activation. The model between PW and muscle activation is identified with
predefined trapezoidal PW pattern of gradually-increased amplitude plateau and normalized
measured MAV of eEMG from time instant 0s to 40s. Afterwards, the predictive model controller is computing the PW level with Stim-eEMG model updated at every stimulation loop and
send the PW value to the wireless stimulator to realize the tracking control of the muscle activation under FES. The desired muscle activation for the real-time control by FES is generated
artificially following the three patterns:
1) Random amplitude level with constant contraction duration;
2) One kind of natural patterns with two continuous contraction;
3) TA muscle contraction pattern during a whole cycle of actual walking test.
Fig. 4.13 shows the muscle activation control result and the computed PW by the predictive
controller with 1) pattern. We observe that the controller possesses good muscle activation control performance to track the desired muscle-activation trajectory. Figs. 4.14 and 4.15 show the
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F IGURE 4.14: Upper: real-time control performance of muscle activation with desired natural
muscle activation pattern. Lower: the corresponding computed stimulation pulse width. The
example shows it succeeds to generate the different levels of muscle activations.
TABLE 4.2: Performance of real-time control of muscle activation for three healthy subjects
Subject #
1
2
3

# of trials
15
8
13

RMSE (%)
5.23±1.10
6.70±3.77
6.22±2.59

VAF (%)
92.7020±2.3329
93.6050± 3.6281
91.3980±4.3074

control performance in 2) and 3) pattern, and we confirm that the developed muscle-activation
controller could modulate the PW to let the TA muscle track the desired muscle activation
precisely. The control performance indexed by RMSE and VAF of the FES control tests on three
able-bodied subjects as indicated in Tab. 4.2. From this table, we could see that, the mean RMSE
error is less than 5% and the mean VAF is above 90% and the standard deviations of the RMSE
and VAF are less than 5%, indicating the control performance quite promising and stable.

4.8 Conclusions
The purpose of this work is to improve the performance of FES systems in terms of accurate, safe and robust control of stimulation. As eEMG has been validated for torque prediction in
the last chapter, an EFPC strategy is newly developed. To obtain the desired joint torque while
taking into account the time-varying muscle dynamics, the eEMG signal is used to feedback
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F IGURE 4.15: Upper: real-time control performance of muscle activation with desired walking
muscle activation pattern. Lower: the corresponding computed stimulation pulse width. The
example shows that this method allows to reproduce other one’s muscle activation patterns into
the subject.
actual muscle states. The control problem of the EFPC is resolved as a solution of dual NGPC
in series. Once the torque deviates from the desired trajectory due to the effects of variations
in muscle states like fatigue, the controller will recalculate the appropriate stimulation pattern
to achieve the desired torque as long as it does not conflict with stimulation constraints. This
control framework provides satisfactory control accuracy and notable robustness for sensing
failure, according to the experimental data investigations. In addition, the controller is able
to generate a necessary stimulation pattern for a given torque trajectory, which is a new FES
control modality enabling joint torque control in FES.
Real-time control ability is demonstrated along with the capability to reproduce someone’s
muscle activation patterns into the subject muscle. One application is to use averaged muscle
combinations as reference to reproduce healthy motor patterns for the motor-disabled patient.
Muscle activation control of single muscle could be potentially extended to multiple-muscle
case through the artificially reproduced motor synergy patterns by using inversed activation
solution as presented in Chapter 5.

C HAPTER 5
Personalized Modeling for Volitional Motor Actions
5.1 Voluntary EMG-to-Force Estimation with Multi-Scale Physiological Muscle Model
Background: EMG-to-force estimation for voluntary muscle contraction has many applications in human motion analysis, sports science and computational rehabilitation. EMG-based
model can account for a subject’s individual activation patterns to estimate muscle force. Socalled Hill-type model has been used in most of the cases. It has already shown its promising
performance. However it is known as a phenomenological model considering only macroscopic physiology. In this paper, we discuss EMG-force estimation with a multi-scale physiology
based muscle model.
Methods: In addition to Hill macroscopic representation, a microscopic physiology description as stated by Huxley is integrated and applied for EMG-driven muscle model. It has
significant meaning to develop EMG-force estimation method with multi-scale physiology dynamics model which is not a phenomenological model. Using EMG signals of isometric muscle
contraction in able-bodied subject, the torque estimation results are shown by classical and
modified Hill model and proposed physiological based approach.
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F IGURE 5.1: A flowchart of EMG-force estimation by Hill-type model and multiscale physiological
muscle model.
Results: Results estimated by physiology based model show good performance both in
short-term and long-term contractions in random tests in two subjects. The smooth transition
of torque can be found compared with Hill-type estimation. The acceptable RMS errors can
also be found in Hill-type model estimation. However, it is diffcult to obtain small errors in
two types of contraction at the same time. This fact corresponds to the recommendation that
we should tune appropriate cut-off frequency depending on the task in the case of classical
EMG-torque modeling.
Conclusions: We have presented a method that allows to estimate the muscle force from
EMG signal with a multi-scale physiology based model with a link to underlying microscopic
filament dynamics. Experimental results highlight the feasibility of the torque estimation and
its comparison with Hill-type models using same EMG signals. This paper is the first report
about EMG-force estimation based on multi-scale physiology model integrating Hill-type and
microscopic cross bridge representation. The proposed method features:
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F IGURE 5.2: Generated chemical input (A) filtered rectified EMG signal. (B) chemical input by
thresholding for SOL.
■

a novel physiologically detailed model for EMG-force estimation instead of a phenomenological Hill-type muscle model,

■

the estimation improvement especially for lower activation and short-term contraction
with the natural integration of the frequency property of neural activation.

■

the consideration of firing rates of motor units in the generation of chemical command
input.
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F IGURE 5.3: Normalized estimated torques for random contraction (red: measured, magenta:
estimated by model of GAS, green: estimated by model of SOL, blue: sum of both models) (A)
result obtained with classical Hill model. (B) result obtained with modified Hill model. (C) result
obtained with multi-scale physiology based model.
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5.2 Inverse Estimation of Multiple Muscle Activations with Muscle
Synergy Extraction
5.2.1 Introduction
In the domain of neuroprosthetics [Borton et al., 2013] based on functional electrical stimulation (FES), conversely, the muscle group activities for the desired movement have to be
determined to meet the desired joint torque, which is formulated as the inverse problem. The
inverse problem involves indefinite solutions because of the inherent muscle redundancy with
respect to the associated joints, and there is no bijection between one degree of freedom and
the co-contracted muscles spanning around the joint. In this case, muscle synergy is a useful and insightful concept to investigate co-contractions and the coordination among them
[D’Avella et al., 2003]. In a physiological sense, muscle synergy reveals how the central nervous system (CNS) elicits redundant muscle groups in a coordinated manner. It can be obtained
from multiple-muscle activations via dimension reduction techniques, aiming at diminishing a
higher-dimensioned signal space to a lower-dimensioned feature space.
In general, most current FES systems activate one agonist muscle group for each degree of
freedom (DOF). However, instead of stimulating only one muscle, it would help to minimize
the rapid fatigue that is a common clinical problem in FES systems if the necessary force could
be distributed by activating multiple muscles. To assist the future design of FES systems with
distributed control over multiple muscles, information on muscle synergy could be exploited
to naturally follow the way CNS regulates and optimally take advantage of muscle redundancy [Wu et al., 2002, Giuffrida and Crago, 2005]. By extracting muscle synergy information
from healthy subjects and simultaneously measuring the corresponding kinetics/kinematics,
insight into each individual muscle’s contribution to the joint flexors/extensors would be obtained. The synergies extracted from healthy subjects, together with their joint moment data,
could then be used to design stimulation patterns for multiple muscles of spinal cord injured
subjects both in complete and incomplete situations where one still has remaining volitional
contraction of their partially deficient muscles [Giuffrida and Crago, 2005]. The recruitment order in percutaneous FES is often in a non-physiological manner, which induces muscle fatigue
faster than natural voluntary contraction. Employing multiple redundant muscle activations in
FES can promote reducing fatigue of the stimulated muscles and increasing joint articulation
stability by using the co-contraction of antagonist muscles [Nielsen et al., 1994]. An insightful
view of how multiple muscle activations are coordinated and combined toward the desired
joint torque sequence in able-bodied subjects [Kobetic et al., 1997] is needed as an alternative
to reduce the time-consuming empirical FES tuning on paralyzed patients. Thus, the computational inverse estimation of multiple muscle activations is of broad interest for FES applications
and should moreover help to further elucidate the underlying physiological processes, which
is the primary motivation for this chapter.

5.2.2 Muscle Synergy Extraction
Consider the multiple muscle activations uSOL , uMG , and uTA of the SOL, MG and TA muscles during the identification time period [0, tid ] (Here, notations with these muscles are used
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F IGURE 5.4: Block schematic of the process for inverse estimation of multiple muscle activations
from the joint movement.
for demonstration, but they can be any other muscle group combination involved in a joint.)

 

uSOL
uSOL (0) uSOL (1) · · · uSOL (tid )

 

U =  uMG  =  uMG (0) uMG (1) · · · uMG (tid ) 
(5.1)
uTA
uTA (0) uTA (1) · · · uTA (tid )
One can use NMF to decompose U as [D’Avella et al., 2003]
U = WH + E ≈ WH

(5.2)

where W denotes the muscle synergy ratio matrix, H denotes the extracted synergy intensity
vector (neural command), and E is the decomposition residual error term. The decomposition
for updating entries hlm and wnl of H and W is conducted with the following iterative algorithm [D’Avella et al., 2003]:
[W T U ]lm
[W T W H]lm
[U H T ]nl
← wnl
[W HH T ]nl

hlm ← hlm
wnl

(5.3)
(5.4)

It should be noted here that, there are two types of articulation for ankle joint sagittal movement for one DOF: plantar flexion and dorsi flexion [Sinkjæ r et al., 1993][Nielsen et al., 1994].
Therefore, the number of muscle synergies can be finalized as two for one-DOF corresponding
to the flexion and extension of the joint, that is, the dimension of the reduced resultant subspace
is chosen as l = 2 in this study.

5.2.3 Identification
Different joint torque levels can be achieved by actuating different levels of muscle synergy
intensities. To do so, identification is first established between the joint torque and the synergy
intensities. In the literature [Clancy et al., 2012], activation-to-torque (ui to τ ) forward mapping
is described in a general nonlinear form fi (·), i ∈ {SOL, MG, TA} as
∑
τ=
fi (ui )
i
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This implies that a nonlinear relationship from torque to activations exists. Throughout this
paper, we assume that this inverse relationship can be expressed as the following general nonlinear form gi (·)
ui = gi (τ )
According to (5.2) and the nonlinear relationship above, the activations of the three muscles
can be rewritten as


 
 
H1
uSOL
gSOL (τ )

 

 .. 
(5.5)
 uMG  =  gMG (τ )  ≈ W  . 
uTA
gTA (τ )
Hl
Analytically, the extracted synergy intensity vector is
 


H1
gSOL (τ )

 .. 
†
 .  ≈ W  gMG (τ ) 
Hl

(5.6)

gTA (τ )

where W † is the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of muscle synergy matrix W . Consequently,
each individual synergy intensity vector can be estimated generally as follows
H̃1 =G∗1 Φid
..
.

(5.7)

H̃l =G∗l Φid
where


τ0
τ0
τ0
 τ (0) τ (1) τ (2)

τ 2 (0) τ 2 (1) τ 2 (2)

 .
..
..
 ..
Φid = 
.
.

τ q (0) τ q (1) τ q (2)

 p(0) p(1) p(2)
v(0) v(1) v(2)


···
τ0
· · · τ (tid ) 

· · · τ 2 (tid )

.. 
..
.
. 


· · · τ q (tid )

· · · p(tid ) 
···

v(tid )

in isotonic case
and the estimated parameters are
G∗1 =H1 Φ†id
..
.

(5.8)

G∗l =Hl Φ†id
where Φ†id is the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of Φid , τ0 denotes the baseline joint torque value,
and p(·) and v(·) denote the joint position and velocity information respectively.
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F IGURE 5.5: The obtained muscle synergies for the ten able-bodied subjects. It represents the
means of normalized muscle synergy ratios. Error bar indicates standard deviation. We can
observe both subject-specificity and common characteristics among subjects.

5.2.4 Results
In this section, we present the inverse estimation/prediction results obtained with the
aforementioned approach, based on the experimental data collected from the ten able-bodied
subjects. In the identification/training phase, the muscle synergies and intensities are extracted during the identification time period [0, tid ] through the NMF algorithm. The parameters
G∗1 , G∗2 , which map ankle joint torque and the synergy intensities, are then estimated by equation (5.8). In the prediction/testing phase, the muscle activations are further predicted with the
forthcoming ankle joint torque information as the sole input. The evaluation is made under
both isometric and isotonic conditions, in order to present the prediction performances in both
static and dynamic situations.

The muscle synergies for all ten subjects are extracted from the muscle activation recordings in the corresponding pair of plantar- and dorsi-flexions. To quantitatively evaluate each
muscle’s contribution to the resultant torque of these plantar- and dorsi-flexions, the normalized synergy ratio for each synergy pair l is defined as follows.
w1l
w1l + w2l + w3l
w2l
RatioMG =
w1l + w2l + w3l
w3l
RatioTA =
w1l + w2l + w3l

RatioSOL =

Fig. 5.5 shows the mean values with standard deviations of the normalized synergy ratios of
the ten subjects, with two distinct types of muscle synergy of the three muscles for the subjects.
The first synergy pattern [Fig. 5.5(a)] shows that SOL is the main agonist muscle conducting plantar-flexion of the ankle joint, whereas the second pattern [Fig. 5.5(b)] shows that TA is
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F IGURE 5.6: From upper to lower: 1) ankle joint torque, 2) SOL activation, 3) MG activation, 4)
TA activation, and 5) extracted synergy intensity components H1 and H2 from muscle activations
U by NMF. Note the random pattern of muscle activations between the positive torque period
and the negative period, which correspond, respectively, to plantar-flexion and dorsiflexion.
the main agonist muscle for dorsi flexion of the ankle joint. The co-contractions of agonist and
antagonist muscles can be observed for both directions of flexion. For more detailed observation, we take Subject V1 as an illustrative example as shown in Fig. 5.6. The two synergy intensity
(neural command) vectors H1 and H2 extracted from the muscle activations of the three muscles correspond to Synergy 1 and 2 respectively. In Fig. 5.6, one can intuitively observe that,
positive ankle joint torque (i.e., plantar-flexion torque) highly correlates with synergy intensity
H1 , and negative ankle joint torque (i.e., dorsi-flexion torque) highly correlates with synergy
intensity H2 . Since the extracted synergy intensity is the direct reflection of neural command,
this may indicate that the CNS may dispatch two different neural commands to control the joint
extension and flexion by respectively activating two different pairs of muscle combinations.
To assess the prediction/testing performance of this synergy-based approach, the inverse
estimation for multiple muscle activation is demonstrated by cross validation in the ten subjects. In our previous works [Li et al., 2013b][Li et al., 2013a], the multiple regression method
was efficient for the inverse estimation of multiple muscle activations. Multiple-regression
analysis is without dimension reduction. To compare evaluation between the synergy-based
method and the aforementioned multiple regression method, the prediction results using the
multiple regression method [Li et al., 2013b][Li et al., 2013a] are presented here as well.
Fig. 5.7 illustrates the isometric case for Subject V1. The identification is finished in a time
period ranging 0s to around 47s, and from 47s onward only the identified model and the forthcoming ankle joint torque information are provided for muscle activation prediction. In Fig.
5.7, we see that the predicted muscle activations of the three muscles fit well with the mea-
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F IGURE 5.7: Cross Validation for Subject V1: From around t = 47s the prediction is conducted
with the identified model and the incoming joint torque. Red dotted curves represent the predicted activations and blue solid curves represent the measured activations. Torque below and
above the baseline represents the dorsi- and plantar-flexion respectively.
sured ones from time instant 47s to the end. Even when dorsi-flexion and plantar-flexion are
contained randomly with short (1-2s) and long (>2s) term contractions, the proposed method is
able to produce the resultant multiple muscle activations from the ankle joint movement with
good accuracy. We observe that the synergy-based method inversely estimates the multiple
muscle activations successfully as the multiple regression method.
The p-value obtained by similarity analysis through cross-correlation measure for the errors of the two approaches is less than 0.05, indicating that they are with high similarity. This
indicates that the synergy-based method possesses the same estimation quality as the multiple
regression method regardless of dimension reduction after muscle synergy extraction. We also
use these two methods to estimate the three muscle activations under the isotonic condition.
In this situation, the joint position and velocity are also involved for inverse estimation to take
into account the muscle response changes due to the force-length-velocity relationship. Tab. 5.1
shows that the performances of two methods via the synergy-based method and the multiple
regression method [Li et al., 2013a][Li et al., 2013b] in the isotonic case are similar, indicating
that the synergy-based method is similar in estimation quality to the multiple regression method under the isotonic condition (p-value<0.05 by similarity analysis). In Tab. 5.1, the values
within parentheses indicate the inverse estimation performance results without joint position
and velocity information, whereas the values outside the parentheses are with the joint position and velocity information taken into account. We see that, inverse estimation is improved
for both methods by including ankle joint position and velocity information in the isotonic situation (i.e., smaller RMSEs and larger VAFs). Although additional joint position and velocity
information could improve the inverse estimation, no significant statistic difference between
means is observed [p-value>0.05 by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA)].
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TABLE 5.1: RMSE (%) and VAF (%) of estimated muscle activations of the ten subjects in isotonic
condition with constant plantar load 10Nm and dorsi load 5Nm∗
Method
Profile
SOL
V1
MG
TA
SOL
V2
MG
TA
SOL
V3
MG
TA
SOL
V4
MG
TA
SOL
V5
MG
TA
SOL
V6
MG
TA
SOL
V7
MG
TA
SOL
V8
MG
TA
SOL
V9
MG
TA
SOL
V10
MG
TA
Overall Average

RMSEid
1.44 (1.53)
0.98 (1.15)
2.28 (2.96)
7.86 (7.90)
5.64 (5.72)
7.86 (10.84)
3.17 (3.67)
4.77 (5.54)
8.72 (10.73)
5.18 (5.29)
4.01 (3.97)
4.40 (5.49)
14.03 (14.19)
3.25 (3.10)
9.57 (11.12)
9.39 (11.27)
9.01 (9.63)
6.52 (16.66)
2.94 (3.03)
3.09 (3.13)
3.00 (3.65)
0.55 (0.62)
0.34 (0.35)
1.77 (1.86)
8.27 (9.81)
10.04 (12.48)
2.49 (2.57)
4.54 (4.55)
6.14 (7.28)
3.26 (3.46)
5.15±3.34
(6.11±4.34)

Synergy-based method
RMSEpr
VAF
4.90 (5.12)
79.44 (77.75)
4.59 (4.83)
44.14 (37.99)
5.66 (6.90)
92.66 (89.13)
16.69 (16.69)
61.69 (61.96)
11.83 (11.91)
56.07 (55.53)
12.28 (14.97)
78.03 (68.24)
4.22 (3.66)
59.65 (71.97)
6.55 (6.74)
75.14 (74.34)
11.63 (12.71)
81.86 (78.45)
7.33 (7.57)
70.54 (69.14)
5.97 (5.91)
69.09 (69.82)
5.79 (5.04)
87.35 (90.05)
12.95 (13.12)
87.33 (86.88)
3.59 (3.47)
84.45 (85.43)
12.17 (12.50)
92.68 (91.77)
10.34 (10.63)
64.30 (63.97)
7.14 (7.58)
81.77 (79.18)
6.35 (11.67)
80.68 (35.39)
4.63 (4.77)
52.64 (51.92)
4.31 (4.36)
43.43 (43.09)
3.16 (3.88)
78.49 (63.50)
0.86 (0.92)
80.69 (78.62)
0.20 (0.21)
79.87 (77.78)
2.22 (2.25)
96.11 (95.80)
16.07 (17.65)
49.43 (36.79)
14.28 (16.39)
68.02 (55.25)
3.61 (3.61)
90.92 (90.92)
5.45 (4.86)
74.82 (79.66)
8.00 (8.46)
89.88 (88.34)
3.85 (4.13)
93.49 (92.53)
7.23±4.42
74.82±15.07
(7.73±4.88)
(71.37±17.68)

Multiple regression method
RMSEid
RMSEpr
VAF
1.43 (1.53)
4.93 (5.12)
79.15 (77.77)
0.95 (1.15)
4.52 (4.84)
45.74 (37.72)
2.47 (3.21)
6.14 (7.48)
92.66 (89.14)
7.83 (7.89)
16.66 (16.65)
61.66 (62.06)
5.52 (5.70)
11.61 (11.91)
57.68 (55.48)
7.80 (10.83)
12.29 (14.98)
77.99 (68.19)
2.99 (3.52)
3.78 (3.17)
65.58 (76.65)
4.65 (5.44)
6.58 (6.74)
77.62 (77.21)
8.72 (10.73)
11.53 (12.28)
82.00 (78.59)
5.14 (5.29)
7.42 (7.50)
69.66 (69.50)
3.93 (3.96)
5.74 (5.98)
71.57 (69.27)
4.40 (5.49)
5.79 (5.03)
87.31 (90.06)
14.76 (14.96)
13.17 (13.44)
85.37 (84.84)
2.56 (2.71)
3.46 (3.57)
85.19 (83.83)
12.26 (13.44)
20.10 (21.85)
92.57 (91.50)
9.36 (11.83)
10.71 (10.94)
56.07 (55.11)
9.28 (10.21)
7.52 (7.61)
81.02 (80.98)
6.68 (17.10)
6.23 (12.40)
82.72 (27.91)
2.94 (3.03)
4.65 (4.80)
53.51 (52.16)
3.10 (3.13)
4.27 (4.31)
42.90 (42.83)
3.02 (3.67)
3.29 (4.00)
76.47 (61.12)
0.56 (0.63)
0.89 (0.93)
79.53 (77.90)
0.33 (0.35)
0.20 (0.21)
81.06 (77.56)
1.79 (1.87)
2.18 (2.23)
96.21 (95.87)
8.15 (9.78)
16.43 (18.06)
47.27 (34.16)
9.94 (12.46)
13.87 (15.98)
69.73 (57.21)
2.18 (2.57)
3.55 (3.56)
91.19 (91.17)
5.47 (5.48)
5.50 (5.46)
73.87 (74.25)
6.75 (7.56)
8.17 (9.12)
89.43 (86.63)
3.46 (3.72)
4.22 (4.45)
92.35 (91.46)
5.28±3.59
7.51±4.94
74.83±15.03
(6.30±4.57)
(8.15±5.48)
(70.60±18.44)

∗ Figures inside parentheses are without joint position and velocity information and ones outside parentheses are with joint position and velocity information.

Tab. 5.2 shows the leave-one-out cross validation, by which the average synergy of the
other nine subjects is used for cross validation in the isotonic case to evaluate the inter-subject
differences on synergy pattern. Each of the subjects adopted the other subjects’ normalized
average synergy ratios in their own cross validation respectively, and from Tab. 5.2 we observe
that, although the performance tends to be degraded in this leave-one-out cross validation, the
difference in accuracy is not so large when it is compared to Tab. 5.1.

5.2.5 Discussion
The proposed framework involves the muscle synergy extraction of multiple muscle activations for inverse estimation from joint torque. Within this framework, NMF is applied to
extract muscle synergies from multiple muscle activations to obtain the muscle co-contraction
patterns corresponding to different levels and directions of joint flexion/extension. In this study, two synergy patterns are selected to account for the two types of articulation (plantar- and
dorsi-flexion) for one-DOF sagittal movement. Similarly, for the flexion and extension of other
joints that mainly focus on one-DOF tasks like the knee or elbow, two synergy patterns can be
used to divide the muscle groups into flexor and extensor muscles in a systematic manner. The
extracted synergy intensity vectors may help to analyze the individual correlations and the driving impact to the joint space. Fig. 5.6 shows that, each component of synergy intensity matrix
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H can have different levels of correlations with the joint torque; that is, H1 is highly correlated
with the plantar-flexor joint torque and H2 is highly correlated to the dorsi-flexor joint torque.
This suggests that H1 and H2 may be the dual types of neural commands inherently delivered
by the CNS for potential control of ankle joint torque. The analysis of synergy intensities could
be further applied to FES to control co-contraction levels along with the joint torque control for
ankle joint movement. We may stimulate the plantar- and dorsi-flexor muscles simultaneously
under different pulse width levels to control the ankle joint torque and the joint stiffness by
adjusting the co-activations of the plantar-flexor and dorsi-flexor actuators.
With regard to estimation performance, the synergy-space method is as accurate for inversely estimating muscle activations as the multiple regression method, as shown in Tab 5.1. In
the isotonic condition, we compare the performances with and without information on joint
position and velocity in order to see its impact. As we hope to achieve neuroprosthetic muscle
control in the future by using averaged muscle synergy information, it would be interesting
to see whether we can apply the average of the synergy information obtained from others to
a specific subject. Tab. 5.2 shows the performance results of inverse estimation if we replace
subject’s normalized synergy ratio with the average one from nine other subjects. From the
table, we see that the performance is somewhat degraded but acceptable. This implies that
there may be some similarities in muscle synergy patterns among the able-bodied subjects, indicating that we might be able to apply others’ average synergy patterns to a new subject for
neuroprosthetic purposes, taking advantage of natural and optimal muscle controls from the
intact CNS system. This suggests that, these able-bodied subjects possess similar synergies globally even if there are some individual characteristics, and thus the average synergy of others
may be applied to an unknown subject as well. This concept can support the idea of using the
generalized muscle synergy pattern to reproduce natural muscle combinations in the patient
by means of neuroprosthetics. A recent work [Waltz, 2013], in which a patient with complete
spinal cord injury was able to regain some motor functions by application of electrical stimulation to the spinal cord, has started to attract considerable attention. In their work, they applied
machine learning to help optimally design stimulation patterns. Computer-based intelligent
technologies have the potential to play a more active role in rehabilitation applications and in
promoting the quality of life for motor-disabled individuals.

5.2.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, a synergy-based computational framework for the inverse estimation of
multiple muscle activations is proposed and evaluated with experimental analysis. In this first
trial, experimental validation is conducted with the ankle joint in isometric and isotonic conditions and the estimation of three muscle activations (SOL, MG, and TA). The synergies extracted by NMF helped to reduce the dimension to express the muscle activation patterns,
the extracted synergies in ten subjects indicated both subject-specificity and similarity regarding the multiple muscle activation patterns. The model was cross validated on the prediction
of multiple muscle activations with ten able-bodied subjects in order to evaluate the performance of this method. The approach was found to be promising for inverse estimation of the
muscle activities expected from joint torque, both in isometric and isotonic contraction. Regardless of dimension reduction, the performance was not degraded compared with the result
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TABLE 5.2: RMSE (%) and VAF (%) of inverse estimation by the synergy-based method in isotonic
condition: every other nine subjects’ normalized average synergy ratios are applied to replace
the rest one’s own synergy respectively for leave one-out cross validation.
Method
Profile
SOL
V1
MG
TA
SOL
V2
MG
TA
SOL
V3
MG
TA
SOL
V4
MG
TA
SOL
V5
MG
TA
SOL
V6
MG
TA
SOL
V7
MG
TA
SOL
V8
MG
TA
SOL
V9
MG
TA
SOL
V10
MG
TA
Overall Average

Synergy-based method
RMSEpr
VAF
7.89
50.75
3.72
73.64
7.99
86.27
22.52
42.79
12.97
59.96
13.82
72.15
3.45
41.10
9.39
52.64
11.52
76.36
12.21
36.57
8.95
61.11
6.15
88.09
18.01
81.51
3.57
84.47
11.87
92.36
10.21
59.98
21.64
43.79
4.57
89.14
3.87
64.42
6.41
25.90
3.21
74.75
1.28
68.09
0.55
39.96
2.78
95.80
17.99
24.30
12.71
77.57
6.39
82.16
6.10
84.42
23.55
38.30
3.75
93.56
9.30±6.40
65.39±21.32

with the multiple regression. The statistical analysis showed the significant similarity between
methods. This suggests the usefulness of muscle synergy for inverse solutions as it can keep
same prediction performance with natural muscle coordination information and in a reduced
dimension space operation. In addition, the other one’s averaged synergy ratio was applied
for muscle activation estimation with leave-one-out cross validation manner, which resulted in
9.3% estimation error over all the subjects. This result supports the common muscle synergy
based neuroprosthetics control concept.
In future work, we intend to investigate the inverse problem in the multiple joints situation, with the ultimate aim of achieving whole-body muscle activity estimation. The extracted
information in this situation would undoubtedly be useful for the control of neuroprosthetic
systems. The typical use of multiple muscles in able-bodied subjects could be reproduced for
the artificial control of the muscles with multi-channel FES. The reproduced co-contractions
would stabilize the joint, similar to the case of the natural motion employed by CNS.

C HAPTER 6
Personalized Home Rehabilitation
6.1 Toward Personalized Balance Measure at Home
The need for in-home care, monitoring, and rehabilitation of the elderly and impaired is
increasing as the world population continues to age. The United Nations expects that 16% of
the population will reach 65 years or older by 2015. This, together with the fact that falls are a
leading cause of injury in the elderly [Painter et al., 2009], has prompted the need to remotely
monitor the condition of older adults and provide them with an efficient rehabilitation tool
for balance assessment. This has led many research teams to design non-intrusive surveillance
tools: systems capable of recording gait parameters over time [Stone and Skubic, 2011], or of
monitoring everyday activities [Patel et al., 2012].
Standing balance has been generally used to predict fall risks in elderly populations. For
example, the BBS and the TUG are commonly used by clinicians to determine static and dynamic balance respectively [Langley and Mackintosh, 2007]. In a similar way, posturography,
i.e. , the analysis of CoP trajectory, has shown that human balancing strategies change with
age [Fujita et al., 2005].
In order to prevent falls, balance training is common after orthopedic surgery or cardiovascular accidents [Deutsch et al., 2009, Kennedy et al., 2011]. Some research teams have
focused on creating preventive systems and promoting fitness training at home. For example, Kinect (Microsoft® , Redmont, WA, USA ) based video games have been developed to encourage players to move while performing tasks designed to improve functional
reach [Lange et al., 2011, Dowling et al., 2014]. Similarly, a WBB has been used to increase the
range of CoP excursion during rehabilitation [Kennedy et al., 2011].
As with BBS and TUG, in practice, it is preferable to determine balance without the use of
force platforms or force sensors in order to increase the patient’s range of motion without requiring him/her to stand on top of the device. We propose to use video based motion capture to
reduce the number of sensors attached to the subject for home-based applications. This would
be useful for the analysis of unconstrained motion such as walking, StS, or general training
specified by their therapists.
Several balance metrics have been developed for biped robots. One of the
most widely used is the ZMP criteria developed by Vukobratović in the early
1970s [Vukobratovic and Borovac, 2004]. The ZMP concept has been successfully used to
generate stable walking gaits, often through a simplified model involving the position and acceleration of the robot’s CoM [Kajita et al., 2009, Erbatur et al., 2009, ?]. In addition, it has been
proven that the ZMP is equivalent to the CoP [Goswami, 1999, Sardain and Bessonnet, 2004].
Human balance may also be analyzed by studying CoM and CoP trajectories in both
static and dynamic cases [Sardain and Bessonnet, 2004, Cotton et al., 2009]. The CoP
trajectory is only defined inside the support polygon. A similar metric, the ZRAM
point [Goswami and Kallem, 2004], is not constrained to the support polygon and can be
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used to establish a criterion for determining if a movement can result in a loss of balance or a
fall. That is, it can be used to determine if a step must be taken to avoid falling.
Any system estimating the position of the CoM in the home environment requires two key
factors: portability, and a practical way of performing a self-identification procedure without
the need for a long set up time. We previously presented the SESC [Cotton et al., 2009] and
showed that it is possible to estimate a subject-specific CoM. Moreover, we applied the method using low-cost sensors like the Kinect [González et al., 2012, González et al., 2014], which
can be used in the home environment. Our recent work [González et al., 2014] has focused on
the validation of the use of the Kinect and the WBB for personalized CoM estimation using
low-cost sensors against high-end sensors used in the laboratory environment. In this way we
studied the portability of the system. The results of the SESC method were promising, but the
identification process performed off-line had several drawbacks: (1) No indication of the identification quality was given to the subject in real-time. (2) There was no way for the subject
to know if enough information had been provided for the identification. (3) Since no graphical interface was presented to the subjects, it was not possible for them to determine which
postures to provide during the identification. In short: off-line SESC parameter identification
is a long process, making it impractical for a home rehabilitation scenario, or a self-directed
identification.
To address these issues, we expand the on-line identification of the SESC parameters, where a recursive algorithm is applied to identify a SESC. In the present study the SESC parameters
are obtained live with the help of an adaptive interface, and information regarding the parameter identification process is given to the subject as visual feedback. In this way, the subject is
free to create his/her own identification protocol; i. e. , they can interact with the interface and
provide a variety of postures which he/she is comfortable and capable of performing. Here we
test the hypothesis that visual feedback helps the subject to reduce the total time needed for the
SESC parameter identification. We focus on the benefits that a user-friendly adaptive interface
can have in home rehabilitation while providing a personalized CoM estimate by improving
the self-identification of body parameters. Moreover, we compute a balance assessment using
the ZRAM point [Goswami and Kallem, 2004] based on the trajectory of the personalized CoM
estimation. This assessment is determined from kinematic measurements alone and may be
used even when the subject is not standing on a force platform.

6.2 Related Works
Several studies recognize the role that sensory feedback plays on balance training, e.g. ,
immersive walking [Fung and Perez, 2011] and cycling [Song et al., 2004] simulators have been developed to help patients recover motor skills. These simulators were installed inside a
laboratory and included: a treadmill with haptic feedback [Fung and Perez, 2011]; or a bicycle
with force feedback [Song et al., 2004]. The effect of sensory feedback on the patient’s balance was observed by asking the patients to move along a virtual path. Both of these studies
reported improved performance when sensory feedback was introduced.
Other studies, such as [Czerwosz et al., 2009], focus on the role that visual feedback has
on balance training. Their subjects were asked to change their CoP position while on-screen
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feedback was given; the CoP sway was used as an indicator of balance. A similar system
was implemented by Kennedy et al. [Kennedy et al., 2011] with a WBB. Using low-cost devices paves the way for balance training to be used in a clinical setting or inside the patient’s
home. The same idea was suggested by Lange et al. [Lange et al., 2011] and Dowling et al.
[Dowling et al., 2014] when they proposed a Kinect based video game for functional rehabilitation. Under this paradigm, the elderly and balance impaired can profit from VR rehabilitation
systems [Rendon et al., 2012, Kamieth et al., 2010] inside their homes.
Advanced VR rehabilitation systems for the elderly and the impaired should correctly evaluate a balance index during dynamic motion. However, these subjects can easily present a different mass distribution than that found in anthropometric tables [de Leva, 1996]. For example,
post-stroke patients, hemiplegic subjects with asymmetric body mass distributions, and elderly or obese patients would present an atypical CoM location. If the average mass distribution
parameters given in the literature were applied to them, the CoM estimation and subsequent
balance evaluation could be inaccurate. This is why a subject-specific CoM estimation is important for rehabilitation.
Other studies make use of high-end motion capture systems to estimate the CoM position [Cotton et al., 2011, Schepers et al., 2009] but can not be used inside a patient’s home due
to cost and space limitations. Works like [Floor-Westerdijk et al., 2012] propose to use IMU to
track the CoM position. This low-cost sensor approach is suitable for a home, but the method
is only accurate for walking or quiet standing. This prompted us to design a portable, accurate, and real-time CoM estimation and visualization system to be used inside unstructured
environments.
Ayusawa et al. [Ayusawa et al., 2013] have estimated center of mass and inertial parameters of both humans and humanoid robots. The same group has also developed an on-line parameter estimation tool capable of real-time feedback; which was given to the subject to improve
the estimation [Venture et al., 2009]. The subject was shown a colored model that allowed him
to recognize segments that still needed to be moved to improve the accuracy of the identified
inertial parameters, but the impact of the system regarding the amount of time required for
the identification was not reported. The method was also applied to determine subject-specific
muscle strength [Hayashibe et al., 2011a]. In these studies the use of high-end motion capture
equipment and sensitive force plate measurements was required.
This study investigates the performance of an adaptive identification tool using a Kalman
filter. We analyze the effect that visual feedback may provide on the speed and quality of the
identified SESC parameters. Visual feedback helps the subject better perform the identification protocol by assisting the decision regarding the postures to be performed. Additionally, we
determine a measure of stability during dynamic motion by means of the ZRAM point determined using only the subject-specific CoM trajectory. This is a step towards practical usage of
a personalized CoM estimation in home-based rehabilitation.
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6.3 Method
6.3.1 Statically Equivalent Serial Chain
A linked chain’s CoM position can be expressed in terms of its link orientations and a set of
parameters determined by the link geometry and mass. This representation is equivalent to the
geometric description of an open, virtual serial chain whose end-effector is the original chain’s
CoM. This virtual chain is known as the SESC [Cotton et al., 2009].
In order to estimate the CoM position for a human subject, we use a skeleton model composed of 9 links connected by 4 spherical and 4 hinge joints (see Figure 6.1). We associate a
frame Ri to each link with the SESC parameters expressed with respect to those frames. The
orientation between two frames is expressed using the rotation matrix Aji . Additionally, the
translational vector between two frames is written as pji . The CoM of a system with an n number of links, each with a mass mi , can be represented by performing the matrix multiplication:


p1

n
[
]
 r1 
1 ∑

mi (Ai ci + pi ) = E A1 . . . A9 
c=
(6.1)
 .. 
M
 . 
i=1

r9
where E is an identity matrix and Ai is the 3-by-3 orientation matrix of link i with respect to the
global frame. The values in r i can be explicitly determined as a function of the link masses (mi ),
CoM positions in their local reference frames (ci ), and pji . M is the total mass. The superindex
0 used to denote a position or orientation measured form the global reference frame has been
omitted for convenience.
For our model, r i is a constant 3-by-1 vector. This is due to the fact that only spherical and hinge
joints were considered. Moreover, the CoM can be referenced to a floating frame attached to the
skeleton at R1 . Using the torso as a base for the SESC, (6.1) can be rewritten as follows:

c1 =

[

]
A1 . . . A9




r1
 .. 
 .  = Br

(6.2)

r9
where c1 is the CoM position measured from the origin of R1 , B contains the orientation matrices for all of the chain’s links, and r represents a 27-by-1 vector of subject-specific parameters.
The explicit expressions of r can be found in [González et al., 2014].
It was noted in [Cotton et al., 2009] that due to the SESC redundancy, there are several solutions
to the identification problem. To constrain the solution, while hoping to find the one closest to
our model, we put forward the following assumptions: (a) The floating frame R1 is attached
to the skeleton at the torso. (b) As depicted in Figure 6.1, one axis of the associated reference
frame Ri lies on the line segment connecting two joints. (c) The CoM position for all limb
segments, cii , also lies on this straight line. The last two assumptions reduce the size of r once
the rows which are known to equal zero are removed. Accordingly, B is reduced by removing
the corresponding columns. In summary, r 1 remains a 3-by-1 vector while r 2...9 are represented
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F IGURE 6.1: The skeleton model is composed of nine rigid segments. Shoulders and hips are
represented with spherical joints, while elbows and knees are treated as hinge joints. The SESC
is seen in blue. The CoM position is indicated by the last link of the SESC.
by one scalar each. The number of unknown SESC parameters was reduced from 27 to 11
constants which can then be estimated using recursive techniques.

6.3.2 SESC Parameter Identification and Visual Feedback using a Kalman Filter
To determine the geometric parameters of a serial chain such as the one described in
(6.2), we use a recursive approach where each new measurement improves our knowledge
b [Mooring et al., 1991]. The Kalman filter can be used to determine a set of constant values
of r
from a group of noisy measurements. Consider the linear system described by:
xk = Fk−1 xk−1 + wk−1

(6.3)

where the subindex k denotes the time step. The evolution of the state vector xk is determined
by Fk−1 and a zero mean process noise wk with covariance Qk . An estimate of vector xk can
be found from a number of y k measurements. Each measurement is a linear combination of the
states and a zero mean measurement noise v k with covariance Rk . Each measurement can be
expressed in the form:
y k = H k xk + v k
(6.4)
where Hk is known as the configuration matrix.
The Kalman filter provides an optimal linear solution for systems defined by (6.3) and (6.4).
When estimating a constant vector, the linear Kalman filter may be written as fol-
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lows [Simon, 2006]:
= P+
P−
k
k−1 + Qk−1
(
)−1
T
T
Kk = P−
Hk P−
k Hk
k Hk + R

(6.5)

bk = x
b k−1 + Kk (y k − Hk x
b k−1 )
x

(6.7)

P+
= (E − Kk Hk ) P−
k
k

(6.6)
(6.8)

+
where P−
k and Pk are the covariance matrices before and after the state update, E is an identity
matrix of suitable size, and Kk is the optimal filter gain for minimizing the estimation error.
Convergence of the estimation is reflected by the eventual decrease in the covariance matrix (P)
magnitude, as the confidence on the current estimate increases. That is, the estimation improves
as P approaches zero.
In order to determine the effect that the adaptive visual feedback has on the identification, the
color of each of the skeleton segments is varied to represent the convergence of the corresponding SESC parameters. P can thus be used to determine the color of each skeleton segment. P
has a large value at the beginning of the identification: the skeleton is drawn completely in red.
As P decreases the corresponding segments turn to green.
To perform a correct identification, a large number of measurements with an appropriate set of configuration matrices should be obtained. The orientation of each limb is directly
measurable, but this is not the case for the subject’s CoM. CoP offers a good approximation of
the ground projection of CoM during quiet standing. This is due to the small CoM accelerations [Cotton et al., 2009] that occur in these postures. To determine if a posture is stable enough,
we observe the CoP position and the limb roll-pitch-yaw angles during a one second window.
We look at the standard deviation of both the angles and CoP values to determine if the pose
was stable enough during this window to be used as identification data.

6.3.3 Zero Rate of change of Angular Momentum
The use of the ZRAM to determine the stability of humanoid robots during the single and
double support phases was developed by Goswami [Goswami and Kallem, 2004] and originates from the same metric as ZMP control [Kajita et al., 2009]. The main difference between
ZMP/CoP and ZRAM point is that the former are confined to the support polygon, while the
latter can be used to determine a point on the ground where the reaction forces should be
positioned in order to maintain balance.
For a walking robot on level ground, a sum of moments on its CoM can be written as:
L̇c = (cp − c) × f

(6.9)

where L̇c is the rate of change of angular momentum, f is the vector of reaction forces and
cp gives the point of its application. The ZRAM point is defined as the position on the ground
where L̇c = 0, i. e. , the action line of the ground reaction force passes through the CoM. Let
p0 represent a point on the ground plane and n a vector normal to the plane, then the ZRAM
point can be determined as follows:
pf =

(p0 − c) · n
f +c
f ·n

(6.10)
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Unlike ZMP and CoP, the ZRAM point may exit the support polygon. This excursion can
be seen as an unstable situation and used to provide a dynamic measure of balance but does
not predict a fall. Falling may still be avoided if a step is taken or the limbs are used to balance.
A full dynamic analysis is necessary to determine if a fall cannot be avoided.
Kajita et al. [Kajita et al., 2009] present an equivalence between the sum of forces acting on
a linked chain and the acceleration of its CoM.
f = M (c̈ + g)

(6.11)

where M is total mass of the chain and g the acceleration of gravity. Using (6.10) and (6.11), the
ZRAM point can be determined from the trajectory of CoM alone, without the need for external
force sensors.
Measuring Balance
Whenever the CoP is measured (by means of a force platform), L̇c can be used to evaluate
balance. It is obtained from (6.9) and it should remain close to zero for stable motions. On
the other hand, the ZRAM point can be obtained and used to evaluate balance in the absence
of CoP measurements. We propose to use the position of the ZRAM point (pf ) with respect
to the center of the support polygon to determine stability [Goswami and Kallem, 2004]. We
distinguish two cases. (i) A single support phase where the distance of the pf to the ankle is
found as
d = ∥pl,r − pf ∥

(6.12)

where pl,r is the three-dimensional position of the support ankle (left or right). (ii) A double support phase where we determine the distance of pf to the line defined by both ankles. When this line is expressed as a function of the left ankle position and of the unit vector
v = (pr − pl ) /∥pr − pl ∥ , the distance between pf and the line can be found as
(
) ((
) )
d = ∥ pf − pl − pf − pl · v v∥

(6.13)

6.3.4 Experiment
Eight healthy volunteers (two females, and six males, age = 27±3.0 years,
weight = 76.4±20.9 kg, height = 1.76±0.06 m), were asked to participate in this study
and gave their informed consent. The subjects had never participated in a SESC parameter
identification before. The subjects were asked to stand on top of a WBB and to maintain a series
of static postures. They were also asked to hold each posture for approximately two seconds
before changing to a different one. No instructions were given regarding the number or type
of postures to perform, but they were asked to move all joints during the experiment.
The procedure was performed three times: (i) once without visual feedback of the identification status; (ii) once with visual feedback (where the skeleton color indicates the SESC parameter covariance); and (iii) a final recording without feedback to be used as cross-validation
for the identified SESC model. That is, in (i) and (iii) the subject can observe the skeleton in
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Segment
orientation

Device

Vicon

Vicon-Winter (ii)
Kinect-SESC (iii)

Kinect

Center of
pressure

Vicon-SESC (i)

Kinect-Winter (iv)
AMTI6

Validation

CoM

F IGURE 6.2: Using the same static postures, the volunteer’s CoM is estimated from
laboratory-grade measurements with: (i) an SESC and (ii) anthropometric values. To validate the use of low-cost sensors the CoM, estimation is repeated using (iii) an SESC and
(iv) anthropometric values.
real-time but without a color change, and in (ii) the subject can observe the skeleton changing
colors in real-time as the covariance of each SESC parameter changes during the identification.
The Kinect sensor was placed three meters away from the subject on the WBB. Both the
depth information from the Kinect ; and the force and CoP data from the WBB were recorded
synchronously using a custom application capable of reading and storing data. A custom program was created in C++ to: (1) Collect and save and data. (2) Display the information in 3D.
(3) Allow user input for navigation in a 3D environment. (4) Identify the SESC parameters online. (5) Give visual feedback to the user/subject regarding the SESC parameter identification
status.
Handling of the Kinect (Microsoft® , Redmont, WA, USA) and WBB sensor (Wii balance
board by Nintendo® Co., Ltd., Kyoto, Japan) was managed using open-source code from OpenNI (PrimeSense, Ltd., Tel Aviv, Israel) [PrimeSense Inc., ] and the WiiUse project [Pavlik, ],
respectively. The visual interface was created using the OpenGL GLUT library, while OpenCV
was used to perform the necessary matrix operations. The created software allows us to draw
in 3D: the skeleton provided by OpenNI , the time-varying color information representing the
Kalman filter’s state convergence, the SESC, and the resultant CoM position estimated with the
current model.

6.4 Results
6.4.1 Comparison: High-end vs. Portable sensors
In this work, we proposed a new method for estimating the whole body center of mass
that can be used outside of the laboratory by utilizing the statically-equivalent serial chain and
a Kinect. We evaluated the differences between the SESC’s CoM estimate obtained from ViconAMTI6 data to one created using the Kinect-WBB. For this purpose, the SESC parameters were
identified twice over the same static postures, using low-cost and high-end equipment. For
completeness, the CoM was also estimated using anthropometric table data [Winter, 1990] to
compare these results to the SESC estimate. Figure 6.2 summarizes this process.
Figure 6.3 shows the averaged rmse of the estimation for all subjects and all po-
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F IGURE 6.3: Summary of the performance of each CoM estimation method. The bars correspond
to the rmse ± std averaged for all subjects. We observe an increase in the accuracy of the
identified SESCs with respect to the literature estimates. In addition, the performance of the
Kinect-SESC was found to be equivalent to that of the literature-based estimate using high-end
sensors.
stures. The best performance was the (i) case with a 12.89 ± 9.11 mm average error. The (ii) and (iii) cases performed similarly to each other. The largest estimation error came from case (iv) using literature values with Kinect measurements. Table 6.1 shows the mean and std of the rmse for the (i)–(iv) estimations. This table also shows the error in the subjects’ AP and ML directions and the coefficient
of determination of each case compared to the CoP measurements of the validation
posture set.
TABLE 6.1: The root mean square error (rmse) for each CoM estimation method, in crossvalidation. The error is measured in the world reference frame, averaged for all subjects ± std.
anterior-posterior (AP) and medio-lateral (ML) give the anterior-posterior and medio-lateral
direction errors, respectively. R2 is the coefficient of determination of the cross-validation set.
CoM Estimation

Error (mm)

AP (mm)

ML (mm)

R2

Vicon-SESC
Vicon-Winter
Kinect-SESC
Kinect-Winter

12.8 ± 9.1
24.9 ± 3.7
26.6 ± 6.0
118.4 ± 50.0

10.40 ± 6.6
23.16 ± 5.9
23.37 ± 6.8
94.82 ± 70.2

10.2 ± 6.9
13.9 ± 7.3
17.1 ± 8.0
51.8 ± 24.2

0.9 ± 0.1
0.8 ± 0.1
0.8 ± 0.2
−2.8 ± 6.9

The validation of human CoM estimation methods is an open problem, as this quantity cannot be directly measured. The segmentation method, using laboratory instruments
and anthropometric tables, is considered as the standard for whole body CoM estimation [Lafond et al., 2004]. However, no study to our knowledge has yet investigated the possibility of using low-cost instruments to provide a subject-specific CoM estimation. We evaluated the accuracy of portable sensors (the Kinect and the WBB) to estimate CoM by comparing
it with that obtained with conventional sensors (Vicon and an AMTI6 force platform). With
the Vicon system, the estimation error of the literature-based CoM estimate was found to be
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24.9 ± 3.7 mm; this error was reduced to 12.8 ± 9.1 mm using the SESC method. With the
Kinect, the literature-based estimate had an error of 118.4 ± 50.0 mm, while the subject-specific
SESC error was 26.6 ± 6.0 mm. We find that the subject-specific SESC estimation with low-cost
sensors performed as well as a literature based one with high-end sensors.
Regarding CoM estimation accuracy, we improve on the literature due to the SESC’s
subject-specific nature. Figure 6.3 focuses on this. A lower rmse was observed with the
Vicon-SESC method than the literature sources [Winter, 1990]. Similarly, using literature values with the Kinect (iv) results in large estimation errors (see Table 6.1). The SESC estimate for
the Vicon-SESC has the same error magnitude for both the AP and ML directions, whereas the
Kinect-SESC has a larger mean error on the AP (depth) direction than the ML one. This might
be due to the noisy joint positions given by the Kinect skeleton, as only one camera is available
to reconstruct the kinematics. In contrast, the Vicon skeleton offers better-defined joint obtained
from the markers’ positions. Finally, the performance of the Kinect-SESC estimate approaches
the Kinect’s known measurement error. The Vicon-SESC estimate error is larger than that of the
Vicon’s measurement. This is probably due to the simplified skeletal model.
A two-way ANOVA test was performed to determine the influence of the sensor (Vicon or
Kinect) and of the origin of the parameters (Winter or SESC) on the rmse. A significant effect
was found from both factors (p < 0.01). Additionally, a strong interaction of both factors was
found (p < 0.01), suggesting that the low rmse found for the Vicon-SESC case was due to both
the SESC method and the high-quality measurements of the Vicon system.

6.4.2 Convergence- Skeleton coloring feedback vs. no feedback
SESC identification is performed and compared between: (i) without color visual feedback
and (ii) with color feedback. The color indicates the status of the on-going identification. For (i),
the skeleton was visible but its color remained red. In Fig. 6.4 we show the adaptive interface
for the identification used for (ii). The current CoM estimate is also visible. The skeleton color
gradually changes from red to green indicating the convergence of the SESC model. The color
change is determined from the magnitude of the SESC parameter covariance. We observe a
high estimation error for the first frames and the CoM gradually entering the subject’s body
as the identification proceeds. In this figure, we see the gradual change in limb color. This
happens as the confidence on the limb parameters increases as a larger amount of significant
information is gathered. In Fig. 6.4, we see that the arms are the first segments to turn green;
the subject presented them in many different orientations before moving the legs or thorax.
With this interface, the subject understands which segments should still be reoriented. Fig. 6.5
represents the mean covariance value among the SESC parameters for all eight subjects. We
show both cases: (i) seen in red, and (ii) in blue. The center line represents the mean value
while the surrounding colored area shows the ST D range. The feedback effect is visible. It
reduces the overall parameter covariance, as well as their ST D. As a result, we observed a
faster convergence of the SESC parameter identification in (ii) than in (i).
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F IGURE 6.4: Adaptive interface for personalized center of mass estimation: The skeleton color
changes from red to green indicating the convergence of the SESC model adaptively identified by the Kalman filter. Each segment color is determined by its respective covariance, where the highest value corresponds to red. The current CoM is also visible. We observe a high
estimation error for the first frames and the CoM gradually entering the subject’s body as the
parameter identification proceeds. A video showing the identification procedure is available at
http://youtu.be/J-yqOzRK5Ts.
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F IGURE 6.5: Mean and standard deviation of the maximum covariance among SESC parameters
for all eight subjects during on-line identification. The red line shows the results without the
adaptive interface while the blue line shows the results with the interface. The colored areas
show the ST D for each case. It is visible for the effects of the visual feedback on identification.
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F IGURE 6.6: Root mean square error of the CoM estimation and standard deviations plotted
against time averaged for all eight subjects. Convergence of CoM estimate appeared faster with
the adaptive interface case. The CoM accuracy is also improved via the interface. For example for
the same RM SE error, almost half the time is required when the adaptive interface is provided.

6.4.3 Cross-validation with a new motion set
Cross-validation with a new motion set was done to evaluate the identified SESC model
in terms of CoM estimation. The final SESC parameters from the (i) and (ii) recordings were
used to estimate the subject’s CoM during a third trial and compared to the measured CoP.
Fig. 6.6 indicates the average RM SE of the CoM estimation as a function of time spent in identification. SESC parameters obtained at 15 s intervals were used to estimate the CoM position
of the cross-validation trial. The average RM SE value decreases over time. That is, the overall
identification improves as the time spent on identification increases. We observed faster convergence of CoM estimate when the adaptive interface was used. These results may serve as
a guideline for the identification phase. To obtain an RM SE of 30 mm, the identification time
could be halved, i. e. , dropping from 163 s without visual feedback to 80.7 s with it.

6.4.4 Postural Stability Index
As an application example, we monitor the stability of a dynamic movement using the
personalized CoM trajectory. The ZRAM point is used for this purpose. We consider a stable
motion to be one where the ZRAM point remains inside the support polygon.
In Fig. 6.7, we show the distance between the pf and the support polygon for a dynamic
motions for which the subject did not stand on top of the WBB, that is, CoP position cannot
be measured. Additionally, the ZRAM point is shown as a pink sphere in the ground plane.
Starting from a stable position (A) the subject lifts her right leg initiating a single support phase.
At this time the ZRAM point is far from the left ankle and the skeleton’s red color reflects the
unstable situation (B, C). To maintain balance, this motion required the subject to accelerate her
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F IGURE 6.7: The distance between the ZRAM point (pf ) and the center of the support polygon
can be used to determine balance during dynamic motion. A value of 150 mm roughly corresponds to the edge of the support polygon, all greater distances place pf outside of the polygon
indicating an unstable situation. This stability metric can be obtained in real-time and shown
to the subject. In this example, the subject’s skeleton is colored in red to indicate an unstable
movement and in green for a stable one.
CoM in order to place it over the left ankle. This moves the ZRAM point towards the ankle
increasing subject stability and the skeleton color changes accordingly (D). At the end of the
motion (E) the subject is stable over her left foot. Finally, the subject lowers her leg regaining a
standing position. The CoM accelerates to the right and the ZRAM point moves away from the
left ankle (F), this is seen as an unstable motion. Balance is regained by enlarging the support
polygon by means of a double support phase (G).

6.5 Discussion
We tested the hypothesis that an adaptive visual feedback during the SESC parameter
identification may reduce the total time needed to establish a personalized CoM estimation.
When they performed the identification procedure with the help of the adaptive interface, each
subject was also able to see the color change and was asked to make the skeleton green. The addition of an adaptive feedback interface reduced the average RM SE values across all subjects
and across all trials. It also decreased the average parameter covariance. In this way, the model
could be established faster. To obtain an RM SE of 30 mm, the identification time could be halved, going from 163 s without visual feedback to 80.7 s with it. Conversely, a lower error was
found for the same identification time. For an identification session of 120 s in length, RM SE
was of 24.8 mm when feedback was provided, and 33.5 mm when it was not.
We believe that the improvement on the identification accuracy is due to the increased
amount of information that the subjects were able to present to the identification algorithm.
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The subjects were able to interpret the color-based feedback as an indication that he/she should
perform a different posture to continue changing the color of the skeleton. In this way, the
subject can use the adaptive interface tool to perform the parameter identification in a selfdirected manner and in the home environment.

6.6 Conclusion
In this study, we propose an adaptive feedback interface which shows the convergence
status of SESC parameters facilitating self-identification inside the home environment. The display of the identification quality resulted in faster convergence and a higher accuracy of the
CoM estimation when the adaptive interface was active. This interface can contribute to a personalized CoM estimation with a practical identification time length (around two minutes). A
portable CoM estimation that was also able to support a self-identification procedure would be
promising to obtain a reliable postural stability measure in home rehabilitation. Fall risks and
subject balance improvement during training would be accurately evaluated when considering subject-specificity. Such balance evaluation study in clinical application with the proposed
method is scheduled as part of our future work.
After the SESC model is identified, a personalized CoM estimate can be obtained only
using Kinect information. The CoM estimated with the SESC model is also valid for dynamic motions; the static postures (and WBB) are only necessary during the identification phase.
Thus, a personalized balance stability evaluation is available through the ZRAM point. The
work we present here is a step towards the determination of a personalized measurement of
human balance that is adapted to low-cost sensors and that can be used in the home rehabilitation.

C HAPTER 7
Synergetic Motor Learning Control
7.1 Human Motor Learning Control in Redundancy
The use of bioinspired approaches [Ijspeert et al., 2007][Shimoda and Kimura, 2010] is rather appealing in controlling articulated robots with redundancy such as Humanoids. Even after recent progressive development of humanoid robotics all over the world, a performance of
advanced humanoid is still highly limited especially for the case under new and unknown dynamic environment. When the given dynamics can be written with explicit equations both for
the environment and the robot manipulator itself, and if it is especially for predefined tasks, the
humanoid performance can be higher than the human skills. Such capability is benefitted from
the model-based control and the knowledge of detailed dynamics and high-speed actuators
without fatigue phenomena differently from the slow fatigable muscle actuators embedded in
the human system [Hayashibe et al., 2011c]. Whether or not we can have a prior knowledge of
the dynamics information brings significant differences in humanoids performance. The gap
is huge than we imagine from their fascinating movement during the demonstration which is
well prepared in advance.
The key to fill the gap between human and humanoid motor control ability is learning and
adaptivity, coordination of multiple (redundant) joints, computational framework with modularity, and optimality principles for motor execution toward energy efficiency. In human motor
learning control, it has all the above listed capability in seamless and synchronous manner.
In contrast, humanoid study tends to use separated component to deal with each feature. For
instance, using the explicit dynamics model, some researchers have been dealing with redundancy by applying mathematical optimization. Often, there is no learning feature in such
optimization or it is dealt with separated components then it is hard to deal with two criteria in
different aspects. In humans, our skeletal system has more degrees of freedom (DOF) than the
number of dimension in our task space. Taking advantage of dexterity from redundancy, human can learn new skill and with dynamic adaptivity while keeping certain motion accuracy
but also finding easier motor coordination considering our physical biomechanical conditions.
Found motor solutions are energetically efficient taking into account our articulated body dynamics [Izawa et al., 2008]. Thus, the human motion is not always so precise. It means when
we ask the subject to draw straight line in front of his body in pointing task, that line is often
not completely straight since we tend to move in comfortable way, which is dynamically energy efficient to drive our multi-linked chains. This phenomenon is a proof of multi-criteria. In
addition, the human control can change the combination of criteria depending on the way of
instruction and their motivation. We have an ability to increase the precision of the straight line
if the instructor looks serious while indicating our task. Basically, making a precise motion is
more energy consuming as we can imagine easily from the example of high-gain ProportionalDerivative control to remove the error. Human motor control has a good flexibility to handle
the dual conflicting criteria. When it seems not necessary to be so precise, we can find a good
compromise naturally between the motion accuracy and the energy efficiency.
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7.2 Modular Model-free Optimization Process
Such general ill-posed problem of DOF was originally formulated by Bernstein
[Bernstein, 1967] as the DOF problem. It is still open problem to answer how motor controllers in the central nervous system (CNS) solve kinematic redundancy with multi-criteria. In
this scientific problem, so-called cost function based mathematical optimization is a state-of-art
approach to solve such ill-posed problem [Braun et al., 2009][Todorov, 2004] in computational
neuroscience.
Several types of optimality model have been proposed. Such model is often defined as ’minimum X’, where X can be jerk, torque changes [Uno et al., 1989], motor
command [Harris and Wolpert, 1998] and energy consumption [Alexander, 1997]. In redundant manipulators, such cost function based optimal control was successfully applied in
[Todorov and Jordan, 2002][Guigon et al., 2007]. In robotics, several methods were studied to
deal with the redundancy [Nakamura, 1991, Arimoto and Sekimoto, 2006]. They basically assume the use of a physical inverse dynamic model [Nakanishi et al., 2008] or approximationbased model [Peters and Schaal, 2008]. The cost function is commonly designed for the optimization process.
As for model-free approach, adaptive feedback control is known in control society. However, adaptive control can not be applied to redundant systems without using cost function
based a-priori optimization. Feedback-error-learning (FEL) is well studied to provide computational adaptation paradigms [Kawato and Gomi, 1992]. FEL is proven as a special form of
adaptive feedback control [Nakanishi and Schaal, 2004]. Then it does not provide a mechanism
that can systematically improve performance toward optimal solutions under redundancy.
Final solution likely performed by human can be obtained with optimization approach.
However, mathematical optimization basically requires the dynamic model of the system and
involves complex computation. In addition, such computational operation requires a global image of the system and to know the overall variables at different levels in the system,
which is a quite complex process to be embedded in the CNS as a modular configuration
[D’Avella et al., 2003][Tagliabue and McIntyre, 2014].
We may remind that central pattern generators are likely embedded in the spinal level rather than the cortical level. A spinal brain concept is recently proposed by [Courtine et al., 2009]
where they found adaptive function even from spinal level coordination. Modular computational principle which can handle total system optimization is preferred to be considered as an
embedded algorithm in the spinal side of CNS. However, the current mathematical optimization is not a module-oriented computational operation. If we could find an alternative modular
algorithm which can manage to induce the total system phenomenological optimization, it
could be a candidate as a computational principle to be likely embedded in the spine.
Recently, a novel learning scheme named Tacit Learning was developed
[Shimoda et al., 2013] as an unsupervised learning paradigm. The experimental results
demonstrated that the walking gait composed of primitive motions was well adapted to the
environment in terms of walking efficiency [Shimoda et al., 2013]. Based on the tacit learning,
we reformulated the paradigm as a supervised learning approach applied to cyclic reaching
tasks using the feedback motor command error as a supervising signal. Synergetic learning
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control (SyLC) paradigm is proposed to systematically induce the motor synergy emergence
in reaching task [Hayashibe and Shimoda, 2014]. It is a modular computational paradigm to
realize both adaptability and optimality in a redundant system with a dynamic-model-free
and cost-function-free approach [Hayashibe and Shimoda, 2014]. It demonstrated to produce
energy efficiency while finding a way to compensate the interaction torques in multijoint
reaching, which was only verified in the computer simulation with the environment produced with Open Dynamics Engine. Here, we aim to investigate the feasibility of Synergetic
Learning Control (SyLC) paradigm to be applied for redundant articulated robot with physical
electromechanics in this paper.
It would be highly beneficial for controlling articulated robots as bioinspired solutions,
which can provide also an insight on human motor control. The seamless learning and control
is an important aspect, which is difficult to be managed with conventional model-based optimization in robotics. It is a step forward toward bridging the gap between learning and control
in robotics. It is not realistic to apply mathematical optimization every time the dynamic environment is changed as it happens at any time in general robot control with environmental interaction. In addition, how we can switch time-variant model during optimization computation
and during motor control is not yet solved even as a mathematical problem in model-based
approach. Furthermore, the issue of how such exact model description is obtained for timevariant physical environment would also limit the application of model-based optimization in
humanoid control in a real world.

7.3 Redundant Robot Configuration
Our skeletal system has complex series of linkages that produce coupled dynamics. For
instance, when we quickly move our forearm by flexing the elbow joint, the flexion torques on
the elbow joint accelerate our forearm. However, due to the forearm’s inertia, this acceleration
produces torques also on the shoulder. These interaction torques induce the undesired effect
of accelerating the upper arm segment. The dynamics of multijoint limbs often causes such
complex torques especially during vertical reaching task due to the gravity. In human control,
the able-bodied subject can easily handle such interaction torques with motor learning and
its predictive control [Shadmehr and Wise, 2005][Bastian et al., 1996]. In this work, we aim to
verify the performance of redundant manipulator driven by synergetic learning control under
vertical reaching as the configuration used in [Bastian et al., 1996].
In a sagittal plane, 3 Degrees-of-Freedom (DOF) composed of shoulder, elbow, wrist joint
was arranged as illustrated in Fig.7.1. The upper arm, forearm and hand segments were connected through each joint. Each joint is actuated using a DC motor with an encoder and a
Harmonic Drive gearing for backdrivability as depicted in Fig.7.1(a). 10W motors are used for
Joint 1 (Shoulder) and 2 (Elbow), and 4.5W motor is used for Joint 3 (Wrist). The ratio of the
gears is all 1/100. The motor located below Joint 3 is used to grasp the object by the hand. Each
motor is current-controlled with servo-amplifier drives. Thus, each joint has a local torque control to generate the specified joint torque by the synergetic learning controller for the robot. The
control algorithms are executed on a master PC with the interface of AD and DA converters
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F IGURE 7.1: 3DOF Manipulator for Experiments: (a) structures of motor component: Each joint
consists of a DC motor with an encoder and a Harmonic Drive gearing. (b) Overview of the
3DOF manipulator with some parameters. Each joint has the local servo-amplifier to create the
targeted joint torque.

from the encoders and to the motors. This manipulator is redundant as the motor axes are in
parallel. Some manipulator parameters are described in Fig.7.1(b).
We perform the control of this robot only with the proposed learning controller without
using the explicit dynamics equations of the robot. Thus, we have an access only to the control
of each joint torque and no access to the manipulator dynamics model in the learning process.
It should be noted that this configuration is in so-called Bernstein’s DOF problem where we
have actuation redundancy since the task is performed in 2D with 3DOF manipulator.

7.4 Synergetic Learning Control via Tacit Learning
Synergetic Learning Control (SyLC) scheme for reaching motion of redundant robotic manipulator is represented as in Fig.7.2. The block diagram is formulated as a supervised learning
paradigm using the feedback motor command error. Conceptually, it has an approach in common with FEL in how to use feedback errors as supervising signals [Kawato and Gomi, 1992].
However, in FEL, prior optimization is still necessary to achieve optimality for redundant system [Schweighofer et al., 1998]. Thus, we aim to provide a primitive mechanism for realizing
such optimality without using cost function. As in the mechanism of the cerebellum with regard to long-term associative potentiation/depression, simple tacit learning with torque signal
accumulation is employed to realize both adaptation and optimal control synchronously. We
assume only forward kinematics (FK) information is available. The multijoint dynamics information is blind for the learning controller, thus this paradigm is to find a way to manage
interaction torques through the repetitive interactions with the environment.
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F IGURE 7.2: Synergetic Learning Control (SyLC) scheme for reaching motion of redundant robotic manipulator. The robot has 3 DOFs of the shoulder, the elbow and the wrist. The task is to
track the moving target for 2D ellipsoidal trajectory while holding a load at its hand without the
prior knowledge of its dynamics information. P represents Proportional, D Derivative and I the
Integral controller, respectively. The box named joint represents the physical joint of the arm.
The intentional target is expressed by a force vector in the task space, which represents the direction and distance to the target, using the proportional feedback error between the target and
current endpoint. The feedback torque command error at each joint space is computed through
the Jacobian of the arm by mapping the feedback force into the joint torque space. Local PD
control represents the local reflex loop as a function of a muscle spindle. The torque command
accumulation part in gray color corresponds to tacit learning.
The proposed synergetic learning control paradigm shown in Fig. 7.2 consists of these
separated elements in loop:
1. The intention to follow the target is expressed by a force vector in the task space, which
represents the direction to the target, and the distance as its intensity, using the proportional (P) feedback error between the target and current endpoint.
2. The feedback force error is mapped through the Jacobian of the arm into the joint torque
space. It can be regarded as motor-command error that works as a supervising signal, as
in FEL.
3. Local proportional derivative (PD) control mainly corresponds to a local reflex loop as
a function of the muscle spindles. This part basically contributes to changing the joint
angles smoothly.
4. Torque command accumulation part shown as gray box corresponds to tacit learning.
This Integral (I) part serves as a unique learning process. This motor command accumu-
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lation part starts to learn how to compensate the interaction torques, and turns into a
predictive torque patterns for a given repetitive task.
Specifically, the controllers for PD feedback and synergetic learning control can be expressed as follows.
PD feedback:
τ1 = −J T (θ)k∆p − A∆θ − B θ̇.
Synergetic learning control:

(7.1)

∫
τ2 = −J (θ)k∆p − A∆θ − B θ̇ + C
T

τ1 dt.

(7.2)

τ1 , τ2 , ∆θ, θ̇ ∈ Rm , ∆p ∈ Rn , J T (θ) ∈ Rm×n , A, B, C ∈ Rm×m
where, m is the number of the joints, n is the task space dimension, τ implies the control torque inputs of the joints, θ implies the angles of the joints, θ̇ implies the angular velocities
of joints. J T (θ) is the transpose of the Jacobian of the arm, k is the gain of the task space
proportional feedback, ∆p is the endpoint error vector. The first term in (7.2) corresponds to
the neural substrate of force mapping functionality presumably due to corticospinal control
[Bizzi et al., 1991].
A and B are diagonal matrices which consist of the proportional and derivative gains of
the PD controllers of local joint. C is a diagonal matrix which consists of the gains of the torque
command integration regarding motor-command error and local feedback torque. The term
A∆θ is optional, and it can be set if you specify the neutral position of the joint. In this work,
this neutral position is specified only for the wrist joint, because the wrist tends to return to the
central position when we relax.
As for local PD feedback, this part corresponds to a local reflex loop as a function of the
muscle spindles [Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi, 1994]. When a muscle is stretched, primary sensory fibers of the muscle spindle respond to changes in muscle length and velocity. The reflexivity evoked activity in the alpha motoneurons is then transmitted via their efferent axons to
the muscle, which generates force and thereby resists the stretch.
Note that all joints are controlled independently except the task space operation, then the
control configuration has a modular structure. All dynamical parameters, such as segment inertia and mass, and the model itself, are completely blind to the controller. Differently from typical optimization approach, our method is to produce such optimization process without using
cost function, purely with repetitive interactions with the given dynamic environment. The
difference between the PD feedback case and synergetic learning case is only the last term of
the command signal accumulation in Eq. 7.2. Neural integrators are found in many nervous
system including our oculomotor system. This term corresponds to a neural integrator in the
torque level.

7.5 Principles in Synergetic Learning Control
The difference from a typical FEL configuration is first the point where the motorcommand error is created by the mapping between the task space force and the joint space
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torque. In FEL, the optimized desired trajectory of position and velocity in joint space should
be prepared in advance by optimizing some criteria specifically for the arm with redundant degrees of freedom [Schweighofer et al., 1998]. Here, the necessary joint position and velocity are
unknown, and the task to follow the moving target is directly given keeping joint redundancy.
Even if we use the Jacobian information, we do not perform inverse kinematic (IK) computation explicitly. The pseudo-inverse of Jacobian is not computed in this method differently from
the typical methods in the robotics approach. Thus, the dimension reduction is not explicitly
performed. The Jacobian itself can be obtained with the knowledge of the FK model. Thus,
only FK information is assumed in this method, and the IK and ID models are unknown, here
how to take the dynamics into account should be learned by the repetitive interactions with the
environment. In the proposed method, the optimality can also be addressed by tacit learning
with command signal accumulations to minimize the total energy consumption. Thus, along
with the adaptivity originating from the FEL architecture, the optimal solution manageability
can be a significant contribution of this method without using explicit model-based structure.
As for the mechanism on how motor performance can be optimized over time, the motor
command accumulation part serves as an energy feedback with task space directional information. Simply, in general error feedback control, when the error is feedback, the error can be
minimized. Similarly, the integrated torque command contains an energy measure since it accumulates the past torque generation history during cyclic reaching task. This term works as
directional energy feedback, then naturally the energy of total system can be minimized as it
is in a feedback loop. Thus, tacit learning can induce energy minimization through the repetitive actions with the environment while minimizing the endpoint error toward a given target
point in the task space. This energy feedback architecture is formed in modular configuration.
Even the torque accumulation feedback is performed in each individual joint, the total system
receives the all energy consumption information from the associated joints. Then, the modified
joint torque is feed to the coupled link dynamics and results in the new joint coordination as a
total system.
In human motor control, the usage of feedforward control is well known, and it is a key
to arrive at energetically efficient solution. Feedforward movements are made without sensory
feedback, which have predictive nature of the given dynamics. Feedback control, in contrast,
involves modification of the current movement using information from sensory receptors and
error detection. If we rely on the feedback control and to perform certain accurate motion, local
joint feedback gain tends to high resulting in a high joint stiffness, which is a source of increased energy consumption. The phase shift between feedback control and feedforward control
during motor learning is well justified by obtaining the internal model in the cerebellum in previous papers [Kawato, 1999],[Kitazawa et al., 1998]. Optimal movement control likely reflects
a combination of both feedback and feedforward processes [Desmurget and Grafton, 2000].
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7.6 Control Results
7.6.1 Energy and Error Minimization
To evaluate the performance of the proposed synergetic learning control, we compare the
control results of vertical tracking for 2D ellipsoidal trajectory between (a) PD feedback controller and (b) SyLC controller. The task of vertical reaching is to drive the endpoint of the arm
following the dynamically moving target while holding a load at its hand under the gravity.
The hand load was in two conditions, 450g and 600g respectively. The cycle frequency f to
draw an ellipse is given with 1/T , where T is the time to draw one ellipse.
The moving target r(t) is given as follows:
[
pc =
[
r(t) = pc +

0.0 −0.4

−0.15sin(2πf t) −0.075cos(2πf t)

]T
,
]T
.

(7.3)

At the beginning, the arm is stopped with extended posture to the gravity direction with
zero joint angle for all the joints as in Fig.7.1(b).
Fig. 7.3(a) represents a control result for endpoint transition only with feedback control.
The target was moving in ellipsoildal orbit in 1/4 Hz with 0.45kg load at hand. Fig. 7.3(b)
is the endpoint with SyLC controller. The feedback control gains are kept same for the both
type of controllers. The time sequential transition is illustrated using color map which changes
depending on the time progress. A cool color map is used for (a) PD feedback control, a jet
color map is used for (b) SyLC. This colormap configuration is used also in the other following
figures.
Fig. 7.3(a) shows that PD control is largely affected by the gravity and the interaction torques. There is no learning effect then the endpoint loop is unchanged after the initial dynamic
transition from the stopped straight arm configuration to the dynamic motion phase. On the
contrary, we can find that the trajectory is being corrected in time in the case of synergetic
learning control minimizing the effect of the gravity and interaction torque. Initially the trajectory was similar to the one of (a), but improves the tracking performance as indicated in Fig.
7.3 (c), which shows the transition of endpoint error. The average endpoint error is calculated
as the root-mean-square (RMS) error between the target point and current endpoint during one
cycle.
Energy consumption in one cycle of reaching was measured as an average power, which
is plotted in Fig. 7.3 (d). The target is moved in ellipsoidal orbit in the frequency 1/4Hz. Therefore, the energy consumption during every 4 second was calculated by summing up each
joint energy consumption τ θ̇ and computed as a temporal work rate scale (power). The transition of energy consumption in learning control can be observed as in Fig. 7.3 (d). In Eq. 7.2,
the torque component of PD feedback was regarded as feedback (FB) controller, the integration
term was regarded as FF controller. The energy consumption by each torque component is also
visualized as in Fig. 7.3 (d). The energy rate is not much changed in the course of learning,
but we should note that the tracking error is being improved. Considering the fact that more
energy is naturally necessary to make the motion with less error to the target. The synergetic
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controller is managing dual conflicting criteria. One is to minimize the error, the other is to
minimize the energy. Balance of these two criteria can be potentially manageable to adjust the
learning gain and the feedback gain. However, we employed a fixed gain in this first robot trial
to verify the feasibility of the proposed method in the real robot. In addition, it was possible
to observe the contribution ratio was switched between FB and FF controllers. Initially FB was
mainly used, and with learning progress, the energy consumption with FB is minimized, while
FF contribution is significantly increased.
Next, motor control result to track the moving target in ellipsoildal orbit in 1/4 Hz with
0.6kg load at hand is summarized in Fig. 7.4. The hand weight is increased with 33 percent. The
added moment of inertia in respect to the hand weight concerning the shoulder joint should
have been increased with 33 percent. This test is to verify the control performance in different
dynamic conditions. As the proposed method doen’t use the prior plant dynamics information,
the exactly same controller is rerun including the control gains and learning gain. We have only
changed the weight from 450g to 600g in a real world.
We can observe in Fig. 7.4 (a)(b) that endpoint only with feedback control is affected more
by larger inertial effect caused by the added hand weight, in contrast the endpoint in synergetic learning control is converged in similar way to the case of 450g toward tracking ellipsoidal
target by compensating the gravity and the interaction torques. The synergetic control case converged to very close endpoint error which is only the difference of 3mm compared to the case
of 450g as observed in Fig.7.4 (c). It successfully deals with the different dynamic condition.
Keeping average endpoint error for different loads with exactly same controller is already not
trivial in conventional robotics, when the joints of the arm have high compliance. The fact of
high compliance of the manipulator can be confirmed from the feedback case performance of
Fig. 7.4 (a). As the feedback gain is low, the arm is largely influenced by the environment, it
indicates that the feedback gain which is employed in this experiment is low then the joint is
highly compliant. The energy consumption in each ellipsoidal cycle of reaching as an average power was similar transition to the case of 450g, while increasing the absolute power scale
corresponding to 600g hand weight as in Fig. 7.4 (d).

7.6.2 Synergetic Joint Usage
Fig. 7.5 indicates a phase portrait between the shoulder and the elbow joint angles in different dynamic conditions (a) 0.45kg, 1/4Hz, (b) 0.6kg, 1/4Hz, (c) 0.6kg, 1/3Hz, and both in
only feedback control and in SyLC. The task trajectory itself was same, the difference were the
hand load and the cycle speed.
The line in the cool color map indicates the joint usage result with only feedback control,
and the line in the jet color map is that for synergetic learning. We see the phase in synergetic
learning converges into the consistent joint angle combinations regardless of different dynamic
conditions. In contrast, the joint space usage in only feedback control are different each other
as it is significantly influenced by the inertial effect variation due to the motion speed and the
hand load changes.
It is interesting to see the phase form is similar for different load conditions in synergetic
learning. The phase portrait is a plot without time dimension, thus it can be an optimal joint
synergetic usage regardless of the motion speed for a target trajectory under the given dyna-
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mic environment. Then, the unchanged joint space usage is somehow reasonable. As the joint
combination usage is common for different dynamic conditions, we can expect that it should
be robust also for the case where the robot needs to change the motion speed or hand weight
in the course of the motor control. Since it is necessary to change just slightly the joint usage
space for dynamical condition changes, this situation helps a lot also for the adaptivity to the
time-variant unknown environmental dynamics. If we carefully check Fig. 7.5, we can also find
that the very initial phase portrait of learning case is very close to the one of feedback case as it
is initially fully driven by feedback component of the controller. In the course of the learning,
the similar synergetic combination between neighboring joints was found under different dynamic conditions. It is interesting to see such consistent and reasonable solution is gradually
found even with the dynamics-model-free and cost-function-free approach.
TABLE 7.1: Endpoint RMS Error (m) and Energy Consumption (W) in each Cycle of Ellipsoidal
Tracking Task
Time

PD Feedback Control
Error
Energy E-E index

Error

Synergetic Learning Control
Energy
FF

8s
16s
32s
64s
120s
200s

0.078
0.074
0.075
0.073
0.073
-

8.0
7.73
8.05
8.0
8.05
-

1.60
1.75
1.66
1.71
1.70
-

0.45kg
0.075 (0.0069)
7.91 (2.20)
0.051 (0.0025)
9.40 (1.01)
0.039 (0.0015)
10.7 (0.16)
0.032 (0.00052) 10.98 (0.30)
0.032 (0.00064) 10.81 (0.28)
0.029 (0.00021) 11.02 (0.07)

8s
16s
32s
64s
120s
200s

0.087
0.086
0.085
0.086
0.085
-

9.73
9.73
9.85
9.81
9.73
-

1.18
1.20
1.19
1.19
1.21
-

0.6kg
0.084 (0.0147)
10.1 (4.10)
0.065 (0.0087)
12.6 (0.90)
0.042 (0.0041)
12.3 (0.21)
0.034 (0.00034)
12.3 (0.24)
0.033 (0.00055)
12.5 (0.10)
0.032 (0.00025)
12.4 (0.14)

FB

E-E index

0.385 (0.682)
2.04 (0.974)
5.44 (0.614)
8.98 (0.335)
10.05 (0.108)
10.16 (0.13)

7.78 (2.36)
8.41 (0.30)
7.36 (0.707)
6.26 (0.20)
5.95 (0.166)
5.77 (0.091)

1.69
2.09
2.40
2.85
2.89
3.13

0.417 (0.896)
2.65(1.22)
6.21 (0.724)
9.54 (0.307)
11.1 (0.050)
11.4 (0.25)

9.94 (4.20)
10.5 (0.975)
8.06 (0.465)
6.44 (0.05)
6.18 (0.231)
6.10 (0.045)

1.18
1.22
1.94
2.39
2.42
2.52

*The figures in parentheses indicate the cycle-to-cycle variability to evaluate the convergence of synergetic learning control.
Between PD feedback and synergetic learning control, the same gain k of the task space propotional feedback is used as well as
local joint PD gains.

7.6.3 Error-Energy index
As it is previously stated, human motor control employs multiple criteria. If it is industrial robot, only thinking about the endpoint accuracy may be enough. However, human motor
control takes into account also the energy efficiency [Izawa et al., 2008]. Thus, if we look into
only the endpoint accuracy of human motor control, it is not necessarily with high precision.
For instance, the casual hand move from right to left in front of your body is not that straight,
a little curved around the shoulder with the compromised choice of motor command which is
easily taken from the given body dynamics. In vice-versa, if we evaluate only the energy criteria ignoring motion accuracy, the choice of no motion can be best. However, we still want the
subject or the robot to perform the specific task. Then, we propose here the simplest criterion
to evaluate the both of error and energy for a reaching task. We name it as E-E index, which is
simply 1/Error/Energy. 1/Error means the accuracy of the tracking, then 1/Error/Energy represents normalized accuracy per unit energy. Here, we have used power (W) as a unit energy.
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Then 1/Error/Energy represents normalized accuracy per power. It can represent the motion
accuracy rate produced with the unit energy. We have introduced this E-E index to evaluate the
motor control performance in reaching with dual criteria of error and energy. As the proposed
controller is not with optimization process, this index itself is not used during the control process, it was used only for a posterior evaluation of the performance generated by the learning
controller.
The endpoint error and the energy consumption transition along with the time progress
is summarized in Table 7.1 for two hand load conditions. In PD feedback control, there is no
improvement for both error and energy. The variation in the initial phase is due to the fact that
the robot changes from stopped status (with extended posture to the gravity direction with
zero joint torque) to the dynamic motion status. This effect can be seen also in the initial phase
of SyLC. Differently from simulation, the real robot has some frictions in the joint, then some
minor value fluctuation can be also observed after the steady-state status.
We can notice that the energy consumption in SyLC is not being minimized, however the
endpoint error is minimized to improve the target tracking accuracy during learning control
while keeping the energy consumption. The energy consumption ratio by FF controller is being
augmented while the one of FB controller is being decreased. The figures in parentheses in Table
7.1 indicate the cycle-to-cycle variability to evaluate the convergence of tacit learning. We can
confirm that the error, the energy and the contributions of FF and FB are all converged in the
course of the learning process in SyLC.
To take into account the Error-Energy balance, the above mentioned E-E index is computed
as in the right column of Table 7.1. In this index, we can observe the clear advantage of SyLC
over sole feedback control. From 16s, all the E-E indexes are larger than the case of feedback
control, it went into nearly 3. E-E index represents the motion accuracy rate produced with the
unit energy. Then, it can measure the motion accuracy in the cost of the energy consumption. In
the case of 0.6kg, E-E index was converged even into double of the one in sole feedback control.

7.6.4 Adaptivity for different motion speed
At last, we demonstrate the adaptive nature of the synergetic learning controller. Differently from the previous tests, we changed the moving target speed suddenly in the course of
the robot control.
Fig. 7.6 shows the motor control result with 0.6kg load at hand, with task speed changes in
the order of 1/4Hz, 1/3Hz and 1/2.5Hz. The change is made in a step manner. Simply, the f in
Eq. 7.3 is modified at a time instant. Fig. 7.6 (a) is endpoint transition with synergetic learning
control. From (a), we can confirm that synergetic learning control manages well to track moving target even when the target moves suddenly faster. The slight endpoint trajectory change
can be observed. Fig. 7.6 (b) plots elbow joint angle-angular velocity phase portrait, different
elbow angular velocity realization can be confirmed by keeping the same elbow joint angle
space. Fig. 7.6 (c) is the transition of endpoint error, we observe slight end-point error changes with 2.8mm increase from 1/4Hz to 1/3Hz, with 2.9mm increase from 1/3Hz to 1/2.5Hz.
Especially in 1/2.5Hz, the robot has to manage to follow in a fast speed for an ellipsoid in average speed of 144deg/s while holding 0.6kg weight. In Fig. 7.6 (d), energy consumption rate can
be confirmed. It increases steadily according to the increased motion speed. The contribution
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ratio between FB and FF controllers is maintained to follow a moving target in higher speed.
Thanks to this nature, motor commands are quickly found for new dynamic condition. It is
demonstrating adaptivity nature of the synergetic learning controller.

7.7 Discussion
We have applied a bioinspired motor learning control paradigm to the control of redundant manipulators in a real world. First, it is challenging to manage both adaptability and
optimality without using model-based approaches and without prior knowledge of the given
dynamics. In fact, the current robotics approach has a separated configuration on motor control and learning. This article demonstrated a way to bridge the gap between learning and
control. Synergetic Learning Control (SyLC) is firstly published to systematically induce the
motor synergy emergence in reaching task [Hayashibe and Shimoda, 2014]. Please refer to this
article for the further information in the case of other reaching task. There, vertical point-topoint reaching task is investigated with Open Dynamics Engine platform. The multidirectional
reaching is also performed. The basic control nature of this method was common between the
simulation result and the real world robot. However, we could observe some differences as
well. First, in a real robot, even if it has backdrivability, there is a joint friction and the internal gear inertia. In contrast, there is completely no joint friction and gear inertia in simulation.
After the learning, FB component ratio against the total energy consumption was less than 20
percent in simulation. However, FB component ratio in the real robot is stayed still around 50
percent against total energy as we can see it in at the right bottom of Fig. 7.3,7.4,7.6. Of course,
it is advantageous if the dependency on FB could be further decreased in terms of energy minimization, but we believe that the geared joint inertia and friction covered the environmental
dynamics information for the learning process. Thus, the unknown gear dynamics in the robot
had to be dealt with FB component.
Motor learning is a process which develops Feed Forward (FF) controller minimizing the
contributions from Feedback controller. The torque integration term in tacit learning can be
considered as FF controller which anticipates the environmental interactions during reaching.
During the learning, the contribution from FF was increased and the torque from FF was converged into certain pattern. This effect matches well the neurological learning process. We could
have this human-like learning phenomenon in real redundant robot control with the proposed
synergetic learning control scheme. The obtained result also gives us an insight to understand
the human motor control, and the FB and FF component can not be measured in human, but the
role of them in relationship to energy efficiency could be quantified from the robot experiment
as in the table 7.1.
To evaluate the control performance in the dual criteria: endpoint error minimization and
energy consumption, we have introduced a new index: Error-Energy index which can measure
the motion accuracy rate in the cost of unit energy. We have introduced this new index just for
evaluation after learning control. However, it could be a useful cost function also in the conventional model-based optimization. Previous popular cost function is considering the torque
changes or energy consumption without being coupled with the corresponding motion accuracy. However, if we look into actual human control which is not necessarily accurate depending
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on the subject engagement, these conflicting criteria is quite a coupled issue. Evaluating the
motion accuracy rate in the cost of unit energy with the proposed E-E index in human reaching
study should be also an interesting topic.
The vertical reaching task under the gravity involves much complex interaction torques.
When the conflicting torques between coupled joint dynamics could be minimized, it can result in energy effective motion. To reduce the conflicts, naturally joints should be synergetically used. The joint angle acceleration in the shoulder involves all the arm segments from upper
arm, forearm to the hand. The elbow is nice to be synchronously drived then the forearm is well
accelerated by the shoulder. The component of forearm acceleration to be made by the elbow,
will be naturally minimized. This phenomenon is well observed in Fig. 7.5. The shoulder-elbow
phase portrait turned into similar circular form for different dynamic task conditions in synergetic learning. As the joint combination usage is common for different dynamic conditions, we
can expect that it should be robust also for the case where the robot needs to change the motion
speed or hand weight in the course of the motor control. Indeed, our method demonstrated the
great adaptive nature for the different task speed condition as in Fig.7.6. As it is similar task
except the motion speed, the robot already knows the effective synergetic joint usage for the
given task then the necessary motor commands are quickly found almost without the learning
process for a new dynamic condition. Please note that the robot is holding 600g weight, which
induces certain amount of inertia. The endpoint accuracy is degraded only slightly. It is demonstrating adaptivity nature of the synergetic learning controller along with Error-Energy
optimality.

7.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have verified a novel computational control paradigm named Synergetic Learning Control in redundant manipulator. From the control result, we claim that the
proposed method is valid for acquiring synergetic motor usage in the system with actuation
redundancy. We should highlight that the SyLC brings computational adaptability and optimality with dynamic model-free and cost-function-free approach differently from previous
studies. Energy efficient solutions could be obtained by the emergence of motor synergy in the
redundant actuation space.
Increasing the contribution of FF controller which corresponds to so-called internal model
development also matches well the nature of computational motor learning in human being as
an infant can improve his motor control ability by repetitions without thinking of something
complex. The result demonstrated in this paper is also concerning to the Bernstein’s DOF problem. Bernstein problem is an issue regarding how Central Nervous System (CNS) finds the
optimal solution in the actuation redundancy. The usage of motor synergy was pointed out by
Bernstein, but a fundamental motor control principal which can generate motor synergy has
not yet been reported in neuroscience except so-called optimization approach. The proposed
SyLC paradigm firstly managed to generate dual aspects of adaptivity and optimality by a modular computational principle for redundant robot, which should be also beneficial for future
neuroprosthetic control.
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(a) PD Feedback Control (0.45 kg hand load)
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F IGURE 7.3: Motor control result to track the moving target in ellipsoildal orbit in 1/4 Hz
(0.45kg load at hand). (a) Endpoint transition only with feedback control and (b) with synergetic learning control. (c) The transition of endpoint error and (d) the energy consumption in
each ellipsoidal cycle of reaching as an average power. Not only improving the target tracking
accuracy, but synergetic learning solutions result in efficient total energy consumption in respect
to the tracking accuracy. In addition, it was possible to observe the contribution ratio was switched between FB and FF controllers. Initially FB was mainly used, and with learning progress,
the energy consumption with FB is minimized, while FF contribution is increased.
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(a) PD Feedback Control (0.6 kg hand load)
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(b) Synergetic Learning Control (0.6 kg hand load)
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F IGURE 7.4: Motor control result to track the moving target in ellipsoidal orbit in 1/4 Hz
(0.6kg load at hand). (a) Endpoint transition only with feedback control and (b) with synergetic learning control. (c) The transition of endpoint error and (d) the energy consumption in
each ellipsoidal cycle of reaching as an average power. By added load, larger tracking error is
observed in feedback control case caused by larger inertial effect in this dynamic motion. In
contrast, synergetic control converged to endpoint error which is only the difference of 3mm
compared to the case of 450g. It successfully deals with the different dynamic condition.
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F IGURE 7.5: Phase portrait between the shoulder and the elbow joint angle in different dynamic
conditions (a) 0.45kg,1/4Hz, (b) 0.6kg,1/4Hz, (c) 0.6kg,1/3Hz, and both in only feedback and
in synergetic learning control. The line in the cool color map indicates the joint usage result
with only feedback control, and the line in the jet color map is that for synergetic learning. We
see the phase in synergetic learning converges into the consistent joint angle combination space
regardless of different dynamic conditions. In contrast, the joint space usage in only feedback
control are different each other as it is significantly influenced by the inertial effect variation.
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F IGURE 7.6: Motor control result to track the moving target in ellipsoidal orbit with 0.6kg load
at hand, with task speed changes in the order of 1/4Hz, 1/3Hz and 1/2.5Hz. (a) Endpoint
transition with synergetic learning control and (b) Elbow joint angle-angular velocity phase
portrait. (c) The transition of endpoint error and (d) the energy consumption in each ellipsoidal
cycle of reaching as an average power. From (a), we can confirm that synergetic learning control
manages well to track moving target with slight end-point error changes seen in (c). Especially
in 1/2.5Hz, the robot has to manage to follow in a fast speed for an ellipsoid in average speed
of 144deg/s while holding 0.6kg weight. From (b), different elbow angular velocity realization
can be confirmed. In (d), the contribution ratio between FB and FF controllers is maintained
for higher speed tracking. Thanks to this nature, motor commands are quickly found for new
dynamic condition.

C HAPTER 8
Conclusion and Perspective
FES and Neuroprosthetics are one of existing rehabilitation techniques to restore lost motor
functions for motor-impaired subjects. The stimulator generates electrical pulses to drive artificial contractions of the paralysed muscles, through activating intact motor units. Nowadays,
FES-based rehabilitation solutions have been investigated in laboratory environments to help
the paralyzed patients to evoke their motor abilities. FES can be employed to assist kinds of specific movements, such as balance support, locomotion, grasping/holding/releasing, or drop
foot correction. Besides, it can also be beneficial to muscle capability training, such as reducing muscle atrophy, preventing muscle spasms, and facilitating muscle rehabilitation. However, many limitations still remain when transferring current FES systems which are developed
in laboratories to realistic clinical environments, due to the subject-specific and inaccuratelypredicted performances. The time-varying muscle fatigue and subject-specific properties complicate the prediction of torque variations with fatigue and the subsequent control of joint torque. To resolve these problems, this HDR thesis mainly contributed regarding personalized
modeling on evoked muscle response, and its usage for personalized neuroprosthetic muscle
control. Toward real-time online implementation of closed-loop FES systems, the developped
algorithm is embedded together with wireless portable stimulator. The results in this HDR thesis show its promising performance with experiment performed with SCIs. I continue the work
toward further computational development to contribute neuroprosthetic domain.
In parallel to this direction, I continue to work on other modeling and motor learning control activities. One important work is muscle modeling. Hill muscle model is a still standard for
long time, it works reasonable for wide areas. However, there exists researcher who points out
its limitations especially when it is used for different physiological conditions. One direction is
going for more physiologically reliable muscle modeling as Hill model is a phenomenological
model. The other is for more dimensionally detailed modeling as Hill model is a wire model.
There is an important work going on regarding volumetric muscle model.
- Y. Berranen, M. Hayashibe, D. Guiraud, B. Gilles, Real-time Muscle Deformation via Decoupled Modeling of Solid and Muscle Fiber Mechanics", Medical Image Computing and
Computer-Assisted Intervention -MICCAI2014, Lecture Notes in Computer Science, Vol.
8674, pp.65-72, 2014.
http://www.lirmm.fr/~hayashibe/Miccai2014/miccaiSohusim.avi
This work presents a novel approach for simulating 3D muscle deformations with complex architectures. The approach consists in choosing the best model formulation in terms of
computation cost and accuracy, that mixes a volumetric tissue model based on finite element
method (3D FEM), a muscle fiber model (Hill contractile 1D element) and a membrane model accounting for aponeurosis tissue (2D FEM). The separate models are mechanically binded
using barycentric embeddings. Our approach allows the computation of several fiber directions
in one coarse finite element, and thus, strongly decreases the required finite element resolution to predict muscle deformation during contraction. Using surface registration, fibers tracks
of specific architecture can be transferred from a template to subject morphology, and then si-
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F IGURE 8.1: Left: Hybrid volumetric muscle model of bipennate fiber architecture, right: internal
stress during isometric contraction.

F IGURE 8.2: Rectus femoris deformations during pulling in the transversal direction of the line
of muscle force action, for activation levels of respectively 0, 0.5 and 1. Color bar shows the
maximum principal strain on a sagittal plane inside the muscle. The stiffness in transversal
direction increased according to muscle contraction.
mulated. As a case study, three different fiber architectures sharing same volumetric space are
simulated and compared to their equivalent one-dimensional Hill wire models. We continue to
improve both physiologically detailed muscle modeling while challenging purely computationally advanced technical development toward fast multiple volumetric muscle modeling.
Regarding personalized whole-body center of mass adaptive identification, it allows to
determine a personalized measurement of human balance that is adapted to low-cost sensors
and that can be used in the home environment for a wide range of motions. This method
could be used by therapist to evaluate a patients progress during a physical reha- bilitation
program, or be used by the patient to receive visual feedback while performing rehabilitation
exercises during self- guided exercise sessions at home. The developed software PersoBalance is registered at the french Agence de Protection des Programmes (APP). The collaborative
work is being scheduled, one is with French startup company NaturalPad to embed our new
personalized balance measure in their rehabilitative video game they developped for general motor training in hospitals and homes. The other is under INRIA equipe-associe program
NeuroPhys4NeuroRehab"(PI: Anirban Dutta). This project seeks development of neurophysiological test setup for customizing and monitoring patient-specific non-invasive electrical
stimulation-facilitated neurorehabilitation. PersoBalance will be integrated with their system
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to study specifically visiomotor functions in relation to postural stability in post-stroke subjects.
At last, synergetic learning control paradigm in collaboration with RIKEN Brain Science Institute is also important activity to reveal the fundamental learning/control mechanisms which
is embedded in central nervous system. Understanding the genuine learning control mechanism is quite meaningful to develop enhanced rehabilitation paradigms for spinal cord injured
patients and post-stroke subjects. The rehabilitation is indeed re-learning process under the given constraints. I expect to apply this control paradigm for enhanced neuroprosthetics by being
aware of motor learning nature in the long-term perspective.

List of Acronyms
ARX

Autoregressive with External Input

ASIA

American Spinal Injury Association

EFPC

EMG-Feedback Predictive Control

CNS

Central Nervous System

EMG

Electromyography

eEMG

evoked Electromyography

FES

Functional Electrical Stimulation
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Generalized Predictive Control
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